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During these times of rapid change many complex human systems struggle to be
innovative and adaptive and as a result are under threat of decay and even collapse.
Complex adaptive systems (CAS) theory describes the phenomena of adaptation and
describes innovation as a central component of this process. The literature on CAS theory
was explored in this study to better understand the processes of innovation and adaptation
and their relationship to each other. A number of characteristics and dynamics (CDs) that
describe the operation of a CAS were discovered and synthesized into a framework for
innovation. Five of these CDs were identified as foundational to the process of
adaptation, namely: open boundaries, diversity, distributed control, cyclical development
and feedback. In this study, the author proposes that by fostering the foundational CDs a
complex system can become more adaptive.

The CAS framework was applied to an engineering organization in two case studies. In
the first case study hierarchical process mapping was tested as a tool to analyze the
organization in light of the framework. In this case study, nine areas where the
foundational CDs could be strengthened to increase the adaptive capacity of the
organization were identified. Of primary concern to the organization was the need to
foster open boundaries. This would ensure a greater flow of information and knowledge
into the organization and between its departments, one means of strengthening the
potential for adaptation and innovation. In the second case study, the framework was
used to guide an innovation process to bring about improvements to a polymer feed
system, one of the organization’s products. An open, iterative approach was used to
gather practical knowledge for product development. End-users were engaged in two

iterations of semi-structured interviews. In the first iteration, nine ideas for technical
improvement were identified, four of which were implemented immediately. Of the
remaining ideas, the use of preheated water for polymer activation was identified as the
most impactful. This idea was pursued further in the second iteration of interviews. Data
indicated an estimated reduction of $4000 in monthly operating costs as a result. The
innovation approach proved effective in this case study and was recommended to the
organization for further use in product development.

In this study, the CAS framework proved useful as a starting point to strengthen capacity
for innovation and adaptation in the organization. Further effort to develop the
foundational CDs is recommended to strengthen the organization and further test the
effectiveness of the framework.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 The Need for Innovation
The world is characterized today by profound social, economic and technical change
(Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997). Organizations must respond quickly and
effectively to change if they are to survive. Developing capacity for innovation, which we
define in this thesis to mean the development and use of new and enhanced solutions to
problems and improved way of functioning, is a prime strategy organizations can use to
respond to a quickly changing environment (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010). Innovation
facilitates renewal (Bessant, 2003) and is a “critical source of competitive advantage…”
(Crossan & Apaydin, 2010, p.1154) that can ensure the sustainability of an organization.

Interest in innovation has been increasing in recent decades (Figure 1) as a result of the
profound changes taking place in every sphere of human activity. The economy, which is
recovering from a recent global recession, is an example of one area of change that has
contributed to the drive for innovation. Many organizations struggled to remain viable
during the economic recession and innovation proved to be a means of strengthening
business performance (Singh, 2011). Environmental, technological and social changes are
other factors that contribute to the growing need for innovation.

Figure 1: Growth in number of articles on innovation in business and economic journals
(included with permission, Crossan & Apaydin, 2010, p.1160). Note: the value for 2008 is
based on data up until July of that year.
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Canada’s capacity to innovate has been suffering in recent times. Innovation in Canadian
businesses decreased between 2011 and 2012 according to a recent report from the
Conference Board of Canada (Watt, 2012). Canada had the largest drop among the topranked countries in the world. Watt (2012) suggests that new initiatives and approaches
are required if Canada is to strengthen its capacity for innovation and remain prosperous
in the global market.

Many organizations struggle to innovate, despite recognizing its importance (Bessant,
2003; Remero, 2012). Organizations that struggle with innovation do not know how to
generate novel ideas and bring them into reality. Successful innovation requires that
organizations learn to read their environment and identify potential innovations,
strategically select from them and allocate adequate resources to fully and effectively
develop them (Bessant, 2003). Finally, organizations must learn to implement innovation
whether in the form of a new product or service for the external market or as an
improvement to internal operations. Organizations that struggle with innovation can
benefit from deepening their understanding of the innovation process and developing new
capacities to facilitate it.

1.2 Relevance to Engineering
Engineering design has long been considered an integral part of the innovation process
(Vincenti, 1990 as cited in Salter & Gann, 2003). Chiva-Gomez (2004) explains that:
“The purpose behind design is to create or restructure a specific component,
product or service in order to fulfill a social, organizational and engineering
objective efficiently…design is closely linked with innovation, since the very act of
designing itself always introduces something new…” (p.708).

Similarly, Robbins (2007) explains that engineers are concerned with improving how
things work, fixing problems in existing products or processes and developing new, more
effective ways of doing things, which is the goal of innovation.
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Due to the close relationship between engineering and innovation, engineers will
continue to play an important role in the development of solutions to novel societal and
technological problems. For this reason, engineers must be concerned with improving
approaches to innovation, which is the focus of this thesis.

1.3 Innovation in a Complex Adaptive System (CAS)
A Complex Adaptive System (CAS) is a special type of complex system. A complex
system is any system made up of interconnected parts that interact and as a result exhibit
properties distinct from the properties of the individual parts or sum of the properties of
the individual parts (Holland, 2008; Page, 2011). Together, the parts of a complex system
fulfill a greater function that each part on its own is able to fulfill. A complex adaptive
system is a complex system that is able to change and adapt autonomously through
interaction with its environment (Heylighen, 2001). It continually develops and improves
the way it functions to survive within a dynamic environment.

Innovation is central to the process of adaptation (Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997)
and thus plays an important role in the operation of a CAS. A CAS continually develops
new structures, mechanisms and forms of operating to increase its ability to survive in a
dynamic environment. The ability to sustain innovation as a means of adaptation is
distinctive of a CAS (Page, 2011). For this reason, innovation will be looked at in the
context of adaptation in this thesis.

Engineering firms, and in fact all types of organizations, are complex systems (Sherif,
2006). Organizations are generally made up of a number of interacting individuals and
departments, each fulfilling particular roles, which only together are able to carry out the
aim of the organization. Many organizations struggle, however, to sustain innovation
(Bartel & Garud, 2009; Bessant, 2003) and thus lack the capacity to be adaptive.
Organizations that are innovative and adaptive are able to change and evolve in response
to a dynamic environment. Only then can they be said to be complex adaptive systems
(Gell-Mann, 1994 and Stacey, 1996 as cited in Chiva-Gomez, 2004).
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Cities and nations are also complex systems. The adaptive capacity of cities and nations
has been a topic of increasing scientific inquiry in recent years due to climate change
(Moser & Ekstrom, 2010). In this context, adaptation is any form of adjustment that
reduces the vulnerability of society to the changing climate system (B. Smith et al., 1996
as cited in B. Smith et al., 2000). Regarding cities as complex systems that must become
more adaptive has helped engineers and scientists explore the development of cities
through a new lens (Sanders, 2008). Understanding the characteristics of an adaptive
system would influence how planning, engineering, and design are approached. The
methods used must recognize the characteristics that make a system adaptive and work
with them rather than stifling them. Without adaptive capacity, society is prone to the
adverse consequences of climate change. Understanding the features that enable a
complex system to become a CAS would be of much benefit to any type of system
concerned with survival during times of profound change. Better understanding the
process of adaptation and how to foster it is thus of relevance beyond that of innovation
in an organizational context alone.

1.4 Research Question and Objectives
To better understand how to foster innovation in complex systems is of interest to many.
The research carried out for this project investigated this topic in the context of an
engineering organization. Thus, the focus of the research question was as follows: what
are the features that enable a CAS to be adaptive and how can they be developed in an
organization in such a way that the organization is better equipped to innovate in the
twenty-first century? To answer this question the following goals were established:


Develop a framework for innovation and adaptation based on the principles
governing complex adaptive systems.



Test the framework by applying it to an engineering organization to evaluate their
capacity for innovation and adaptation and to devise ways to strengthen the
innovation processes



Test the use of various tools including hierarchical process mapping as a means of
evaluating innovation processes in an organization in light of the framework
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1.5 Research Approach
In order to design the framework, three concurrent actions were undertaken:


An extensive literature search that focused on discovering the key features that
enable a CAS to innovate



A case study at an engineering organization in which the principles of adaptation
and innovation were observed in practice and in which the framework could be
tested as a diagnostic tool



The development of the framework itself, which was performed iteratively as the
case study and literature search provided insight into the nature of innovation.

1.6 Thesis Organization
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the literature
on innovation, adaptation and CAS theory. This chapter demonstrates the need for an
understanding of the underlying structure that enables a CAS to sustain innovation.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the features of a CAS and presents a framework for
innovation based on CAS theory. Chapter 4 presents a case study where the CAS
framework for innovation is used to assess an engineering company’s capacity for
innovation and to devise strategies for strengthening it. Chapter 5 presents a case study
where the CAS framework for innovation is further used to guide actions to foster
technical innovation around one of the engineering organization’s core technologies.
Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings from this study. These pertain to the insights
gained from the literature and from the case studies carried out. Recommendations for
future work are also included.
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Chapter 2. Background and Literature Review
2.1 Innovation
2.1.1 Defining Innovation
Crossan and Apaydin (2010) define innovation simply as “doing things differently”. This
implies that innovation must have an element of novelty to it, a concept that appears as a
common theme in the literature (Baregheh et al., 2009; Johannessen et al., 2001).
Something is perceived as novel when it is new to the relevant unit of adoption (i.e. an
organization or an entire industry). The most significant form of innovation is when
something is considered new to a whole industry.

The degree of change brought about by an innovation is measured by whether it is
“radical” or “incremental” (Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997). Radical innovation
leads to fundamental changes in how an organization or industry works or what it can do.
Incremental innovation represents a small or moderate change to existing ways of
operating. Incorporation of many incremental changes over time can, of course, lead to
profound improvements (Humble & Jones, 1989).

Crossan & Apaydin (2010) suggest that innovation must result in a measurable
improvement. A new idea alone is not enough; without application, a new idea has no
benefit (Fagerberg et al., 2006). The difference between invention and innovation further
clarifies this idea; “Invention [is] the first occurrence of an idea for a new product or
process while innovation is the first attempt to carry it out into practice.” (Fagerberg et
al., 2006, p.4). Thus it is important to note that innovation comes after invention.
However, as Standing and Kiniti (2011) discuss, it is not enough to consider invention
and innovation as separate, one-dimensional processes. Rather, invention and innovation
can be integrated into one process with several stages:


Idea generation/invention: ideas originate internally or externally. This stage
often requires creativity and collaboration.
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Idea Selection: after ideas are generated they need to be evaluated and assessed to
determine if they have value. The most promising one is then selected.



Design and Experimentation: the applicability of an idea is tested through design
and experimentation; it is here that significant costs and time are required and
ideas are validated, modified or rejected.



Implementation: once an idea has been carried through the design and
experimentation process, a product is made or a process is set up that utilizes the
idea.



Commercialization: the new product or process is then diffused, people get to
know it and learn to accept it and change their behavior to use the innovation in
the most beneficial way.

The process of innovation outlined above can lead to outcomes of many different forms.
Although a common outcome of innovation is new technology, it can also include new
methods (Baregheh et al., 2009), organizational structures, administrative systems
(Damanpour, 1996), services, the opening of new markets, new sources of supply and
new ways of organizing (Johannessen et al., 2001).

Awareness of the different types of innovation and the synergy that exists between them
can strengthen the performance of an organization. For example, organizational
innovations can help improve the organizational processes in a firm. Stronger
organizational processes can help sustain high technological performance and thus
promote technological innovation (Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997). Arundel et al.
(2006) explain that successful technological innovation is closely linked to organizational
innovation. Figure 2 shows that technical performance is a component of an
organization’s overall performance. Thus, fostering technical innovation needs to be
pursued within the context of organizational innovation.
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Figure 2. Relationship between technical and organizational performance

The definition for innovation that is used throughout this thesis is based on the various
elements outlined in this section; innovation involves the development of new and
enhanced solutions to problems and improved ways of functioning for the adopting
entity. It is the implementation of a novel idea in any form, whether it is organizational,
technical or otherwise, that results in some beneficial change. The change brought about
by innovation can be minor (incremental) or major (radical).

2.1.2 The Role of Innovation in Sustaining Organizations
Innovation plays an important role in sustaining an organization. Because innovation
brings about beneficial change, it can be seen as a response mechanism to changes in the
surrounding environment of an organization (Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997).
Organizations that can sustain innovation will be able to respond to environmental
changes and continually improve their performance. In essence, innovation is a “key
means of adapting to change…” (Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997, p.15).

The literature on innovation recognizes the parallels that exist between natural systems
and organizations, as both are entities that need to be adaptive in order to survive (Aiken
& Hage, 1971; Crossan & Apaydin, 2010; Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997;
Heylighen, 2001; Hull & Hage, 1982). Adaptation takes place in natural systems through
continual innovation. Innovation allows organizations to develop novel structures that
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enable them to better fit the environment that surrounds them as it changes. Therefore,
organizations must see innovation as more than a mere process of generating something
new, but rather as a means of adapting and sustaining their existence.

2.1.3 Barriers to Innovation
Common barriers to innovation were outlined in the Oslo manual, Guidelines for
Collecting and Interpreting Innovation Data (OSLO, 2005). The Oslo manual identified
barriers related to cost, the market, how organizations operate and the knowledge
available to organizations (Table 1).
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Table 1. Factors hampering innovation (OSLO, 2005, p.113)
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Organizations and researchers making efforts to develop effective approaches to
innovation can benefit from understanding the common barriers that hamper it. The
barriers that are discussed below are those that are most relevant to the research carried
out during this work. These barriers are further addressed in subsequent chapters.

One significant barrier identified is the cost associated with innovation. Cost barriers can
be overcome by partnering with other organizations to share resources or by approaching
innovation incrementally so that costs are kept small and spread out over time.

Another related barrier is the perceived risk of innovation. An organization will not
pursue innovation if it views the risk associated with it as excessively high. Three major
forms of risk have been identified: consequences of a physical, social or economic nature,
a high level of uncertainty associated with the benefit of the innovation and the possible
side-effects associated with an innovation (Sheth, 1981). Most organizations require
significant confidence in an innovative idea before committing to its development.

The majority of barriers to innovation are related to knowledge. Lack of knowledge
results in an organization having insufficient “innovation potential” (OSLO, 2005,
p.113). Organizations involved in engineering work are particularly affected by
knowledge barriers as engineering design is a knowledge-intensive activity (Yitmen,
2011). A lack of new knowledge in an organization can result in a lack of innovative
ideas for new designs and processes. Developing ways to increase idea generation
through accessing new knowledge in an organization can help overcome this barrier.

Another barrier to knowledge acquisition is the difficulty organizations have partnering
with other organizations (OSLO, 2005). Partnerships not only help to reduce costs but the
knowledge transferred through partnerships contributes to the generation of new ideas
(Damanpour, 1996) and aids in developing and marketing innovations.

Knowledge of available technology is another factor that plays a key role in innovation
(OSLO, 2005). Sometimes the employment of certain technology is required to make an
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innovation possible. Without knowledge of a certain technology that exists, an
organization’s production processes may be limited. For this reason, knowing what
technologies are available affects an organization’s potential to innovate.
Market factors make up another category of barriers that hamper innovation. “Uncertain
demand for innovative goods or services” is one such barrier (OSLO, 2005, p.113). If
there is uncertainty around the demand for a potential product then its development is not
likely to be pursued. Reducing uncertainty around demand requires engaging end-users to
better understand the needs of the market. Too often the goal of innovation is merely to
create something new without necessarily meeting a recognized need. As a result, many
so-called innovations are ineffective and unusable (Farahbakhsh & Kelly, 2011).
Developing innovations in response to real needs can make them more effective and
valuable.

Other factors hampering innovation in an organization relate to the willingness of an
organization to invest in and provide structure for innovation (OSLO, 2005). Providing
structure for innovation goes beyond the process of developing a single innovative idea
and must address the overall functioning of an organization and its ability to sustain
innovation. For an organization to sustain innovation, it needs to create structures and
develop patterns of effective research and development that enable it. If personnel and
management do not have an attitude that promotes innovation then the resources required
to foster innovation will not be made available.

Organizations would benefit from approaches to innovation that help overcome these
barriers. The framework that is developed in this thesis is proposed to help overcome
these barriers and identify ways of strengthening innovation in an organization.

2.1.4 Characteristics of Innovative Organizations
The organic model of organizational structure has been recognized as conducive to
innovation since the 1960s (see Burns & Stalker, 1961). Organic systems are
characterized by continuous, natural development (Oxford, 2012). An organization that is
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organic, therefore, is more suited to change and thus more able to innovate (Aiken &
Hage, 1971).

Several of the characteristics of organic organizations that promote innovation are listed
below (Aiken & Hage, 1971, p.70-79):


Diversity in knowledge, skills, and resources: From diversity comes increased
ideas and abilities to drive change. As a result of the interaction between
employees with diverse knowledge and skills ideas for change are generated and
thus increased potential for innovation results. This is dependent, however, on
availability of resources to carry ideas forward.



Degree of decentralization of decision-making: Decentralization of power and
decision-making allows for innovation to take place freely. It allows employees in
an organization to readily pursue innovation and form the structures required to
do so. Centralized power arrangements tend to prevent imaginative solutions from
being realized.



Freedom from rigid rules and work roles: Freedom from rigid rules and narrow
definitions of work roles are required for innovation. There is a negative
relationship between the degree of formalization and the rate of innovation.
Formalization of rules and structures prevents the flexibility that enables new
ideas to be developed and pursued.



Surplus of available resources: In some conditions, the availability of resources,
whether in the form of finances, knowledge, ideas or otherwise, result in
increased innovation. The availability of knowledge and abundance of ideas lead
to a greater potential for innovation and greater financial and other resources
allows for the testing and development of more ideas.



Degree of open collaboration with other organizations: Collaboration between
organizations allows for the sharing of resources and the infusion of new ideas
from an external source into an organization. This increases innovation potential
and can also reduce the cost of innovation.
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Damanpour (1996) found that structural complexity has a positive relationship with
innovation. Structural complexity refers to the number of locations at which work is
performed, the number of jobs or services performed and the number of levels within an
organization that perform different tasks (Mileti et al., 1977 as cited in Damanpour,
1996). Structural complexity refers to the degree differentiation in tasks and skills that
exists within an organization. Research has shown that structural complexity promotes
innovation because it creates an environment in which diversity is high. Through
interaction between diverse elements of an organization, innovation is increased
(Damanpour, 1996).
An organization’s ability to learn is another characteristic that contributes to the
innovation process (Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2011). As a result, organizational
learning has been an area of interest to many fields, including information systems,
strategic management and engineering (Argote & Miron-Spektor, 2011). Edmondson
(1999) describes organizational learning as a process made up of iterative steps of action
and reflection. This process is characterized by asking questions, seeking feedback,
experimenting and reflecting on results and unexpected outcomes (Figure 3).
Organizations that are able to operate in a learning mode are better able to innovate. They
are characterized by continual change in their practices, performance and the products
and services they provide (Argote & Miron-Spektor, 2011).

Analyzing Results

Experimenting

Learning Cycle
Seeking
Feedback

Asking
Questions

Figure 3: Organizational learning cycle (based on Edmondson, 1999)
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These characteristics of innovative organization are those found in the literature on
organizational management. What will be shown later in this thesis is that these
characteristics are present in the model of an adaptive system provided by CAS theory
and thus make up part of the framework for innovation developed in this thesis.

2.1.5 Innovation in Engineering
In engineering design innovation is concerned specifically with the development of
solutions to meet a set of design requirements (Milne & Leifer, 1999). A number of
researchers have looked at the approach engineering firms use to develop innovative
designs. Petre (2004) describes some of these as:


Systematic knowledge acquisition: innovative engineering firms conduct active
searches for knowledge from external sources



Deliberate reflection at varied times and levels: innovative engineering firms
review recently-completed projects and potentially relevant past projects to
analyze what went well, what can be applied to future projects and what can be
improved on. Part of the reflection process also involves looking at how an
innovation can be applied to a new context, allowing for the transfer of
technologies across typically unrelated fields. This process can help an
organization think in new ways.



Focus on underlying problems: Engineers find it useful to look at the fundamental
principles underlying a problem and to formulate the problem in unusual ways in
order to develop solutions that are innovative.



Scenarios: When engineers consider possible designs in various scenarios this can
help reveal potential consequences and sometimes even new opportunities



Highly collaborative: Innovative firms have highly collaborative,
multidisciplinary teams where knowledge is shared freely across domain
boundaries

In additional to the above practices, Salter and Gann (2003) identified a number of
aspects that characterize the development of innovative ideas in engineering. They
describe that even though engineers are strong users of information and communication
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technologies, they have been found to rely heavily on personal interaction with others to
solve problems. This is a sign of the importance of face-to-face collaboration above other
forms. Another characteristic of engineering innovation identified by Salter and Gann
(2003) is that design ideas rarely develop in a linear manner. Design often requires
iterative phases of problem identification, design and refinement. Lastly, due to the
project-based environment of engineering firms, engineers often operate in a cycle of
crises and catch-up. More attention needs to be given to time management and resource
allocation to enable engineers to develope innovative ideas early on in a design process.

2.1.6 Contemporary Approaches to Innovation
Traditionally, closed approaches to innovation dominated research and development
throughout the 20th century (Chesbrough, 2006). Organizations used to rely solely on
their own tools and knowledge. They tried to generate and develop their own ideas and
manufacture, market, distribute, and service them independently. This approach was used
primarily because the dominant thought was that innovation required control; the
philosophy of self-reliance dominated research and development. Organizations are
recognizing, however, that a closed approach to innovation can only lead them so far. In a
world with increased global competition, technological complexity and mobility amongst
highly skilled personnel, the ability and importance of having overall control over the
innovation process has diminished (Herzog, 2011). The development of innovative ideas
can benefit increasingly from external resources.

The benefits of organic approaches to innovation that reflect the characteristics described
above are recognized more widely (Aiken & Hage, 1971). Among the approaches to
innovation developed by innovation practitioners are the following:
2.1.6.1 Open Innovation
Open innovation is a practice that is founded on the reality that companies can no longer
rely solely on their own research and resources (Jemala, 2010). A key understanding of
the open innovation approach is that the best ideas for innovation often come from
somewhere outside the company. A firm that practices open innovation will have ideas
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crossing it’s boundaries that can help it develop new research ideas and reach new
markets (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Open innovation (included with permission, Chesbrough, 2006, p.36)

When companies open up and collaborate with others, a symbiotic relationship forms
(Jemala, 2010). External partners, customers, and other stakeholders come together in the
innovation process and share information, knowledge, and resources. Such sharing leads
to the development of new ideas for innovation and lends greater momentum to the
innovation process.
2.1.6.2 Crowd Sourcing
“Crowd sourcing is the act of taking a job traditionally performed by an employee and
outsourcing it to a large interested group of people in the form of an open call” (Traitler
et al., 2011, p. 65). This practice is a particular form of open innovation used largely in
information technology development. It recognizes everyone as a potential source of
ideas and thus opens the solution development process to a large pool of people. The
involvement of many different minds increases innovation potential. In software
engineering, for example, the debugging process often uses crowdsourcing. A beta
version of a particular software package is made available to interested people who test it
and provide feedback. In this manner, improvements to the software are made and new
ideas for development are generated.
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Crowd sourcing requires a drastic shift in functioning from the traditional closed
approach to innovation. This is especially the case for companies that operate using a silo
approach, where research is not only contained within the organization but, within
specific departments of an organization (Traitler et al., 2011). Implementing crowd
sourcing requires a change in the structures, processes and culture of an organization.
2.1.6.3 Grassroots Innovation
Grassroots innovation takes place outside the radar of national and regional institutions,
at the level of a local population (A. Smith et al., 2012). It arises from the ingenious ideas
of individuals and populations at a local level that are working to improve their
livelihoods and promote sustainability. Grassroots innovations are generally born out of
necessity and often do not involve high-tech solutions or large-scale industrialization
(OECD, 2012). Some examples of grassroots innovations are pedal-powered washing
machines, homemade refrigerators, rainwater harvesting, and plant-based pesticides.

Many organizations have formed at the local level to encourage grassroots innovation and
their focus is on fostering collective learning and action, a prerequisite to innovation in
whatever context it takes place. Grassroots innovation draws on the creative potential that
exists through collective learning and action and channels it toward local needs (OECD,
2012).

The involvement of local participants in the innovation process helps to overcome the
adoption gap that often occurs in the deployment of a particular innovation (OECD,
2012). Often times, when an innovation is developed outside of the context in which it is
to be applied, it does not account entirely for the social or environmental context or
address a specific, local need. The process of grassroots innovation facilitates effective
adoption of innovations as it includes traditional knowledge, addresses real needs and
improves a community’s standard of living.
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2.1.6.4 Communities of Practice
Communities of practice (CoPs) are learning platforms used to enhance the exchange of
expertise, information, and resources and to foster collaboration between diverse
participants (Iaquinto et al., 2011). They do this by bringing together people from
different backgrounds to learn about a common theme or address a common problem.
CoPs foster effective learning processes through the use of action learning, crossboundary representation and cross-level connections, which result in the generation of
new knowledge and innovative solutions to problems.

Wenger (2010) explains how the concept behind CoPs is grounded in systems science.
The approach avoids isolating the parts of a system, typical of reductionist, linear
thinking and supports self-organizing groups characterized by diverse relationships and
fluid boundaries (as cited in Iaquinto et al., 2011).

CoPs often exist within large organizations and focus on an important subject that
requires collaboration. In the Department of Land Resources in Australia, a CoP was
formed to look at the trans-disciplinary problem of climate change (Iaquinto et al., 2011).
Climate change issues are part of the responsibility of many different employees in this
organization so a platform for collaboration and sharing of knowledge was established to
foster the generation of innovative ideas.
2.1.6.5 Learning Alliances
The concept of a learning alliance is similar to that of a CoP, but originates in the field of
development studies. In a learning alliance diverse stakeholders come together to learn
collectively, solve problems and innovate. As a result of the involvement of relevant
stakeholders, knowledge is generated in accordance with the needs of the context and
thus, results in appropriate innovations. Gottret (2006) defines the learning alliance
approach to innovation as “the process of technical, social and institutional change that
results from the interaction among multi-layered sources of knowledge and its
transformation into new things, products or practices, applied in a specific institutional
and cultural context” (as cited in Lundy & Gottret, 2006, p. 3).
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Learning alliances aim to strengthen the implementation step of innovation. Innovative
ideas rarely materialize when they are made away from those that are required to
implement them due to lack of ownership and involvement (Lundy & Gottret, 2006).
Often time, those outside a community carry out research, produce a report, hold a

workshop to disseminate findings and then move on to another project (Vries, 2007).
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These approaches recognize the benefit of opening up the innovation process, of
engaging diverse stakeholders and of promoting learning. Rather than selecting a
particular approach to innovation from those already developed, however, organizations
would benefit from better understanding the underlying characteristics that these
approaches embody. This would allow organizations to develop their own approaches to
innovation suited to the needs of their particular context. The underlying characteristics
that promote innovation can be integrated into the regular functioning of an organization
to help them to sustain innovation in the long term.

2.2 Adaptation
As mentioned earlier, adaptation and innovation are closely linked processes
(Damanpour, 1996). To better understand the underlying characteristics that promote
innovation, the concept of adaptation should be explored. Adaptation is the process of
modification that a system undergoes to become more suitable or fit to operate in its
environment (B. Smith et al., 2000). The most familiar example of adaptation is that of a
biological organism that rearranges itself to survive within the surrounding environment
(Holland, 1975). Ecosystems also undergo adaption in order to evolve and survive
(Levin, 1998).

Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour (1997) describe innovation as central to the process of
adaptation. Through innovation, a system can develop new mechanisms and new ways of
functioning to enhance its performance within a given environment. Since innovation is
central to adaptation, better understanding the process of adaptation can help
organizations foster innovation. Complex adaptive systems are inherently adaptive. They
have a particular structure that supports continual adaptation and innovation. The
following section looks at the role that complex adaptive system’s theory can play in
helping to understand the structure of organic, adaptive systems that facilitate continual
innovation.
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2.3 Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) and Innovation
2.3.1 Complex Adaptive System (CAS) Theory
CAS theory aims to describe the phenomena of adaptation exhibited by CASs.
Complexity theory, which encompasses CAS theory, is defined as “the interdisciplinary
understanding of reality as composed of complex, open systems with emergent properties
and transformational potential” (Byrne, 2005, p.97). Complexity arises when many
independent variables begin to interact in interdependent ways. Through this interaction
certain properties begin to emerge that cannot be perceived by studying the parts alone
(Holland, 2008). The capacity of a system to adapt to outside changes is one such
property that emerges from the interaction of simpler parts that may not seem to be
individually adaptive.

Complexity theory represents a shift away from a linear, reductionist view of the world
(Sanders, 2008). In this old paradigm, scientists would try to understand systems by
analyzing their individual parts. The world was seen through a mechanistic lens, where
everything is composed of elementary parts (Innes & Booher, 1999). Through this lens it
was thought that complex systems could be controlled and easily duplicated. Complexity
theory looks at whole systems and recognizes that the interactions between
interdependent variables enable CASs to function the way they do (Sanders, 2008). It
recognizes that many systems operate more like organisms rather than machines (Innes &
Booher, 1999). As such, CASs can change, learn, innovate and adapt.

CAS theory first developed out of the physical sciences (Innes & Booher, 1999) and the
study of biological systems in the 1960’s (Gell-Mann, 1994 as cited in Dooley, 1997).
Through the study of such systems scientists began to understand the underlying
principles, structure and dynamics of the process of adaptation. This understanding has
been extended to include social systems, ecologies, economies, cultures, politics,
technologies, traffic, and weather systems (Dooley, 1997; Sanders, 2008). Scientists have
been studying these types of systems for millennia but only recently have they been
studying the phenomenon of complexity in and of itself (Simon, 1996). The ability to
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better describe and analyze complexity is important because it can help us better
understand how adaptation takes place.

The field of engineering can benefit from the perspective provided by CAS theory in a
number of ways. Engineering is concerned with developing systems that perform
optimally while also being robust and low risk (Ottino, 2004). CASs bring together these
often conflicting aims by constantly adapting to achieve an optimal state while being
resilient to shocks. Integrating the characteristics of CASs into engineering can help
develop new approaches to system design. Furthermore, CAS theory can help engineers
approach the maintenance and further development of already established complex
systems in new ways. Through CAS theory engineers can carry out design in ways that
account for the possibility of emergent function as a system develops through interaction
with its environment. This requires a shift away from the need for a rigid blueprint
approach.

2.3.2 Complex vs. Complex Adaptive Systems
CASs generally operate in uncertain, changing environments and are able to gather
information from their surroundings to inform their development (Capra, 1996 as cited in
Innes & Booher, 1999). CASs can be said to be learning systems because components in
the system respond to signals from the environment and modify their behavior as a result.
This is what differentiates complex systems from complex adaptive systems. Complex
systems are made up of components that interact to produce emergent properties (Figure
6). Complex adaptive systems are complex systems that interact with their environment
to inform their development (Figure 7). They continually gather information from their
environment while in turn influencing the environment through their operation. Feedback
exists between the system’s emergent function and its structure. The exchange between
the system and its environment allows the system to respond to external conditions in a
dynamic fashion. Chiva-Gomez (2004) summarizes CASs as “…systems made up of
heterogeneous agents which inter-relate with each other and their surroundings and are
unlimited in their capabilities to adapt their behavior as a result of their experience…”
(p.708). The ability of a CAS to adapt is directed at sustaining the life of the system.
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Figure 6. Complex System (adapted from Hakimi, 2010)

Figure 7. Complex Adaptive System (adapted from Hakimi, 2010)

Since organizations are made up of many interconnected parts that operate together to
fulfill a certain function, they are considered complex systems (Sherif, 2006).
Organizations that are able to continually gather information from the dynamic
environment that surrounds them and sustain innovation as a response can be considered
to be complex adaptive systems. For this reason, CAS theory can provide insight into the
processes that can help an organization become more innovative.
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2.3.3 The Use of CAS Theory in Innovation
CAS theory has already been used to strengthen innovation efforts in a number of
instances, some of which will be discussed in this section. The first of these is the use of
CAS theory in innovation studies to understand the process of change in an organization.
Since no generic model of an organization as a CAS exists, Dooley (1997) develops one.
A number of principles are developed that describe the behaviour of a CAS and the way
this behaviour is manifested in an organization. The general principles outlined are:


Organizational order is emergent. This refers to the idea that order arises out of
the interaction between components of the organization.



Organizational states are irreversible. Organizations and their surroundings are
always evolving dynamically, thus an organization can never return to a previous
state.



The future states of the organization are relatively unpredictable. CASs are nonlinear and operate in a state of non-equilibrium, thus small changes can lead to
large effects making change difficult to predict.

Although these principles outline the resulting behavior of an organization that operates
as a CAS, they do not define the underlying characteristics that an organization needs to
foster to lead to this behavior.

Another application of CAS theory has been to inform the design management process,
which is an essential part of the process of innovation (Chiva-Gomez, 2004). Design
management is aimed at managing the way new and improved products or processes are
developed. When CASs are faced with change they “design new schemas that are defined
in [sic] new products (product design), behaviors, policies, strategic positions, and so on.
It is a stage that implies innovations and creativity” (p.710). For this reason CAS theory
lends useful insight into effective product design processes.

Chiva-Gomez (2004) outlines four propositions inspired by CAS theory that would
contribute to effective design management:
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“Maximize the relationships between firm members and the outside (p.710)”



“Foster relationships between areas of people within the design process (p.710)”



“Maximize the information flow (p.710)”



“Promote heterogeneous participation and its balance in design decision making
(p.710)”

These propositions also describe the resulting behavior of an organization that aligns
itself with the characteristics of a CAS. The underlying characteristics that would lead to
these behaviors would be openness, diversity and interaction between people with diverse
knowledge and skills. There are other features of a CAS, however, that contribute to the
capacity for innovation.

Brown and Eisenhardt (1997) use CAS theory to evaluate organizations that have been
able to sustain innovation and continuously reinvent themselves. They explain that there
has been very little research that describes the underlying structure and processes that
enable such firms to achieve continuous innovation and change. For this reason, they
carried out a number of case studies on innovative organizations and highlighted two
major conclusions. First, innovative organizations, like CASs, are semi-structured. This
means that they operate in a mode that is somewhere between rigid and completely
unstructured. Second, such organizations anticipate the future and plan their development
accordingly; innovative organizations approach innovation proactively and as a result are
not surprised by changes in the market environment. This enables them to innovate in
such a way as to ensure their survival during times of change.

Carlisle and McMillan (2006) propose that CAS theory can help organizations foster
incremental and radical innovation simultaneously. Incremental innovation often takes
place in an environment where there is a high degree of organization while radical
innovation takes place in a more loosely controlled environment. They outline how
organizations exist on a spectrum between being highly unorganized and chaotic to
highly ordered and mechanistic. In the middle of this spectrum lies the behavior of a
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CAS. The model of a CAS provides a structure that can help an organization maintain
balance between the two extremes described—this region is referred to as “the edge of
chaos” in CAS theory. In this region constant change and adaptation readily occur.
Different parts of an organization can operate at different points on this spectrum in order
to achieve a balance between stability and innovation. The ability to promote innovation
in one part and ensure stability in another is feature of a CAS that should also be
considered when trying to strengthen innovation in an organization.

Finally, CAS theory has been recognized as valuable in providing insights that can help
organizations create learning environments conducive to innovation (Harkema, 2003).
Learning organizations are dynamic and self-organizing. As a dynamic system, an
adaptive organization needs to remain open to learn from outside sources. Through the
interaction of self-organizing parts in an organization, learning at the individual level
coalesces into collective learning. Change and innovation take place as a result of
learning and strengthens the organization as a whole. Self-organization, openness and
learning are thus important characteristics that can help an organization become more
innovative.

2.4 The Need for a CAS Framework for Innovation
The need for organizations to become more organic in structure and function in order to
increase their capacity for innovation has been recognized explicitly in the literature for
some time now (see Aiken & Hage, 1971; Burns & Stalker, 1961). The many researchers
who have developed organic approaches to innovation have also suggested this need
inexplicitly. CAS theory provides an organic model of a system that can sustain
innovation as a means of adaptation. CAS theory has been used to strengthen innovation
and to describe the behavior of an innovative organization (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997;
Carlisle & McMillan, 2006; Chiva-Gomez, 2004; Dooley, 1997; Harkema, 2003; Innes &
Booher, 1999). Although many researchers have described features of CASs and the
behaviors that would be expected from organizations that operate as CASs, no
comprehensive framework exists that outlines these features, their relationship to each
other and how they contribute to innovation and adaptation. What this thesis aims to do is
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to create such a framework for use by organizations striving to be more adaptive. The
following chapter will present this framework.
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Chapter 3. Development of a CAS Framework for Innovation
3.1 Introduction
Since CAS theory is concerned with describing and explaining change (Byrne, 2005), it
can be used as a guide for human systems that are striving to become more innovative.
Innovation is concerned with change and improvement and for this reason it lies at the
heart of the process of adaptation. An adaptive system continually adjusts itself to new
conditions by generating novel ways of functioning. Organizations are highly concerned
with increasing their ability to adapt because it will help them to survive in an
increasingly dynamic marketplace. Thus, better understanding the structure that enables
adaptation in a CAS can be of great benefit to organizations.

In this chapter we will present a framework for innovation that is based on CAS theory.
The framework is made up of fourteen interconnected features that each play a role in a
CAS’s ability to adapt. A description of each of these features is provided and the
relationship between them is explored. Following this, a visual representation of the
framework is presented and its layout explained. The framework is proposed as a
diagnostic tool that organizations can use to assess their adaptive capacity and to guide
the design of actions to increase that capacity. Some indicators are provided at the end of
this chapter to assist in this process.

3.1.1 Conceptual Framework
In this thesis we will use Svinicki’s definition of a framework. Svinicki (2010) explains
that a conceptual framework “is an interconnected set of ideas about how a particular
phenomenon functions or is related to its parts” (p.5). The elements of a conceptual
framework are not independent of each other but rather operate together to explain a
phenomenon. Understanding the elements of a framework and the role they each play can
help organize the way we think about that phenomenon and how and why it takes place
(Lazo, 2003). This chapter presents a conceptual framework that describes the key
features of an adaptive system.
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3.2 Methodology for Framework Development
The framework developed in this chapter brings together knowledge gained through
review of pertinent literature, evaluation of case studies, and analysis of the data gathered
through conceptual mapping. These approaches were carried out concurrently (Figure 8).
The following sections describe the approaches used.

2) Case
Study
3) Conceptual
Mapping

CAS Framework
for Innovation

1) Literature
Search

Figure 8. Methodology used for the development of a CAS framework for innovation

3.2.1 Literature Search
As a first step in the development of the framework, an extensive literature search was
conducted on topics related to complex adaptive systems. The focus of this search was to
find literature that provided insight into the following research questions:


What are the key features of CASs that contribute to the ability to innovate and
adapt?



How do these features enable adaptation and innovation?

Sources of literature used include peer-reviewed journals, encyclopedias, books and
professional magazines.

Some of the features used in the framework reflect the characteristics of organic
organizations as described in the literature on organizational management (outlined in
Chapter 2). They are also akin to some of the features described by other researchers that
have used CAS theory to strengthen innovation processes in organization (also outlined
in Chapter 2). The rest were drawn from the literature that directly described CASs.
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The knowledge that was gained during the literature search was put into practice in a case
study.

3.2.2 Case Study
After the literature search began, a case study was initiated alongside it to gain further
insight into the factors that contributed to innovation in an organization. This case study
involved an organization that was making efforts to become more innovative. The
organization was attempting to increase the effectiveness of the technology they sell and
the production and sales processes they use. The features that contributed to innovation in
this organization were noted and used to inform the framework as it was being
developed.

3.2.3 Conceptual Mapping
Conceptual mapping is a technique used to identify the relationships among variables in a
research question (Artinian, 1982). It often helps distinguish which variables are
independent and which are dependent. A conceptual map can only be built once the
researcher has sufficient knowledge of the particular phenomenon being studied.
Therefore, conceptual maps are generally built gradually and refined iteratively as
knowledge is gained.

Conceptual mapping was used in the development of the CAS framework for innovation
presented in this chapter. The variables that were mapped are the features of a CAS that
were derived from the literature search and case studies. For this reason, the development
of the conceptual map began after the literature search and case studies were initiated. It
continued, however, to be developed in parallel so that it could be refined as new
knowledge and understanding was gained.

The mapping process helped to depict the relationships among the features of a CAS, as
these relationships were not always explicitly discussed in the literature. Through
conceptual mapping, those features that are independent and those that are dependent
were identified.
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3.3 Framework Features
The features of a CAS identified through the above-described process were organized in
a logical manner to help increase understanding of their function. These features were
categorized into two groups: characteristics and dynamics. Characteristics refer to
properties or traits that are typical of a CAS. Dynamics refer to the process of change and
development of a CAS (Oxford, 2012). The characteristics and dynamics (CDs) were
arranged into three levels: foundational, intermediate, and core. The foundational CDs
are, as the name states, the basis for a CAS’s functioning. These CDs are independent of
the others and are inherent in natural adaptive systems. In human systems they are
controllable and can be fostered to increase capacity for adaptation. The intermediate
CDs are dependent on the foundational CDs; they emerge through the operation of the
foundational features. As a result of the interaction of the foundational and intermediate
CDs, core features emerge that are central outcomes of the process of adaptation of a
CAS. These core features are innovation, fitness, and resilience. A description of each
feature in the three levels of the framework and the relationship between them will be
discussed in the following sections. Figure 9 provides a basic outline of the order in
which the CDs are presented.

Figure 9. Outline of the order in which features that make up the CAS framework for
innovation are presented

3.3.1 Foundational Characteristics of a CAS
3.3.1.1 Open Boundaries
The first of the foundational characteristics of a CAS is the existence of open boundaries.
When a complex system is open, it interacts freely with its environment by allowing for
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the flow of matter, energy and information across its boundaries (Schneider & Kay,
1994).

Open boundaries can help a system survive by allowing it access to resources that could
help it sustain itself and grow. This concept is also true for an organization. An
organization cannot ever be fully closed because its purpose is to meet market needs by
selling products and services to external stakeholders. However, barriers to the exchange
of knowledge, information and skills often exist (Faniel & Majchrzak, 2007; Jemala,
2010). Such barriers hinder the development of an organization. For this reason,
strengthening the degree to which an organization has open boundaries with regards to
knowledge, information, and skill sharing can strengthen its ability to innovate and adapt.
In an open system, matter, energy, and information cross the system’s boundaries due to
the presence of a gradient. A gradient is a difference in magnitude or quantity of a
resource across space where flow occurs from a location of high concentration to one of a
lower concentration (Oxford, 2012). Resources will flow into an open system when a
resource exists in high concentration outside of the system and in a low concentration
inside the system (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Flow of a resource from a place of high concentration to one of low concentration
across an open boundary

The sun, for example, creates a gradient that results in the continuous flow of energy
between itself and the ecosystems that cover the earth’s surface. That energy is then used
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by ecosystems for their own development. In the same way, knowledge gradients can
form between users of a technology and those that design it. The users may possess
knowledge that could benefit the design firm; the firm can benefit from the knowledge
that the user possesses if there are open boundaries between the two entities and a
mechanism to transfer the knowledge.
The exchange of resources caused by gradients across an open system’s boundaries
creates a non-equilibrium condition. In such a condition, a system experiences continual
change (Heylighen, 2001). Non-equilibrium in a CAS contributes to the process of
innovation. The role of a non-equilibrium condition in fostering innovation will be
further discussed in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1.2 Distributed Control
Distributed control is another foundational characteristic of a CAS. In this context,
control is the ability to influence or direct the development of a system (Oxford, 2012).
The components of a CAS have greater autonomy in comparison to a system with
centralized control and do not have a single, centralized controller that directs the activity
of every component (Levin, 1998).

In a centralized system communication only flows in a limited manner—between the
controller and the parts. In a distributed control system, however, there are significantly
more connections between components. As a result, the flow of information is greater
(Baran, 1964). Figure 11 depicts the relationship between the parts in a centralized
system and a distributed control system. The increased flow of information in a
distributed control system enables the parts of the system to adapt to each other and to
their environment more effectively rather than relying on information from a single,
central location to guide their behavior.
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A)

B)

Figure 11. Illustration of the pattern of A) Centralized control and B) Distributed control
(adapted from Baran, 1964)

When control is distributed throughout a system and there is strong information transfer
between its parts, each component is able to contribute to the resulting configuration of
the system (Heylighen, 2001). As a result, such a system becomes self-organizing (PahlWostl, 1995 as cited in Mitsch & JĆørgensen, 2003). Self-organization increases the
fitness and resilience of a CAS. This will be discussed further in Section 3.3.2.

An organization with distributed control would allow individuals and groups a high level
of self-determination (Wheatley, 1999). Individuals and groups would be free to do what
makes most sense to them within their roles and the goals and vision of the organization.
Information would flow freely between individuals and groups to inform their actions and
localized solutions would be developed. Such an organization would not operate in a topdown, command and control paradigm but rather would use decentralized and
participatory approaches to decision making and would encourage initiative among
employees.
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3.3.1.3 Diversity
Diversity is the third of the foundational characteristics of a CAS that we will examine.
Diversity manifests itself in three different ways among the components of a CAS: first,
through variation in some attribute; secondly, through diversity of type; and third,
through diversity in composition (Page, 2011). Variation in attribute refers to
“differences in the amount of some attribute or characteristic” (p. 20) such as the
differences in the height of animals of the same species. Diversity of type “refers to
differences in kind” (p.20) such as the different species of animals within a forest.
Diversity in composition “refers to differences in how the types are arranged” (p.20) such
as the food webs that emerge in different ecosystems.

Diversity in attribute and type among the components of a CAS enables it to better
respond to perturbations from the environment (Heylighen, 2001; Page, 2011). From the
perspective of an organization, if a new need were to emerge in a market, high diversity
in terms of the organization’s products and services and its knowledge and skills would
provide it with a greater ability to respond to the need and sustain its functioning.
Diversity provides a system with a broader set of characteristics and capacities that it can
employ to respond to change. This can make a system more resilient.

It should be noted, however, that diversity is only beneficial up to a certain point (Page,
2011). Too much diversity can be counter-productive and can create inefficiencies. An
organization should assess what degree of diversity is needed to make it more resilient
and at what point increasing diversity no longer serves this purpose.

Diversity also strengthens the positive synergistic effects that arise in a complex system
(Page, 2011). When diverse components in a system interact, they can produce an effect
that is greater than the sum of their individual effects (Oxford, 2012). Variation in
attributes such as knowledge and skills among employees in an organization can produce
synergistic effects that lead to innovative solutions to problems or new ideas for
development.
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The role of responsiveness and synergy in promoting resilience and innovation in a
system will be discussed further in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Intermediate Characteristics of a CAS
3.3.2.1 Non-equilibrium
Non-equilibrium is the first of the intermediate characteristics of a CAS that we will
examine. This characteristic depends on the presence of open boundaries, a foundational
characteristic.

The gradients that act on a system with open boundaries create non-equilibrium
conditions. A non-equilibrium system experiences a constant flow of resources into and
between its components (Heylighen, 2001). As a result, such a system experiences
continual perturbations.

CASs develop mechanisms to dissipate the gradients that act on them. Dissipation, in this
context, refers to the conversion of a resource into another useful form (Oxford, 2012). If
a resource continually enters an open system and is not dissipated it can in some cases
overwhelm the system. The sun’s energy can cause overheating and can kill organisms if
not dissipated in an ecosystem. In the worse case, fire will ensue due to the build up of
heat. In an open organization, lack of dissipation of a knowledge gradient may not lead to
damage in a direct way. Rather, if there is no mechanism to make use of the leading
knowledge that enters an organization then the organization will not be able to adapt
itself to the changes and advances made in the environment in which it functions.

Non-equilibrium conditions can contribute to innovation and fitness in a CAS. A CAS
develops new structures and mechanisms to dissipate a gradient acting on it (Schneider &
Kay, 1994). The development of dissipative mechanisms in a CAS can be seen as a form
of innovation. Dissipative mechanisms are new elements of a system that emerge to
increase a system’s ability to remain resilient. Thus, this form of innovation contributes
to increasing the system’s fitness.
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3.3.2.2 Self-organization
Self-organization is “the spontaneous creation of a globally coherent pattern out of local
interactions” (Heylighen, 2001, p.1). Self-organization tends to occur due to the presence
of distributed control, a foundational characteristic. Distributed control enables a
system’s parts to mutually adapt to each other and their environment and form the most
efficient configuration possible. Consider that even without any form of centralized
control a forest responds to the sun’s energy gradient spontaneously and develops a rich
spectrum of organisms that operate synergistically to dissipate the incoming energy. The
organisms adapt to each other and the environment to form a configuration that readily
uses the surplus energy entering the system.

Two outcomes of self-organization are increased fitness and resilience (Heylighen, 2001).
Since the components of a self-organizing system can readily respond to environmental
changes without waiting to receive direction from some centralized control, the system is
able to adapt more quickly to change. Moreover, the increased information transfer
between components and the environment allows each component to better adapt to local
conditions. This can enable a self-organizing system to maximize its fitness, which refers
to its ability to survive and grow in a given environment. Clearly, in the context of an
organization, this is desirable behavior so an organization that exhibits self-organization
is likely to be more resilient to changing market forces, meaning it can recover from
external shocks.
3.3.2.3 Responsiveness
The responsiveness of a system, “the ability of a system to respond to disturbances” in a
way that ensures its survival (Page, 2011, p. 202), results from the foundational
characteristic of diversity. The disturbances most relevant to organizations can include
such examples as new technologies, new consumer demands, and new products. An
organization that has diverse core competencies, which are tasks that it can perform well,
will be more successful in a changing market if those core competencies make the
organization more suited to respond to the disturbances (Page, 2011). When diversity is
high, a system faced with a disturbance has more options with which to respond. Since
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the system is better able to respond to disturbances, it is less likely to be harmed by them
and is, therefore, more resilient.
3.3.2.4 Synergy
Synergy is the second feature that emerges from diversity and thus is included in the
framework. Synergy arises when the diverse parts in a system interact and the combined
result is greater than the sum of the parts (Page, 2011). In an organization, synergy results
from the interaction of individuals with diverse knowledge and skills. When there are
more individuals with diverse knowledge and skills in an organization, there is a greater
amount of expertise in the organization. Since knowledge contribute to innovation
(Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2011), the potential for innovation can therefore
increased.

3.3.3 Foundational Dynamics of a CAS
3.3.3.1 Cyclical Development
Cyclical development is the first of the two foundational dynamics of a CAS that will be
discussed. A CAS develops in a cyclical pattern referred to as the adaptive cycle
(Holling, 2001). The adaptive cycle has four phases: growth (Exploitation), accumulation
(Conservation), restructuring (Release) and renewal (Reorganization). These phases
redirect a system to a new state (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Adaptive cycle of an evolving system (included with permission, Holling, 2001,
p.394)
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The Exploitation phase is characterized by accumulation and transformation of resources
(Holling, 2001). Resources are accumulated and used for the growth and strengthening of
the system. In the Exploitation phase an organization grows by maximizing development
and sales of its products, seeking out additional sources of funding, and hiring new
employees.

Following the Exploitation phase is the Conservation phase, in which the system
becomes focused on maintaining the structure that has allowed it to grow thus far
(Holling, 2001). Resources become tightly bound up, preventing them from being used in
other ways. If conservation continues, the system becomes overly rigid and therefore
vulnerable to external disturbances (Walker et al., 2006). A company in the Conservation
phase relies on its existing product line and organizational structure to continue its
operations. Its rigidity increases to a point where it becomes “an accident waiting to
happen” (Holling, 2001, p. 394).

After the Conservation phase, a system will inevitably enter the Release phase. The
Release phase is caused by a sudden change in the environment that pushes the system
beyond its capacity and forces a breakdown in the established structure. Tightly bound
resources are released from the structure and made available for use in other ways
(Holling, 2001; Walker et al., 2006). Schumpeter described this process long ago with the
term creative destruction (Schumpeter, 1942). An adaptive organization enters the
Release phase as a result of a disturbance such as a new competitor or technology and
resources that were accumulated during Conservation-based activities are released and
reorganized.

The last stage in the adaptive cycle is the Reorganization phase. During this stage a CAS
system goes through a period of learning, experimentation and innovation (Holling, 2001;
Walker et al., 2006). In this way a new structure suited to the recent change in the
environment is developed. In an adaptive company, the freed-up resources are used to
establish new company directions, new core competencies, and areas for growth. Once
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the system establishes a new structure, marked by the X in Figure 12, it then enters the
Exploitation phase again and the cycle starts anew.

Smith-Corona is an example of an organization that went through the adaptive cycle but
did not pursue innovation early enough and, as a result, suffered many losses. SmithCorona was the leader in typewriters in the United States (Huskinson, 2012). They began
selling typewriters in the early 1900s and experienced significant growth in their
Exploitation phase, where they continued to develop their structure around the production
and sales of typewriters until the 1980s. The 1980s, however, also marked the rise of the
personal computer and the emergence of several alternative print technologies. Being in
the Conservation stage, Smith-Corona continued to hold on to typewriters as their main
business. The rise of the computer changed the market environment so drastically that
sales of Smith-Corona’s typewriters began to decline considerably. Although the
company diversified into other office supplies, they continued to keep typewriters as their
main product, a continued sign of being caught in the Conservation stage
(Ramachandran, 2012).

The continued shift in the market eventually forced Smith-Corona into the Release stage.
They had to create a new structure in order to survive, but it was too late to shift their
structure to the personal computer printing industry, as they would not be able to keep up
with the already advanced companies in this market. They were forced to abandon the
typewriter business and became a barcode label and ribbon company (Ramachandran,
2012). The lack of proactive innovation with regards to Smith-Corona’s core competency
prevented them from reorganizing early enough to keep up with the market trends.

The decline of Kodak is another example of a case where innovation was not pursued
proactively. Kodak was a 130-year-old company that filed for bankruptcy in 2012
(Scheyder, 2012). Kodak began in the late 1880s as the inventor of an image capture
machine. They then went on to develop roll film and the Brownie camera. They persisted
for decades as a film camera company and grew tremendously while in the Exploitation
phase. In the 1960’s they began to study the role of computers in photography. In 1975
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they invented the digital camera. They did not recognize the potential of this market,
however. Instead of allocating resources away from film cameras towards the
development of the digital camera (Release) they focused on developing high-end
traditional cameras for niche markets. They continued to operate within their established
structured, a sign of the Conservation stage. After the founder of the company died,
Kodak became “bound up in nostalgia” (West, 2012 as quoted in Scheyder, 2012)
without fully embracing the required move towards digital photography. During this time
Sony released its own digital camera, which caught Kodak by surprise. A decade later
Kodak released its first digital product but it was not a camera, it was the Photo CD.
Kodak made its greatest effort to enter the digital camera market in 2001 but the field was
already full of cameras from other manufacturers. Kodak had missed its opportunity to
Reorganize into a digital camera company at the most opportune time. As a result, they
faced severe losses.
The adaptive cycle is often referred to as a “boom and bust” cycle when applied to an
organization or industry. The severity of the “bust” portion of the cycle can be reduced in
human systems through the use of foresight and intentionality (Holling, 2001), where
organizations can take proactive action to mitigate shocks caused by external changes.
Proactive action, such as continual and strategic research and development, can help an
organization enter the Release stage intentionally. In this way, old methods of functioning
are replaced with new ones, increasing an organization’s performance in a changing
environment. Such an intentional, proactive approach to Release and Reorganization can
help an organization survive in the long term.

Furthermore, CASs experience nested adaptive cycles at different levels within their
structure. Nested cycles refer to the simultaneous occurrence of the adaptive cycle at
different time and spatial scales within a system’s structure (Figure 13) (Walker et al.,
2006). For instance, individual teams adapt themselves on a much smaller time scale than
an entire company does. In turn, companies can change and adapt on a much smaller time
scale than a market as a whole can.
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Figure 13: Nested adaptive cycle of a CAS (adapted from Holling, 2001)

Each cycle in the nested set serves two purposes: “one is to conserve and stabilize
conditions for the faster and smaller levels; the other is to generate and test innovations
by experiments occurring within a level” (Holling, 2001, p.393). In relation to each other,
the slower level cycles provide continuity and stability to the faster cycles, where
learning, experimentation, and innovation occur more quickly. Consider the fast-cycle
time of a team researching a new product. The company in which this team works
provides slow-cycle stability in which the team can work without causing harm to the
company as a whole until their innovation phase is complete.

In the nested adaptive cycles of a CAS, the learning, experimentation, and innovation that
arise out of the smaller levels lead to change in the larger levels. The successful
innovations that arise from the smaller level are propagated up through the larger levels.
In the case of Smith-Corona during the time of the rise of the personal computer, a
proactive Release process could have involved part of the organization moving away
from typewriter production, to undergo research and development to establish a new
foundation for the organization compatible with the rise in personal computers. At the
same time, higher levels of the organization could have continued to exploit the
established structure aimed at producing and selling typewriters. As innovations
developed at the lower level in the nested cycles of adaptation, higher-level processes in
an organization could respond accordingly. New structures would have been needed to
support the production and sales of the new products generated.
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3.3.3.2 Feedback Processes
Feedback processes make up another foundational dynamic that facilitates adaptation in a
CAS. Feedback is a circular cause-and-effect relationship between a system’s
components and between a system and its environment (Heylighen, 2001). Feedback
occurs when one component affects another and triggers an action that, in turn, affects the
first component. For example, when customers respond to a company about a product
and the company modifies the product according to the customers’ demands a feedback
relationship develops.

Two different types of feedback loops exist: the self-amplifying 'reinforcing loop' and the
self-correcting 'balancing loop'. A reinforcing feedback loop causes a system to respond
in a way that amplifies change (Figure 14) while a balancing feedback loop causes a
response that suppresses change and maintains the current status of a system (Figure 15).

Customer Base
+

+
Word-of-Mouth
Advertising

Figure 14. Reinforcing feedback loop – As a company’s customer base grows, word-ofmouth advertising increases, which in turn leads to a larger customer base. (A positive link
“+” indicates a change of the variables in the same direction. If there is an increase in the
cause variable there is an increase in the effected variable and vice versa. A negative link ““ means an inverse relationship exists; if the cause variable is altered the affected variable
responds in the opposite direction. An increase in the cause variable leads to a decrease in
the affected variable, and vice versa)

Sales

+

Research and
Development

Figure 15. Balancing feedback loop – If sales in a company decline, the company can
increase its research and development efforts in response. As a result, better products will
be developed and sales will increase again, balancing out the deviation from the desired
goal. If sales increase, more resources might be directed to meeting the demand and
research and development might decrease.
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An organization can use balancing and reinforcing feedback loops to regulate itself and
achieve greater levels of fitness. The role of regulation in increasing fitness will be
discussed further in Section 3.3.4.
A feedback process also plays an important role in a system’s ability to learn. Hogarth
(1981, as cited in Sterman, 1994) described the process of learning as a balancing
feedback loop. It includes multiple steps: first, action is taken; second, information based
on the results achieved is gathered; then, the information is evaluated against the goal of
the organization; finally, further action is taken to fill the gap between the desired state
and the actual state of the system (Figure 16). When this approach is followed, even if the
initial action does not yield the desired result, the system can move toward the desired
state through feedback.

Real-World
(Action)

Decisions
(Reflection)

Information
Feedback (Results)

Figure 16: Learning feedback loop (included with permission, Sterman, 1994, p.293)

Organizations that use this type of feedback loop are able to sustain learning as a means
of enhancing innovation and responding to a changing market landscape. The role of
learning in innovation will also be discussed further in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.4 Intermediate Dynamics of a CAS
3.3.4.1 Learning
Learning is the first of the intermediate dynamics of a CAS that will be discussed.
Learning is defined as the process of acquiring knowledge, which can be accomplished
through experience and practice (Oxford, 2012). The foundational dynamics of cyclical
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development and feedback operate in a complementary manner to contribute to a CAS’s
ability to learn. A CAS needs to experiment during the Reorganization phase of the
adaptive cycle in order to develop new ways of functioning (Holling, 2001) and a
learning feedback loop is used to facilitate experimentation (Sterman, 1994). Therefore,
we can link the learning feedback loop with the adaptive cycle as a model for learning in
a CAS (Figure 17). In a learning feedback loop, experimentation is carried out through
action, results, reflection and further action. In this manner, knowledge is acquired
through experience and practice, which informs the next stage in the development of a
system.

Figure 17. Learning feedback loop with a nested adaptive cycle (adapted from Holling, 2001
and Sterman, 1994)

Going back to the example of Smith-Corona, carrying out research through a learning
feedback loop would have helped the organization reorganize. It would have allowed it to
learn about and develop new ways of printing. Such learning would have translated into
new and improved products, which could have provided a new basis for the
organization’s continued prosperity.

The learning that takes place through the dynamics described above increases the fitness
of a system and leads to innovation, both core elements of the process of adaptation. As
discussed earlier, the learning feedback loop allows the system to increase its fitness by
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iteratively moving the system towards a desired state. The learning that results is aimed at
developing new and improved ways of functioning.
3.3.4.2 Regulation
Through feedback loops a CAS is able to regulate itself in response to internal and
external forces. Regulation, in this sense, refers to a system’s ability to control and
maintain its operation for optimal performance in a given environment. In human
systems, regulation requires careful analysis of conditions and thoughtful effort to realign
certain variables as they deviate from the system’s goal. Due to the complexity of many
systems, it is not always immediately clear what the effect of certain actions will be on a
system. For this reason decision makers must understand the interconnected feedback
loops affecting a system in order to guide regulation efforts.

Travel time on a highway is an example of a problem in a complex human system where
many interacting variables affect the outcome (Figure 18). When decision-makers
carefully analyze these variables they are better able to make decisions that will
effectively achieve the desired goal. Understanding the feedback relationship between
variables enables effective regulation of a system.
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Figure 18: A causal loop diagram showing the effect of a road construction policy on travel
time (Sterman, 2000, p.181 as adapted by Halbe, 2012, included with permission) - (a
positive link “+” indicates a change of the variables in the same direction. If there is an
increase in the cause variable there is an increase in the effected variable and vice versa. A
negative link “-“ means an inverse relationship exists; if the cause variable is altered the
affected variable responds in the opposite direction. An increase in the cause variable leads
to a decrease in the affected variable, and vice versa)

If new roads are constructed, travel time can initially be seen to decrease. At the same
time the attractiveness of driving increases, however. As a result traffic eventually
increases and travel time is slowed down again. What the feedback loops also show is
that the decision to expand the highway also causes a reinforcing side effect; public
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transit ridership decreases causing decreased revenue. This then causes the quality of
public transit to also decrease, leading to even more use of cars on the highway and travel
time increasing further. A simple intervention in one feedback loop can cause unforeseen
consequences in others. For this reason, understanding the interacting feedback loops in a
CAS is important.

Understanding feedback processes in a CAS can allow decisions makers to develop and
implement innovation in a way that increases the fitness of a system. Because the
complexity of the system was not considered in the above example, the side effects of the
initial decision actually reinforced the problem the policy was meant to solve, thus
reducing fitness. If the complexity of the feedback loops was analyzed, the longer-term
solution of strengthening the public transit system may have been chosen, thus leading to
optimal regulation of the system.

3.3.5 Core Features of a CAS
3.3.5.1 Resilience
Resilience is defined as the ability of a system to absorb change, recover from trauma and
persist (Holling, 1973). A resilient system can continue to function after being faced with
a shock due a strong ability to restore itself (Heylighen, 2001).

The resilience of a CAS emerges through the interplay of a number of foundational and
intermediate CDs:


Distributed control allows for self-organization where all of the components of a
system contribute to its overall ability to survive. A system with distributed
control is not dependent on a central controller and thus is not vulnerable should
the central node stop functioning. With distributed control, if one component is
harmed, the remaining unaffected components contribute to the system’s
recovery, thus making the system resilient.
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Diversity increases a system’s ability to respond to and recover from a
perturbation. Diversity provides a system with many options with which to
respond, and hence increases the resilience of the system.



The nested pattern of cyclical development provides stability to a system when
affected by trauma. When a component of a CAS at lower level in the system’s
structure is affected by trauma, the higher levels continue to provide stability. The
stability provided by the higher levels can help the lower levels to recover.

When organizations are resilient, they are able to respond to perturbations caused by
external forces and maintain their functioning. Perturbations can come in the form of
market changes, technological change or regulatory change. Through self-organization,
responsiveness, and the interaction between nested adaptive cycles, organizations can
respond to perturbations in such a way as to maintain stability. Strengthening the
foundational CDs of a CAS strengthens these intermediate CDs, which in turn increases
the resilience of an organization.
3.3.5.2 Fitness
Fitness is another core feature of a CAS. It is an aggregate measure of local and global
factors (Dooley, 1997) and refers to the degree to which a system can survive and grow
within the surrounding conditions (Heylighen, 2001). Fitness differs from resilience in
that it refers to the state of a system in relation to its surroundings while the latter refers
to the ability of a system to respond to a change in the surroundings. A system with high
fitness will thrive, while one with low fitness will not. Adaptation continually takes place
in a CAS in order to achieve greater fitness between it and the dynamic environment that
surrounds it.
Several intermediate and foundational CDs of a CAS contribute to a system’s fitness:


The self-organizing ability of a CAS, which is derived from distributed control,
enables a system to better respond to environmental changes rather than waiting
to receive direction from a centralized controller. In this manner, a self-organizing
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system’s components are continually responding to change to ensure fitness of the
system.


The iterative learning process that results from a learning feedback loop enables a
system to continually adjust its course to best fit the changing environment within
which it operates.



The learning that results from Reorganization during the adaptive cycle also
contributes to fitness as it enables the system to develop a structure that is more
suited to the environment.



Lastly, the feedback loops that enable the components of a system to interact with
each other and with their environment allow a system to regulate itself. A CAS
uses feedback loops to initiate a reinforcing or balancing response to change in an
attempt to increase the fitness of a system.

In the context of an organization, a sign of fitness is the ability of the organization to
maintain high business performance within a given market. Through the CDs of a CAS,
an organization can respond to external signals from the market environment and learn,
self organize, and regulate itself to continuously increase its fitness.
3.3.5.3 Innovation
Innovation is the third, and final central feature of a CAS and is defined as the
development of novel ways of functioning (Baregheh et al., 2009). In a CAS, innovation
emerges as a response to a need for change that enables a system to perform better
(Holling, 2001).
Numerous foundational and intermediate CDs of a CAS contribute to a CAS’s ability to
innovate:


Open boundaries lead to non-equilibrium conditions where novel structures
emerge to make use of and dissipate a gradient. The dissipative structures that
emerge are a form of innovation; they are new structures that improve the
performance of the system.
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Diversity creates synergies that can lead to innovation. Through the interaction of
diverse components of a system, new modes of functioning can emerge. The
interaction of diverse sources of knowledge can lead to the development of
innovative ideas in an organization.



The adaptive cycle together with a learning feedback process help to foster the
learning required for innovation. Since learning is foundational to the process of
innovation, a system that is able to continually learn is more apt to innovate.

An organization that is able to sustain innovation can sustain and increase its
performance. The CDs of a CAS can help strengthen the processes of innovation in an
organization.

The following section presents a synthesized framework for innovation based on the
features of a CAS. This framework is being proposed for use by organizations to evaluate
their operations and to guide their efforts to become more innovative.

3.4 The CAS Framework for Innovation
A visual representation of the framework for innovation is presented below (Figure 19). It
outlines the features of a CAS and the relationship that exists between them. An
organization can use the framework as a diagnostic tool to evaluate the degree to which
the CDs are present in its operations. The relationships between levels in the framework
and between features within each level are discussed below. A number of indicators that
can be used by an organization to evaluate its innovative capacity in light of the
framework follow.
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Figure 19: Characteristics (C) and Dynamics (D) of a CAS and their relationship to each
other (arrows depict relationships between components)

3.4.1 Levels within the Framework
The foundational level of CDs (outer ring, Figure 19) is what underlies a CAS’s
functioning. This level enables the emergence of the intermediate and core features that
make a system adaptive. As Section 3.3 described, the CDs in the foundational level are
inherent within natural adaptive systems. In a human system, such as an organization, the
foundational CDs need to be developed intentionally.

The features at the intermediate level (inner ring, Figure 19) are derived from the
foundational level. This level contributes directly to the adaptive nature of a CAS. The
framework proposes that features in the intermediate level cannot be developed directly
in human organizations because they are dependent on the presence of the foundational
CDs. Therefore, the foundational CDs can be developed as a means of fostering the
intermediate ones.
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As outlined in the description of each core feature of the process of adaptation, the core
features are a combined outcome of the relationship between the foundational and
intermediate CDs (core, Figure 19). They arise from the process of adaptation of a CAS
in a dynamic environment. The features in the core are the central elements that ensure
survival of the system, which is the ultimate aim of adaptation.

Further to the relationships that exist between the levels in the framework there are lateral
relationships between some of the features within the same level (depicted by the arrows
connecting elements in Figure 19). First, the lateral relationships between the
foundational features will be discussed, then the intermediate features, and finally the
core features.

3.4.2 Lateral Relationships between Foundational Features
3.4.2.1 Distributed Control and Open Boundaries
The characteristics of distributed control and open boundaries interact to allow for the
flow of information between interconnected components in a CAS. As a result of
distributed control there are more connections between departments in an organization
(as illustrated in Figure 11). Due to the increased connections between departments,
information can flow between them more freely (Baran, 1964) and thus the boundaries
between them are opened. Conversely, as a result of an organization opening its
boundaries information can flow better between departments and distributed control can
result. With open boundaries the departments in an organization will be better equipped
to make decisions and take action. This can support the mutual adaptation of one
department to another to maximize efficiency in the organization.
3.4.2.2 Open Boundaries and Diversity
Open boundaries can help an organization maximize the potential benefit that can result
from diversity. An organization where employees with diverse knowledge and skill sets
work in isolated departments will not realize the full benefit of diversity. (Damanpour,
1996) explains that in an organization with a diversified knowledge base, innovative
ideas are more likely to emerge, but this requires interaction between the holders of
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diverse knowledge. Fostering open boundaries between departments with diverse
knowledge and skill sets allows for the synergy that emerges from diversity to be
realized. As a result, the potential for innovation can be increased.
3.4.2.3 Diversity and Cyclical Development
Diversity can strengthen the Reorganization phase of the adaptive cycle. Diversity can
provide more alternatives to a system and greater synergy to allow for the development of
new options. In an organization greater diversity in knowledge, skills, and core
competencies can strengthen the experimentation and innovation process. This can assist
an organization to develop a new basis for Exploitation.

Conversely, the nested adaptive cycles can also help foster increased diversity in a
system. Continual innovation at low levels within an organization can produce new
products and services to expand the core competencies of the organization. The
organization can develop a more diverse basis from which to meet the changing needs of
the market.
3.4.2.4 Cyclical Development and Feedback
As discussed in the section on learning, both feedback and cyclical development
contribute to the process of learning within a CAS. A CAS needs to experiment during
the Reorganization phase of the adaptive cycle in order to develop new ways of
functioning (Holling, 2001) and a learning feedback loop can be used to facilitate
experimentation (Sterman, 1994). Experimentation is carried out through action, results,
reflection and further action. Learning informs the next stage in the development of a
system. In such a manner, the dynamic of cyclical development and feedback are
complementary.

3.4.3 Lateral Relationships between Intermediate Features
3.4.3.1 Self-Organization and Non-Equilibrium
Self-organization and non-equilibrium are intermediate characteristics that interact to
facilitate adaptation in a CAS. Self-organization occurs in response to a non-equilibrium
condition established across the open boundary of a system (Heylighen, 2001). When a
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knowledge gradient exists across the open boundaries of an organization, knowledge
flows into the organization. An organization can benefit readily from that knowledge if it
is self-organizing. Employees within the organization can use the new knowledge to
improve their operations.
3.4.3.2 Synergy and Learning
Synergy between diverse components in a CAS can contribute to learning. Since learning
is the acquisition of knowledge (Oxford, 2012), synergy between employees with diverse
knowledge bases can lead to the generation of new knowledge in an organization.
Damanpour (1996) describes this as the “cross-fertilization” of knowledge. Such learning
can contribute to innovation in an organization.
3.4.3.3 Regulation and Self-Organization
Self-organization and regulation are closely related features of a CAS. A system with
distributed control can regulate itself through self-organization. Feedback loops operate
between components in a system and between components and their environment to
regulate a systems functioning. As a result of self-organization, components of the system
can adjust themselves autonomously, without direction from a centralized controller to
reach a state of increased fitness.

3.4.4 Lateral Relationships between Core Features
3.4.4.1 Innovation and Resilience
Innovation and resilience are closely related core features of a CAS. Innovation arises in
an organization as a way of adapting to change (Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997). It
acts as a response to changes in the environment and therefore increases resilience. An
organization that is faced with a change in the market demand for a product can respond
to that change through the development of a new product.
3.4.4.2 Innovation and Fitness
Innovation and fitness are also closely related. Innovation increases the fitness of a
system by allowing it to perform better in the given environment. As the environment
surrounding a system changes, developing new ways of functioning can allow a system to
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operate better within that environment. For example, if the contaminant regulations that
apply to an industry’s wastewater become more stringent then new ways of treating
wastewater will be required for the industry to operate without having to pay fines.
Innovation will increase the fitness of the industry.

3.4.5 Using the CAS Framework for Innovation
As mentioned above, the CAS framework for innovation is being proposed for use by
organizations to determine if it is effective as a diagnostic tool to evaluate practices in
light of CAS theory and whether it contributes to developing strategies to strengthen
innovation. The framework suggests that the foundational CDs should be the focus of this
evaluation because adaptive capacity depends on them. Organizations should assess to
what degree the CDs operate within their structure and focus efforts on areas where they
can effectively strengthen the foundational features. The framework does not prescribe
what steps should be taken to do this however. Organizations will have to determine
specific ways to strengthen the features of the framework within their structure depending
on their own needs and contexts.

Strengthening the capacity for innovation in an organization should be seen as a longterm process. Developing the features of the CAS framework within an organization may
require many changes, such as a shift in management approach, a change in decisionmaking processes, and development of new patterns of functioning. These abilities and
patterns take time to develop and cannot be expected to come about quickly. Becoming
more innovative as an organization is essentially a process of capacity building, which
requires patience and consistency.

Some indicators from the literature on CASs that can be used in the evaluation stage to
assess the presence of each foundational feature are presented below.
3.4.5.1 Open Boundaries
The degree to which an organization’s boundaries are open is one of the foundational
characteristics of a CAS that an organization needs to assess. An indicator of the presence
of open boundaries in a CAS is the degree to which matter, energy, information
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(Schneider & Kay, 1994) and knowledge (Faniel & Majchrzak, 2007; Jemala, 2010) flow
freely across its boundaries.
3.4.5.2 Distributed Control
An organization should also assess the extent to which distributed control exists within its
processes. An indicator of distributed control is the degree of autonomy that each
component in a system exhibits (Levin, 1998). Additionally, in a system with distributed
control there are significantly more connections between components and as a result, the
flow of information is greater (Baran, 1964). Thus, information flow is another indicator
of distributed control.
3.4.5.3 Diversity
The last of the foundational characteristics that should be assessed in an organization is
diversity. In an organization diversity manifests itself within the products and services
offered and in the knowledge and skills held by employees (Page, 2011).
3.4.5.4 Cyclical Development
An indicator that an organization follows the pattern of the adaptive cycle intentionally is
the degree to which they approach Release and Reorganization proactively (Holling,
2001). Furthermore, according to the nested configuration of adaptive cycles in a CAS,
the degree to which Release and Reorganization are carried out at different levels within
an organization is important. The degree to which innovation at one level influences the
operation of other levels needs to be assessed as well.
3.4.5.5 Feedback Processes
Lastly, an indicator of the strength of feedback in an organization’s processes is the
degree to which continuous learning and innovation take place according to a learning
feedback loop pattern (Sterman, 1994).

Feedback also plays an inherent role in regulating a CAS. Feedback arises from the
interaction between components in a CAS and between a system and its environment.
Organizations need to understand the feedback loops that affect processes within their
operation, especially when making changes to the system. This will help them to
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understand the delayed and indirect effects an action will have (Sterman, 2006). An
understanding of the feedback loops operating in a system can be gained through causal
loop diagramming (Mendoza & Prabhu, 2006). Causal loop diagramming is a tool that
provides a visual representation of the interconnected balancing and reinforcing feedback
loops affecting a particular variable. As illustrated in Figure 18 (Section 3.3.4.2),
understanding the interconnected feedback loops can enable decision makers to facilitate
the adaptation of a system in a way that accounts for complexity. A method for building a
causal loop diagram is outlined in Appendix A. Organizations can use causal loop
diagramming to help guide their innovation efforts.

By using the indicators outlined in the above sections organizations can identify to what
degree the foundational CDs of a CAS operate within their processes. This will indicate
the extent to which an organization is functioning as a CAS. Areas where the CDs are
operating can be considered strengths that the organization can leverage to increase the
organization’s innovation potential. Areas where improvement is required can be
identified for future development.

The following chapter in this thesis presents a case study where an organization is
assessed in light of the CAS framework and ways to strengthen its innovation processes
are identified. The subsequent chapter then describes specific actions that were taken by
the organization to improve innovation around one of their core products.
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Chapter 4. Fostering Innovation in a CAS: A Case Study of an
Engineering Organization
4.1 Introduction
A case study was carried out with an engineering organization that supplies chemical
feed equipment (herein “CFE”) for water and wastewater treatment and other industrial
processes. The organization is located in Southwestern Ontario, Canada, where a number
of suppliers of chemical feed equipment exist. Although CFE is among the leaders in the
field, management became concerned with the sustainability of their business
performance due to recent internal and external changes. They recognized that to remain
sustainable over the coming years they would need to become more innovative and
adaptive in response to the changes they were experiencing. Some of the changes
experienced by the organization include:


Significant growth in recent years. CFE continues to use processes used when the
company was smaller, however;



As a result of growth, there has been increased disconnect between departments;



Important processes used by the organization are not clearly and universally
understood by all employees;



An increase in customer reports of challenges with equipment and services; and



Signs of potential instability in the Canadian oil sector, one of CFE’s major
markets.

CFE can be considered to be a complex system as it has many interacting parts
(departments) that together fulfill the goal of the organization (Figure 20). Each
department has its own function (Table 2) and the overall goal of CFE, which is to supply
high quality chemical feed equipment to the market in exchange for profit, emerges from
the interaction between them. Furthermore, each department within CFE can be
considered to be a complex system in and of itself as each one is made up of a number of
employees having their own particular roles (Figure 21) from which emerges the overall
function of that department.
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Figure 20. CFE as a complex system (adapted from Hakimi, 2010)
Table 2. CFE’s department roles

Department
Function

Sales
Pursue New Business
Support Existing
Business
Develop Quotes
Finalize Orders

Applications
Screen Quote
Detailed Spec
Review and Design
Preparation
Proposal Generation
Turnover Package
Prep

Department
Function

Technical
Commission New
Systems
Repair/Service Existing
Systems
Special Projects
Provide Technical
Advice
External/Internal
Technical Training
Prepare New Products
for Canadian Market
Test Competitors
Products

Operations
Receive Materials
Inspect and Stock

Materials
Review Orders
Build Systems
Build Issue
Resolution
Test Systems
Prepare
documentation
Ship Systems
Prepare Invoice

Engineering
Initiate Purchase Order
Review and Revise Design
Finalize Production Package
Register Systems
Procure Materials
Test and Inspect
Finalize Shipment
Address on-site Issues
Finance and HR
Accounts Receivable &
Payable
Payroll
Employee Hiring/ Training
Reporting/Auditing
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Figure 21.CFE’s organizational chart showing employee roles in each department
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As the CAS framework continued to be developed alongside this case study, it was
applied to CFE to determine how it could become more innovative and adaptive. This
action in turn informed the subsequent development of the framework. Hierarchical
process mapping, an engineering analysis tool (Denis, 2010), was tested in this case study
as a way to examine CFE’s processes in light of the CAS framework for innovation.
The methodology and results presented in this chapter outline the following:


The analysis carried out through hierarchical process mapping



The foundational characteristics and dynamics (CDs) identified during process
mapping that need to be strengthened and the specific processes related to them



The foundational CDs identified during process improvement strategies that need
to be strengthened to make CFE more innovative and adaptive

The discussion that follows the results describes the effectiveness of hierarchical process
mapping in analyzing the organization in light of the CAS framework. The value of the
framework is then assessed and CFE’s capacity for innovation is described.

4.2 Background on Hierarchical Process Mapping
A process map is a graphical, systems tool used to outline the work steps involved in a
complex system’s processes (Pojasek, 2006). Pojasek (2006) claims that many
organizations do not fully understand the processes underway within their operations and
the interaction between them. For this reason, process mapping can be used to help an
organization understand the complex manufacturing or business processes that it
undertakes.
Process mapping has been used in industrial engineering to promote efficiency and
economy in industrial practices (Denis, 2010). It is useful in achieving this aim because it
can be used to:


build understanding of a system in its initial state by providing a visual of an
entire process;



analyze and evaluate the present activities in a process; and



develop suggestions for how a process might be improved.
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Innovative ideas for process improvement often emerge in this last stage of process
mapping. For this reason process mapping itself is valued as a means of enhancing
innovation in an organization. The Gilbreths, two industrial engineers who developed this
approach, called the method MOI2 (modus operandi information and innovation) (Denis,
2010).

Hierarchical process mapping is a particular type of process map that provides a top-tobottom view of a process (Pojasek, 2005). It is made up of multiple levels, each of which
contains a more detailed breakdown of the particular process being described (Figure 22).
This approach is useful in breaking down complex processes into manageable portions
while still allowing for a thorough depiction of an organization.

Figure 22: Hierarchical process map (included with permission, Pojasek, 2005, p.81)

Generally, an external analyst is hired to construct a process map for an organization. The
end-users of the map, which are the organization’s employees, are often only observers of
the map development process (Damij, 2007). In order to develop accurate, useful process
maps user interaction with the map during development is required.
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A participatory approach to process mapping can ensure user interaction with the map.
Participatory model building, an approach that can be applied to process mapping,
incorporates the perspective of stakeholders in the development of a model to represent a
complex system (Halbe, 2012). Such an approach supports consensus building and is
used to enhance collective learning and collective decision-making regarding future
development of a system (Pahl‐Wostl & Hare, 2004). Participatory model building also
brings together diverse perspectives, integrates knowledge and generates new knowledge
about a system, its components and the interactions between them. Thus a participatory
approach to process mapping can not only ensure a thorough and accurate map, but can
foster a collective vision of the organization’s process and ways to improve it.

Some conventions for process mapping that are recommended by Pojasek (2005, p.82)
are listed below. Such conventions help ensure consistent maps are developed.


Use boxes for work steps



Use arrows to represent process flow



Define the boundaries of the process



The sequence goes from left to right (printing in landscape is recommended)



Keep drawings visually simple, with boxes all the same size and about the same
distance apart



Prepare an “as-is” map first



Verify the accuracy of the process map by talking to employees who are involved
in the process



Computerize the hierarchical process map and the supporting process
documentation

A participatory approach similar to the MOI2 that followed the above conventions was
used in the development of a hierarchical process map of CFE’s processes. As part of this
approach areas where the process could be improved were identified. CFE’s processes
were evaluated in light of the foundational CDs of a CAS to determine where they can be
strengthened to increase capacity for innovation.
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4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 Hierarchical Process Mapping
A hierarchical process map describing CFE’s processes was developed in three stages
(Figure 23) to allow involvement of the entire organization in the map-building exercise
and to ensure an accurate representation of the processes was captured.

Figure 23. Stages of hierarchical process map development

4.3.1.1 Base Maps
The first stage in the development of the process map was to build a series of base maps
for each department. Initial interviews with those in managerial and supervisory roles
(Table 3), each lasting between 1.0 and 1.5 hours, were held to outline the major tasks
undertaken in each department from the perspective of the individuals being interviewed.
Table 3. Base map interviews

Department
Individuals
Interviewed

Department
Individuals
Interviewed

Sales
 Regional Sales
Manager –
Western Canada
 National Sales
Manager
Inside Sales
Manager
Technical
Manager

Engineering
 Project Engineering
 Lead
 Manager

Operations
 Purchasing
Supervisor
 Manager
 Production Supervisor

Applications
 Supervisor
Systems Sales
Manager

Finance & Human
Resources
Senior Accounting
Assistant
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The maps were made using:


A sheet of 22” x 28” poster paper



Post-it® notes



Highlighters and pens

A border was drawn on the poster paper to represent the department’s boundaries and to
show the tasks carried out within the department and those that involved interacting with
external entities. The main steps involved in each major task were recorded on Post-it®
notes. Rectangular icons were used to represent tasks, diamond shaped icons to represent
decision points and arrows to show the direction of process flow (Figure 24). An example
of a hand-drawn map created during one of the initial interviews can be seen in Figure
25.

Figure 24. Process mapping components
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Department
Boundary

Process Flow
Arrow
Decision
Diamond

Task
Rectangle

Figure 25. Engineering department base map – hand drawn version
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In the larger departments, multiple individuals were interviewed from the same
department to gain a broader perspective on the department’s processes. When multiple
initial maps existed for one department they were merged digitally to create one
comprehensive base map.
4.3.1.2 Department Reviewed Maps
Following the creation of the base maps a participatory review of each department’s map
was carried out with the employees from that department to ensure accuracy (Table 4).
Each employee reviewed the map and noted any corrections. The base map was then
revised based on these corrections. During the map revision process, employees also
identified areas where gaps, dead ends, redundancies, delays, bottlenecks, lack of control,
excessive control and information blocks or any other issue existed. The importance of
this stage lay in the need to determine specifically where improvements were required.
Many of these areas for improvement indicated a lack of the foundational CDs within
CFE’s processes. The areas for improvement were noted and kept in a running document
for future reference.
Table 4. Number of employees involved in department review of base maps

Department
Finance and Human
Resources
Sales
IT
Applications
Engineering
Technical
Operations

Number of Employees
Involved in Review
5
9
1
4
13
4
12

4.3.1.3 Organization-Wide Maps
The final stage in the development of the hierarchical process map involved integrating
the department-level maps into an interconnected, interactive digital tool using Microsoft
Visio®. Converting the maps into a digital form would make them available to CFE to
track and record process changes as they occurred. Areas of concern, which would be the
focus of innovation efforts, were highlighted on the map in red and callout boxes that
could be toggled on and off were added with descriptions of the issues.
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4.3.2 Developing Strategies for Improvement
Based on the issues identified in the hierarchical process map, the management team at
CFE prioritized areas that needed to be addressed first to improve their performance. A
number of planning meetings were held to develop specific process improvement
strategies. These strategies and a description of the attempts made to implement them are
outlined in Section 4.4.3. Through these efforts further insight was gained regarding areas
where the foundational CDs needed to be strengthened.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Hierarchical Process Map
4.4.1.1 Base Maps
An example of a digitized base-map, made from the initial interview with the
Engineering Department Manager, can be seen in Figure 26. The map was digitized in
Microsoft Visio® to make the map more clear and to allow for easy modification when
required.
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Organizational Process Mapping – Engineering

Date: March 8, 2012

Interviewee: Engineering Manager
Purchasing Sends
POs to Vendors

Prod Pkg to
Operations/Production

Tender Process
Begins

Yes
Initiation of PO

Request/Receive
Info from
Fabricators

No

External
Fabrication
Required?

Customer
Approved?

Yes

Turnover Package
Received

Designers Info
entered into SAP
(Proj Lead/Mech/
Elec)

Review of Turnover
Package

Set Schedule of
Dates
(Eng. Manager)

Sent back to CSD for
SAP Entry

Administrative put
in System
(Tech & Sales
Coordinator)

Engineering
Manager Receives
Back Package

Make Arrangements
for Shipping (CSD,
Production,
Shipping)

Send External
Fabrication Info to
Customer

Material
Procurement
Process

Create Production
Package

Prod Pkg Reviewed/
Approved by Eng
Manager

Fabrication
Drawings Started

Finalize Dwgs/
Documentation/QC
Documents

Client PreFabrication
Meeting?

External Kickoff
Meeting?

Documentation Sent
to Customer for
Approval

Engineering
Witnesses Testing

Collect/Compile all
Internal/External
Testing Reports

Customer
Approved?

Testing of
Equipment
(Functional Test)

Engineering Doing
Testing
(e.g., Electrical,
PLCs, etc.)

Internal Kickoff
Meeting?
Engineering Consults
External Fabricators
for Technical Issues

No

Yes

Review with 3rd
Party Inspector?

Yes

Yes

Communicate with
CSD to Update SAP

No

No

Issues?

No

O&M Manuals/Data
Books Compiled/
Revised

No

Yes

Project Finished/
Internal Systems
Updated

Review of ITP
Requirements

Yes
Review
Requirements
(High Level) with
Applications

Yes

Clarify/Revise
Design

Formal Kickoff
Meeting?

No

Customer
Approval?

Purchasing follows
up with Vendors
based on dates in
SAP

Materials Delivery
Process

Conduct/Attend
Meeting

No

Documentation
Coodinator follows
up with Proj Lead/
Designers/Vendors

Build Stage

Informed of Design/
Operation Issue with
Equipment On-Site

Yes
Project Lead
(Acting PM/
Mech Eng)

Documentation
Coordinator

Electrical
Designer

Mechanical
Designer
Sent to Customer

Issue?

Documentation
Requirement
issue?

No

No

Electrical Designer
go to site to resolve
issue
No

Yes
Selection of
Equipment
(Extract Specific
Requirements)

Detail Review of
Requirements

Start GA Drawings

Quality Related
Documents Started
(High Level ITP,
Check Sheets)

Delivery Issue?
(90% of time)

Yes

Can Cause Issues
later in Project

No

Confirm
Equipment with
Vendor?

Yes

Confirm Equipment
Selection with
Suppliers/Vendors

Data Sheets Started
(Proj Lead/Elec
Designer/Doc Coord

Purchasing
Negotiates with
Vendor for Better
Delivery Date

No

No

Materials Receiving
Process
(Vendors/External
Fabs)

Pricing/Commercial
Issue
(10% of time)

No

Engineering tries to
Expedite Vendor

Fabricated Item?

Yes

Purchasing/
Receiving Follow up

Product Issues?

Customer Follow up

Yes

Yes

Issue Resolved?

Project Re-enters
Engineering
Department Process

Issue Resolved
from In-House?

Yes

In Process
Inspection/
Resolution of QC
Issues

No

Figure 26: Engineering department base map – digital version
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Figure 27 shows an example of a merged base map created from the Project Engineering
Lead and the Engineering Department Manager’s interviews. There was much overlap
between the maps created in these interviews but each interviewee emphasized different
details. Merging them resulted in a more comprehensive map. The map became much
larger than each of the original maps and as a result spanned two pages. The magnified
sections in Figure 27 show the areas that changed after the map was reviewed by the
engineering department. The changes can be seen in Figure 28.
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Fabricators

Customer

External
Fabrication
Required?
No

ess Mapping – Engineering Department
Designers Info
Organizational Process Mapping – Engineering Department
entered into SAP
No
(Proj Lead/Mech/
Elec)

Turnover Package
Received
(From CSD or
Applications

Review
Requirements
(High Level) with
Applications

reate/Set Up O&M
Manual – Eng
Admin/Doc Coord.

No
Yes

Engineering
Manager Receives
Back Package

Formal Kickoff
Meeting?

Yes

Material
Procurement
Process

Customer
Satisfied?

No

Incomplete

No

Detail Review of
Requirements

Documentation
Coordinator

Send technical
revisions to
customer

System
Registration
Complete

Revise
Application

Yes

No

Yes

Approved by
P.Eng.?

Registration Process
with TSSA or
equivalent

Quality Related
Documents Started
(High Level ITP,
Check Sheets)

Yes

Engineering
Manager reviews
Documentation List

Start/Revise GA
Drawings

Selection of
Equipment
(Extract Specific
Requirements)

To Engineering
Page 2

No

Budget Issues?

Yes

Sent to Customer

Yes

Data Sheets Started
(Proj Lead/Elec
Designer/Doc
Coord)

System
rd
Review
Nowith 3Registration
No
Party Inspector?Needed?
Customer
Approval?

System
Registration
Complete

Yes

Engineering
Related Issue?

No

Client PreFabrication
Meeting?

PO revision
needed? (e.g.,
budget change)

Yes

External Kickoff
Meeting?

Make Arrangements
for Shipping (CSD,
Production,
Shipping)
Yes

Purchasing follows
up with Vendors
based on dates in
SAP

Materials Delivery
Process

Conduct/Attend
Meeting

No

Make Arrangements
for Shipping (CSD,
Production,
Shipping)

O&M Manuals/Data
Books Compiled/
Revised

Issue?
Clarify/Revise
Design

No

Can Cause Issues
later in Project

Yes

No

Engineering Doing
Testing
Sent to Customer
(e.g., Electrical,
PLCs, etc.)

Engineering Doing
Testing
(e.g., Electrical,
PLCs, etc.)

Customer
Approved?

Documentation
Coodinator follows
up with Proj Lead/
Designers/Vendors

No

Project Finished/
Internal Systems
Updated

Review of ITP
Requirements

Build Stage

No

Informed of Design/
Operation Issue with
Equipment On-Site

Purchasing/
Receiving Follow up
Electrical Designer
go to site to resolve
issue
No

Product Issues?

Project Re-enters
Engineering
Department Process

Yes

Issue
Resolved?

No

Engineering tries to
Expedite Vendor

Yes

Applications Group
for Resolution

Engineering Consults
External Fabricators
for Technical Issues

No
Materials Receiving
Process
(Vendors/External
Fabs)

Pricing/Commercial
Issue
(10% of time)

Yes

Purchasing
Negotiates with
Vendor for Better
Delivery Date

Documentation Sent
to Customer for
Approval

Testing Reports

Yes

O&M Manuals/Data
Books Compiled/
Revised

Documentation
Requirement
issue?

No

Yes

Delivery Issue?
(90% of time)

Collect/Compile all
Internal/External

Yes

Yes

No

Confirm Equipment
Selection with
Suppliers/Vendors

Quality
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4.4.1.2 Department Reviewed Maps
An example of a map created after review by an entire department can be seen in Figure
28. In this particular map the modifications made during the review process were minor.
A sample of the modifications made between the base map and the revised map can be
seen in the magnified portions of Figures 27 and 28. A full list of the areas for
improvement that were identified during this review stage can be seen in in Appendix B.
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4.4.1.3 Organization-Wide Maps
The organization-wide hierarchical process map is made up of four different levels. Each
level presents CFE’s processes in different detail. Figure 29 shows an overview of the
levels in the hierarchical process map and how to navigate through them. The four levels
are as follow:

1. The first level is an organization-wide map that shows all of the departments and
the flow of tasks between them (full view in Figure 30). This map has links to
each department.
2. A “high level sub-process” map shows the sub-processes within each department
and the flow between them without outlining the specific steps within each subprocess (full view in Figure 31).
3. From each high-level sub-process department map a “detailed sub-process map”
can be accessed that shows the detailed steps of that sub-process (full view in
Figure 32).
4. An overall “detailed departmental process map” for each department provides a
detailed overview of the entire department’s processes (full view in Figure 33).

Areas for improvement were highlighted throughout the map and callout boxes
describing the issues identified can be toggled on and off (Figure 34). The maps
presented in Figure 30-34 are only samples; the complete set of maps for all of CFE’s
departments can be seen in Appendix B.
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Organization-wide Map

Detailed Sub-process Map
Click Button on top
left to see Detailed
Departmental Process Map

Click on Dept. to See
High-level Process Map

High-level Sub-process Map

Detailed Departmental
Process Map

Click on Sub-process to see
Detailed Sub-process
Figure 29. Overview of the levels in the hierarchical process map and how to navigate between them
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Figure 30. Organization-wide high-level map (shows an overview of all the departments in the organization and the flow of tasks between
them)
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Figure 31. Engineering department high-level sub process map (shows the sub-processes within the department)
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Figure 32. Engineering detailed sub-process map (shows the detailed steps of the particular sub-process)
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Figure 33. Engineering detailed department-wide map (provides a detailed overview of the entire department’s processes)
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Figure 34. Engineering detailed department-wide map with areas for improvement highlighted (the callout boxes describing process issues
are toggled on)
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4.4.2 Foundational CDs for development identified during process mapping
A review of the hierarchical process map indicates that CFE needs to focus on
strengthening a number of the foundational CDs from the CAS framework for
Innovation. Only when CFE made efforts to implement strategies for improvement were
other signs of the need to strengthen the foundational CDs identified. Figure 35 outlines
the foundational CDs that were identified during process mapping and those that were
identified through attempts to implement strategies for improvement.

Figure 35. Characteristics (C) and Dynamics (D) of the CAS framework that need to be
strengthened within CFE’s processes

The foundational CDs identified during process mapping and the areas within CFE’s
processes related to each are presented in this section (Section 4.4.2). Those that were
identified through implementation of strategies for improvement are identified
subsequently (Section 4.4.3).
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4.4.2.1 Open Boundaries between Departments
Within CFE, employees identified a number of areas where closed boundaries hinder the
potential for innovation and the efficiency of the organization’s processes. The flow of
knowledge and information, a valuable resource in the innovation process (JiménezJiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2011), is hindered by closed boundaries. Fostering open
boundaries will allow for the flow of knowledge and information between departments.

Specific areas where information transfer was identified as weak include:


Timely transfer and accuracy of Request for Quotes (RFQs, document that
includes all of the design specifications required by the client) from the Sales to
Applications department



Accuracy of turnover package (includes budget, P&IDs, list of suppliers and
quotes for design materials and purchase orders) between Applications and
Engineering



Accuracy of production package, delivery note and shipping instructions created
by Engineering and delivered to Operations



Accuracy of invoice and billing information



Accessibility of information when responding to technical queries from clients

The obstacles to information flow between Sales, Applications, Engineering and
Operations affect CFE’s design and build process. The information that the Sales
department receives must be transferred promptly to Applications to expedite the design
of the system and preparation of a thorough turnover package for Engineering.
Engineering must review the design and prepare a thorough and accurate production
package for Operations to build it. The lack of efficient and accurate information transfer
hinders the development of effective and innovative product designs for CFE’s clients.

Employees identified lack of collaboration between departments as another sign of a lack
of open boundaries. Collaboration could be strengthened to increase CFE’s ability to
develop more effective and innovative designs and to do so more efficiently. Areas where
collaboration could be increased include:
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Involvement of the Engineering department in the review of RFQs and the initial
design phase can increase the quality of designs, prevent technical oversights and
contribute to the potential for innovation



Sales and Applications need a common vision on the degree of customization
offered to clients and what is worth quoting to prevent commitment to projects
that require extensive work for a comparatively low return



Resolving invoice and billing problems requires coordinated action from multiple
departments

Increasing collaboration between Applications and Engineering in the project
specifications review step would increase the flow of technical knowledge between them.
This could contribute to CFE’s ability to develop innovative design solutions.

Strengthening collaboration between Sales and Applications can also address the lack of
clarity regarding what is worth quoting. Through greater communication these
departments can identify which types of jobs should be pursued. This is an example of
how stronger collaboration between departments would also help increase the general
efficiency with which work is carried out in the organization.
4.4.2.2 Open Boundaries with Clients
Fostering stronger communication between CFE and their clients is another way that the
foundational characteristic of open boundaries can be developed. It would allow for
knowledge and information to flow into CFE, which can be used to drive innovation.
Communication with clients is lacking in the following areas:


Follow up with clients after a system is commissioned



Surveying of customers regarding commonly reported product issues

Following up with clients after a system is commissioned and surveying customers
regarding commonly reported product issues would provide CFE with valuable
knowledge and information that could drive innovative improvement to their technology.
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It would also contribute to greater customer satisfaction and stronger relationships
between CFE and their clients.
4.4.2.3 Pattern of cyclical development to open new markets
Elements of the process map indicated that CFE is not pursuing the pattern of cyclical
development proactively with regards to its focus markets. The pattern of cyclical
development delineated by nested adaptive cycles (Figure 36) indicates that Release and
Reorganization of a CAS’s resources need to occur (see Chapter 3) for a system to adapt.
Release is when a system’s structure breaks down and the tightly bound resources are
freed up. Reorganization is the period of learning and experimentation through which
those resources are used and a new structure established. Holling (2001) explains that in
human systems Release and Reorganization should be pursued proactively to prevent
them from being forced on the system by external factors. An unplanned Release process
can cause collapse. Approaching Release and Reorganization proactively can lead to
learning and innovation that can help CFE sustain itself in the dynamic environment that
surrounds it.

Figure 36: Nested adaptive cycle of a CAS (adapted from Holling, 2001)

The process map indicated that there is a lack of clarity around the procedure used to
enter and develop new markets. This has affected CFE’s ability to approach Release and
Reorganization proactively with regards to their focus markets. As a result growth is not
fostered systematically and CFE remains highly dependent on its current markets. A
decline in the oil sector would force CFE into the stage of Release. If not prepared, CFE
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could suffer a severe decline in business or even face collapse. In order to sustain itself in
the long term CFE needs to be proactive in developing new markets. Being able to pursue
new markets is one way that CFE can pursue Reorganization proactively. CFE will need
to free up resources from somewhere in the organization (Release) to be able to carry out
Reorganization. This will reduce CFE’s dependence on its current markets and make it
more sustainable.
4.4.2.4 Diversifying Products
Through process mapping CFE recognized the need to diversify its products. Diversity
strengthens adaptation in two ways in a CAS (see Chapter 3). It enables increased
responsiveness of a system to its surroundings and promotes synergy that can increase the
potential for innovation in a system.

The limited number of standard systems sold by CFE was a concern identified by
employees in the process map. The following related points were identified:


The allocation of resources to the development of new standard systems is lacking
thus the number of standard systems remains limited. When designs are requested
that do not fall into the standard systems category then a custom system is
required. Custom systems require greater resources to design and sell and the
return is rarely proportional to the increased workload.



There is no system to track the frequency of custom systems built. Knowing if a
certain type of custom system is requested frequently would warrant the
development of a new standard system.

Increasing the number of standard systems can increase CFE’s ability to respond to
customer needs and reduce the inefficiency caused by the need to continually build
custom systems.

4.4.3 Foundational CDs for development identified during process
improvement strategies
Among the areas for improvement identified from the process map, CFE was most
concerned with addressing the challenges related to information transfer and
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collaboration between departments because they greatly affected the efficiency, quality of
work and level of innovation that could be achieved. A number of process improvement
strategies were developed to address these challenges. The strategies and efforts made
lent further insight into the foundational CDs that need to be strengthened to help CFE
become more adaptive and innovative. The various strategies and the efforts to
implement them are summarized first then the foundational CDs that, according to the
framework, should be strengthened are discussed.
4.4.3.1 Summary of Process Improvement Strategies
The first strategy (Strategy 1) to improve information transfer and collaboration between
departments sought to involve employees in the planning and implementation process to
foster distributed control. Each manager held a meeting with their department to identify
three specific steps that could be taken to improve information transfer. Although steps
were identified, implementation was not carried out. When the management team met
again they reported that this strategy required significant coordination and follow up from
them and a high degree of initiative from employees. Since most managers and
employees already had heavy workloads, this strategy was difficult to sustain. They
indicated a need for a smaller scale improvement strategy that required less coordination.

Another factor that prevented implementation of Strategy 1 was a lack of adequate
resources allocated to it. Managers and employees already had heavy workloads and thus
were not able to take on the additional task of facilitating and carrying through with
process changes.

The second improvement strategy (Strategy 2) involved strengthening information
transfer between the Sales and Applications departments. This was the first information
transfer point after a RFQ was received from a client. The General Manager gave the
Sales and Applications department managers the task of determining who should deal
with what type of RFQ. The processing of RFQs was a point of confusion in the
organization as CFE sells a number of different systems and it was not clear which
departments should process which type of system. The Sales and Applications
department managers were asked to clarify the role of each department and communicate
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this with their staff. Before this strategy was implemented, however, the General
Manager presented a department-restructuring plan that changed the relationship between
Sales and Applications, thus making this strategy irrelevant.

The restructuring plan presented by the General Manager (Strategy 3) aimed to bring
together the expertise of the Sales, Applications and Engineering departments into three
separate streams (Figure 37) that would each handle different types of RFQs. Since all
those involved in a particular type of project would be working together, the flow of
important information would be strengthened and collaboration between departments
would be enhanced. The aim of this change was to ensure proposals and designs were
completed with higher quality and efficiency.

Figure 37. Structural reorganization plan

Although this strategy was implemented, it created significant concern amongst
employees because the decision was made at a high-level and implemented in a top-down
manner without engagement of employees in the decision making process. Employees
were concerned about the effectiveness of this strategy and how it would affect their jobs.
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4.4.3.2 Distributed control for process improvement
The challenge faced in carrying through with Strategy 1 indicated that CFE struggled to
facilitate collective decision-making and action. This is a sign of a lack of distributed
control, one of the foundational characteristics of a CAS. The aim of Strategy 1 was to
enable a high level of self-determination amongst sub-components of CFE so that
decision-making would better reflect local conditions at the department level. Neither the
management nor the employees were accustomed to planning and decision-making in this
manner, however, thus the strategy did not get implemented.

The outcome of Strategy 2 and 3 further indicated a lack of distributed control within the
organization, which prevented the development of a localized solution to the SalesApplications information transfer problem. The outcome, where decision-making
occurred at the top level of the organization, reflects the predominant centralized control
pattern at CFE.

Learning to function as an organization with distributed control requires developing new
capacities. Managers need to learn to facilitate collective decision-making and action and
employees need to learn to take initiative and follow up on decisions made.
Organizational structures need to be set up to support this process.
4.4.3.3 Pattern of cyclical development for resource allocation and incremental
innovation
The challenge with implementing Strategy 1 was partly related to a lack of allocated
resources. The pattern of cyclical development (Figure 36) shows that a CAS needs to
free up resources through proactive Release in order to facilitate Reorganization (Holling,
2001). For CFE this could mean freeing up employee time from other tasks to devote to
process innovation or using financial resources to hire additional help to ensure there is
adequate human resources to facilitate innovation.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the dynamic of cyclical development can also occur in a
pattern of nested cycles (Figure 36). The nested pattern may be of benefit to CFE in
overcoming the challenge that was faced implementing the improvement strategies by
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helping them foster innovation incrementally. According to this pattern change can occur
at different paces depending on the scale at which it is pursued. Large-scale changes are
slow and require significantly more resources to facilitate, while small-scale changes are
fast and less resource intensive. Bringing about broad improvements in information
transfer across all departments proved to be challenging and was difficult to sustain
because of the resources it demanded. Since CFE was just learning to bring about
continuous innovation in their organization, it could have benefitted from starting small
and learning about facilitating innovation incrementally. From there, CFE could look at
translating that learning up to higher levels in the organization to bring about larger scale
innovations according to the nested pattern.
4.4.3.4 Continuous improvement through a learning feedback pattern
The challenges encountered when attempting to implement the improvement strategies
also highlighted a lack of feedback within CFE’s efforts. According to Hogarth, 1981,
learning occurs through a balancing feedback loop (as cited in Sterman, 1994). Through
feedback an organization can use the results from one action to inform decisions for
further action (Figure 38). In this way, learning is continuous. Feedback was identified in
the CAS framework as a foundational dynamic that can promote learning and innovation.
Real-World
(Action)

Decisions
(Reflection)

Information
Feedback (Results)

Figure 38: Learning feedback loop (included with permission, Sterman, 1994, p.293)

Although three consecutive process improvement meetings were held, CFE went from
one strategy (action) to another without follow-through (results) or thorough evaluation
(reflection) on the challenges faced. If CFE carries through with the pattern of a learning
feedback loop and monitors development of their processes more consistently it is
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expected that it will better be able to innovate and achieve continuous improvement
(Sterman, 1994). The following pattern of a learning feedback loop was recommended to
CFE (Figure 39).

Figure 39. Learning feedback loop to guide CFE’s innovation efforts

Some indicators of increased organizational performance that can be monitored are
described below. These were identified by CFE’s employees:
1. Sales: Increased information transfer and collaboration will increase the quality of
proposals and product designs, which should result in greater sales.
2. Time Spent on Processing Orders: Increased process efficiency from information
flow and collaboration should reduce the time spent processing orders.
3. Customer Satisfaction: Increased information transfer and collaboration will result
in increased timeliness, accuracy and quality of the final product, which should
increase customer satisfaction.
4. Product Innovation: Increased efficiency in organizational processes will free up
employee time and allow for resources to be put towards product development.
Increased interaction of diverse skill sets and initiative by employees should also
result in greater product innovation.
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4.4.4 Summary of recommendations for strengthening foundational CDs
A summary of the recommendations from this case study that pertain to the development
of the foundational CDs within CFE’s operations is presented below. It should be noted
that these recommendations are based on the proposed framework that remains to be
validated through a longer-term assessment of its influence on adaptive capacity and
organizational performance.
Open Boundaries
1. Strengthen the flow of information between Sales, Applications, Engineering and
Operations to ensure an efficient sales, design and build process and to help foster
innovation
2. Strengthen collaboration between Applications and Engineering to strengthen the
design and innovation process
3. Increase communication with clients to strengthen information flow into the
organization
Diversity
4. Develop a process of tracking repeated custom sales in order to develop new
standard products. This will enable CFE to increase its product diversity and
become more responsive to market needs

Cyclical Development
5. Proactively develop new markets to avoid the threat of an eventual decline in the
oil sector
6. Proactively allocate resources to process improvement efforts
7. Carry out process innovation at a small scale within the organization and allow it
to influence higher levels gradually, according to the pattern of nested adaptive
cycles
Distributed Control
8. Strengthen capacity for decision-making in a distributed manner to allow
employees to develop localized solutions to process problems.
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Feedback
9. Strengthen use of a learning feedback loop to ensure continuous improvement in
the organization

4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Hierarchical Process Mapping as an Evaluation Tool
Hierarchical process mapping appeared to be a useful tool to evaluate CFE’s processes in
light of the CAS framework for Innovation. It allowed for a thorough analysis of CFE’s
functioning and revealed some areas where the foundational CDs of a CAS were lacking.
Some of the indicators of the foundational CDs were more difficult to assess than others
through the process map, however. As the results indicated, process issues relating to the
need for open boundaries, increased diversity and a stronger pattern of cyclical
development were identified through the map.

Distributed control could not be assessed as easily by looking at the process map. The
map did show tasks and decision steps in the organization’s processes but it did not
indicate how each decision was made and by whom. It was only when the organization
engaged in a process of decision-making and action through the development and
implementation of strategies for improvement that signs of the control structure became
apparent. It was also difficult to assess the presence of the indicators of the foundational
dynamics of cyclical development and feedback through the process map alone. It was
through observing the improvement efforts that further signs of these indicators were
identified, as outlined in the results section above.

Some of the indicators of the foundational CDs may be better assessed through another
approach, such as a semi-structured interview. Questions could be devised that help
employees describe the presence of the foundational CDs within their operations. Such
questions could be posed to the employees during the development of the process map as
another way of gathering information related to the organization’s functioning as CAS.
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4.5.2 Hierarchical Process Map Development Approach
As described by Denis (2010), the approach used to develop the map helped strengthen
understanding of the organization’s processes amongst its employees. It built
understanding of the relationship between their individual and departmental roles and the
overall operation of the organization. Since CFE operated largely within a silo structure,
where departments were isolated from each other in their day-to-day operations,
employees did not fully appreciate the effects of their actions on other departments. The
process map helped employees recognize the effect of a delay or inaccuracy at one stage
on the development of the project downstream in the process.

The staged approach to the development of the map proved to be effective. Developing
the base maps with individuals in a managerial or supervisory role allowed for great
detail to be captured in a short amount of time. Reviewing the base map with each
department enabled all the employees to be involved and allowed for thorough
refinement of the map. Employees expressed appreciation for the participatory approach
used because it gave them a voice in the assessment of their organization and allowed
them to express concerns and share ideas for improvement. The approach itself worked
well as an initial step to fostering distributed control because it engaged employees in
analysis of the organization and development of ideas for improvement.

4.5.3 The CAS Framework for Innovation Applied to CFE’s Operations
As described in Chapter 3, each of the foundational CDs of the framework for innovation
lead to an intermediate characteristic or dynamic that promotes the core features of the
process of adaptation (Figure 35). The instances identified in the results above where the
foundational CDs must be strengthened will be discussed here. The discussion will
illustrate the relationship of the foundational CDs to the intermediate and core level of the
framework, thus showing their role in helping to foster adaptation.
4.5.3.1 Open Boundaries
As discussed earlier, open boundaries allow for the flow of resources into a system when
a gradient exists (see Chapter 3). A gradient is a difference in magnitude or quantity of a
resource across space where flow occurs from a location of high concentration to one of a
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lower concentration (Oxford, 2012). When resources flow as a result of a gradient, a nonequilibrium condition is established. In non-equilibrium, a CAS can use the incoming
resources to drive continual change and innovation (Heylighen, 2001). In the case of
CFE, the Engineering department has more technical knowledge than the Applications
department. Through open boundaries technical knowledge can flow between the
Engineering department and Applications. Faniel and Majchrzak (2007) discuss how
innovation can be fostered in an organization by accessing knowledge from other
departments. The Applications department can use the knowledge Engineering possesses
to strengthen the design process and develop innovative system designs.

As the CAS framework indicates (Figure 35), there is a lateral relationship between the
foundational characteristics of open boundaries and diversity (discussed in Chapter 3).
Having open boundaries between departments with diverse knowledge allows for the
synergy that can result from such interaction to be realized.

Furthermore, by having open boundaries between CFE and their clients, operational
knowledge and information related to CFE’s products could flow into the organization.
Warburton (2005) discusses how market driven innovation is the most common type,
thus having open boundaries to gather knowledge from the market can enable
development of innovative improvements to CFE’s equipment and innovative new
products.
4.5.3.2 Cyclical Development
Every CAS goes through a cyclical pattern of development (Figure 36). In the Release
phase of this cycle a system must free up resources from within its structure in order to
foster Reorganization (Holling, 2001). During Reorganization a CAS goes through a
period of learning and experimentation, which can lead to innovation and help the system
reach a new state, better suited to the environment. A human system needs to approach
Release and Reorganization proactively, however, to prevent it from occurring
unintentionally as a result of outside forces.
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During this case study, CFE showed signs of operating in the stage of Conservation. This
is when a system is focused on maintaining the structure that has allowed it to grow thus
far (Holling, 2001). CFE had become highly dependent on the oil market and their
resources were directed towards serving that market and the few other markets it had
established. CFE recognized that it needed to open new markets and devote more
resources towards innovation if it is to become more sustainable. Through proactive
effort, Release and Reorganization could be carried out intentionally. Freeing up
resources from less productive areas of business to develop emerging areas represents
Release allowing CFE to Reorganize. The opening of new markets is considered to be a
form of innovation that can enable an organization to become more sustainable
(Johannessen et al., 2001), which is a sign of increased fitness.

This case study provided insight into how proactive Release of resources would help CFE
carry out process innovations. By proactively allocating resources CFE could carry out
Reorganization to make CFE’s processes more efficient, As such, CFE would become
more fit, meaning it could survive better within the environment in which it operates.
4.5.3.3 Diversity
Diversity increases the responsiveness of a system to its surroundings and promotes
synergy that can increase the potential for innovation in a system (see Chapter 3). As
discussed above, by fostering open boundaries amongst CFE’s departments, the diverse
knowledge and skills they possess can produce synergy. Damanpour (1996) outlines how
a greater variety of interacting specialists in an organization results in more innovation.
Greater collaboration between the Engineering and Applications department could result
in greater innovation potential with regards to system design and sales. The results of
Strategy 3 implemented during this case study, which aimed to integrate the skills and
knowledge of the Sales, Engineering and Applications departments, will have to be
monitored to determine if the new structure does in fact promote innovation or if another
structure is required to benefit from the diversity that already exists in the organization.

Additionally, increasing product diversity could foster greater responsiveness to the
market (Page, 2011). More diverse products would increase CFE’s ability to respond to
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client needs rather than having to supply custom products frequently. In the CAS
framework, responsiveness was identified as a way of increasing resilience as it allows a
system to respond to and recover from perturbations. In this case however, increased
responsiveness allows CFE to better respond to current market conditions and thus better
fit the surrounding environment. Therefore responsiveness can also increase the fitness of
a CAS.
As discussed in the section above on cyclical development, CFE identified the need to
open new markets in order to adapt as an organization. This point will be discussed
briefly with regards to the foundational characteristic of diversity. A lack of access to
diverse markets is a source of vulnerability for organizations. Carrying out
Reorganization proactively can help CFE diversify its markets and make it more resilient.
This is an example of the lateral relationship (discussed in Chapter 3) between the
foundational CDs of cyclical development and diversity, as indicated in the CAS
framework.
4.5.3.4 Distributed Control
Distributed control allows for self-organization in a CAS (see Chapter 3). Selforganization enables a CAS to increase its fitness as it allows components of a system to
readily respond to needs and adapt itself to change. Strengthening distributed control
within CFE’s processes would enable their employees to develop localized solutions to
the problems identified in the process map. Similarly, Aldowaisan and Gaafar (1999)
found that employee-empowerment, which would result from distributed control, is
required to allow employees to take charge of process improvement and make the
necessary changes. As presented in the results section above, the lack of distributed
control prevented the development of localized solutions to the information management
problems, however. With greater distributed control, each department within CFE would
have more autonomy to carry out process improvements and develop solutions that
respond to their specific context.
4.5.3.5 Feedback
As discussed above, learning occurs through a balancing feedback loop (Hogarth, 1981 as
cited in Sterman, 1994). A learning feedback loop (Figure 38) involves action, results and
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reflection. Through this pattern a system is able to continually evolve and improve.
Similary, Edmondson (1999) described how effective learning processes are
characterized by action and reflection on results. Jiménez-Jiménez and Sanz-Valle (2011)
go on to describe how such learning is a prerequisite to innovation. Thus, using a learning
feedback loop in process improvement strategies would help CFE strengthen their
innovation process. Learning could be captured from one initiative and applied to the
next. Continuous learning and improvement will promote innovation that can contribute
to the ongoing development of CFE.

Section 3.3.3.2 outlined the role feedback plays in regulating the development of a CAS
and generating effective innovation strategies specific to the complexities of an
undertaking. Causal loop diagramming was introduced as a tool to better understand the
relationship between feedback processes. During the course of this case study, however,
adequate time was not devoted to test this tool, but a review of the literature indicates that
its use would be beneficial (see Sterman, 2000). Causal loop diagramming should be
tested in future studies as a way of guiding decisions related to innovation and
improvement. This would enable the development of optimal solutions to system
problems, which is the goal of regulation, an intermediate dynamic that results from
feedback.

4.5.4 Innovation within CFE
Applying the CAS framework to the analysis of CFE’s processes contributed to
understanding the processes of innovation in a number of ways. First, it helped to identify
areas where the foundational CDs of a CAS could be strengthened to make CFE more
innovative and adaptive. These areas were discussed earlier. This case study also helped
to illustrate the relationship between the diverse types of innovation. Innovation that
strengthens CFE’s organizational processes could also strengthen their ability to generate
technological innovation, a relationship outlined by Arundel et al. (2006). For example,
establishing a new process of collaboration between Engineering and Applications would
be an organizational innovation that could help CFE respond to the design need of clients
more efficiently while also increasing the potential for innovative system design.
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It should also be noted that the overall improvement in efficiency achieved by addressing
process issues would allow more resources to be dedicated to innovation. If timeconsuming processes are made more efficient, then CFE’s employees will have more
time to devote to innovative work. Furthermore, if managers are not overloaded by
addressing crises in the organization’s operations, they could devote more energy to
facilitating innovative activities within their departments.

4.6 Conclusion
This case study demonstrated that hierarchical process mapping was a useful tool in
assessing a number of the foundational CDs within CFE’s operations. However, it did not
allow for a thorough assessment of all foundational CDs. Additional methods of data
collection, such as semi-structured interviews, may better assess the role of other
foundational CDs. Hierarchical process mapping enabled broad participation in the
organizational analysis, from which many areas for improvement were identified. The
results of the analysis of CFE’s processes demonstrated the relevance of the CAS
framework to improving CFE’s operations. The results outlined examples of areas where
the foundational CDs can be strengthened and showed how each of the foundational CDs
can potentially increase the capacity for innovation and adaptation within CFE. It should
be noted however, that it is not being proposed that ways of becoming more innovative as
an organization are limited to these findings. There is a need for CFE to further pursue
the development of the foundational CDs and to maintain efforts to ensure continuous
improvement in their processes.

The subsequent chapter in this thesis presents a case study where one of the identified
recommendations from the organizational analysis was implemented: namely, to increase
communication with clients to strengthen information flow into the organization. This
was done in response to an increase in customer reports of challenges with the polymer
system sold by CFE. This case study provides further insight into the role of the
foundational CDs of a CAS in strengthening innovation.
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Chapter 5. Fostering Innovation in a CAS: A Case study of
Technological Improvements to a Polymer Feed System
5.1 Introduction
A further case study was carried out with CFE to address one of the needs identified
during process mapping: to increase communication with clients as a way of
strengthening information flow into the organization. This was done with the express
purpose of improving CFE’s polymer feed system, which was the subject of a number of
customer reports indicating problems and shortcomings. The issues with the polymer
system led to malfunctioning, inefficient operation, increased resource use and increased
operating costs. As a result, CFE had to spend considerable time addressing these issues.
The issues needed to be better understood in order for CFE to resolve them effectively.
Since improving the polymer feed system is one form of innovation that would help CFE
adapt to the needs of the market, the CAS framework for innovation was used in this case
study. This case study was also carried out parallel to the development of the framework
and thus was informed by and informed the framework in a reciprocal manner. Two
foundational features of the CAS framework for innovation were of particular relevance:
open boundaries and use of a learning feedback loop. Table 5 describes the role of each
of these features in strengthening the technical innovation process to improve the
polymer system.
Table 5. The role of open boundaries and feedback in strengthening CFE’s polymer system

Characteristic Role
Open
 Allows for the flow of information and
Boundaries
knowledge into the organization from
experienced end-users. Such
knowledge and information is valuable
for polymer technology improvement.
 Can lead to the sharing of outside
resources (real world facilities where
polymer systems are being used) to
support innovation
Dynamic
Role
Feedback
 A learning feedback loop (Figure 40)
can be used to help CFE fully develop
system improvements and reach a stage
of implementation

Strategy
Engage end-users of
polymer technology in
water and wastewater
treatment plants in Ontario
through site visits and
semi-structured interviews

Strategy
Carry out improvement
process in an iterative
manner (action, results,
reflection, further action)
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Real-World
(Action)

Decisions
(Reflection)

Information
Feedback (Results)

Figure 40: Learning feedback loop (included with permission, Sterman, 1994, p.293)

In this chapter, first background is provided on the role of polymer in water and
wastewater treatment and the functioning of a polymer feed system. Further background
is provided on end-user engagement and semi-structured interviews, which characterized
the approach used to foster open boundaries in this case study. The methodology to
gather and review knowledge from end-users is then outlined. Subsequently, the
following results are presented:


A summary of the initial system design review



An analysis of the system improvement ideas gathered from operators during
Iteration 1 of data collection



An analysis of the data gathered from Iteration 2 of data collection



A cost-benefit analysis of the system improvement idea investigated in Iteration 2



CFE’s plan for further development of the polymer system



The role that open boundaries and a learning feedback loop played in achieving
these results is discussed throughout

The discussion that follows describes the effectiveness of the end-user engagement
approach and the role of the framework in the innovation process. The type of innovation
that resulted is examined and a number of challenges and limitations are highlighted.
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5.2 Background on Polymer
5.2.1 Polymer Use in Water and Wastewater Treatment
Polymer is used in water and wastewater treatment to enhance the removal of suspended
solids (Rout et al., 1999). In water treatment polymer is used either as a coagulant aid or
as a flocculant (Floerger, 2002). In the coagulation process, polymers are used to
neutralize the electric charge on fine particles allowing them to come together and form
microflocs. During flocculation, the water being treated is gently stirred to allow further
clumping of particles. Polymer is used here to enhance agglomeration. The
agglomeration of microfloc particles leads to the formation of larger flocs, called
pinflocs, which can be removed more easily.

In wastewater treatment polymer is used to enhance the clumping of solids during sludge
dewatering. Polymer is mixed with sludge before it is passed through a dewatering device
such as a centrifuge or gravity belt thickener. The clumping of solids makes the
dewatering of wastewater more effective. It reduces the bound water content in sludge
making it more concentrated and thus of a lesser volume (Wu & Huang, 1997). Reduced
volume ultimately lowers the cost of handling and transporting sludge.

Polymer functions by two main mechanisms: charge neutralization and bridging (Adachi
et al., 2012). Charge neutralization refers to the long chains of polyelectrolytes, charged
oppositely from the suspended solids in the water being treated, that neutralize the
suspended solids and lower the electrostatic repulsion forces between them (Shammas,
2005). Reduced electrostatic forces between particles increases agglomeration and the
forming of floc (Adachi et al., 2012).

Bridging is the other mechanism by which polymer assists in water and wastewater
treatment. The reactive groups on the long polymer chain binds to multiple colloidal
particles and they become tied together or “bridged”(Shammas, 2005). As a result, floc
size increases and removal is made easier (Figure 41)
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Figure 41. Bridging of particles with polymer (included with permission, Hjorth et al., 2008,
p.8599)

5.2.2 Polymer Activation Process
Polymer exists in either a liquid or dry powder form. As a dry powder, polymer can be
procured as 100% active ingredient. In this form, the polymer chains are wound up in
solid coils and must be activated, or unwound, before they can be used. Mixing with
water in the proper proportions and with adequate mixing energy activates polymer.
Polymer activation is best achieved using water between 15-32°C (Gordon, 2012).
During the initial wetting process the amount of mixing energy provided must be
adequate to fully wet the polymer. Without adequate wetting polymer clumps form,
referred to as fisheyes (Stranco, 2004). Fisheyes are small clumps of polymer that are wet
on the outside but remain dry on the inside. Following the initial wetting stage, proper
agitation must be provided to allow the polymer to slowly uncoil. The gradual uncoiling
of the polymer chain is referred to as polymer maturation. Excessive agitation can,
however, cause the long polymer chains to break. Ultimately, improper wetting and
mixing leads to a decrease in polymer effectiveness, which results in inadequate water
treatment as well as polymer wastage. Improper wetting and mixing can also lead to a
host of maintenance problems because polymer clumping can clog the system and leave
residue on the various components it comes into contact with. Cleaning polymer is
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difficult because adding regular water to it causes the polymer chains to further uncoil
making it more slippery and difficult to handle (Floerger, 2002).

In liquid form, polymer comes pre-mixed in an aqueous solution. Liquid polymer
generally has about 40-50% active ingredient (Floerger, 2002). As a result, procuring
liquid polymer incurs a greater transportation cost. Liquid polymer is often preferred,
however, because it is easier to activate. Mixing liquid polymer with water is much easier
and the risk of polymer clumping is minimized. Since liquid polymer comes in a
concentrated form, it still requires a period of activation to allow the polymer chains to
fully uncoil. Without proper activation its effectiveness is reduced.

5.3 Background on End-User Engagement
5.3.1 End-User Engagement
End-user engagement is an approach often used in information system design (Fischer &
Giaccardi, 2006) that was applied to CFE’s polymer system improvement efforts in this
case study. It has been recognized by researchers that the design process should extend
beyond the original development stage to include “coadaptive processes between users
and a system” (p.427). Through such a process, continual improvements can be made as a
system is used and unforeseen problems arise (Fischer & Giaccardi, 2006). As users
interact with a system new insights and understandings emerge that can inform the
redesign of that system. For this reason, it is valuable to engage the intended end-users in
the design or improvement of any type of technology to ensure that it adequately meets
their needs (Farahbakhsh & Kelly, 2011). Often time designers go about developing
technologies without input from end-users and thus fail to benefit from the relevant
insights and expertise that they possess. Greater engagement of the end-user in system
design can result in higher quality systems, which serve to increase user satisfaction and
performance of both the organization selling and purchasing the system (Hwang &
Thorn, 1999).

Various approaches have been used to engage end-users in design and to benefit from
their insight and expertise. Two common approaches are market surveys and interviews
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(Farahbakhsh & Kelly, 2011). Other, more extensive approaches use multiple stages to
facilitate user participation in the design process. Such approaches include participatory
design and the user led design process. In this case study semi-structured interviews were
used to engage the end-user of polymer equipment for the following reasons:


The end-users in this case study were operators in water and wastewater treatment
plants around Ontario. Engaging operators in an extensive design process would have
been prohibitive to their participation. It would have required a significant time
commitment and off-site meetings that their schedules would not permit.



A more extensive design process would have also required increased time and
financial resources to coordinate that were not available for this case study.



Interviews could be carried out at the water and wastewater treatment facilities where
the end-users worked, which increased their willingness to participate. This also made
their involvement easy to coordinate and allowed for many operators to be engaged
during the duration of this case study.

5.3.2 Semi-Structured Interviews
Semi-structured interviews are one form of interview that allows for thorough
investigation into a topic (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). They are often used in situations
where there is limited time available to engage the interviewee. Furthermore, while
providing structure to an interview they also allow the necessary flexibility for the
respondent to provide their individual perspectives, which creates the opportunity for new
ideas to be expressed. Such an approach begins with the development of an interview
guide that includes targeted as well as open-ended question. Semi-structured interviews
require the researcher to develop a strong understanding of the research topic in order to
develop appropriate, meaningful questions.

5.4 Methodology
5.4.1 Overview
An approach that followed a learning feedback loop was used to guide the innovation
efforts around CFE’s polymer system. Two iterations of action, result analysis and
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decision-making were carried out. During the first iteration, semi-structured interviews
were carried out to gather ideas for system improvement from end-users of polymer
technology. The initial set of data was analyzed to determine which ideas could be
implemented immediately and which required further development. A second iteration
was conducted to further develop one of the system improvement ideas. The results of the
second round of interviews were used to inform a polymer system improvement.

5.4.2 Polymer System Design Review
In order to develop a strong understanding of polymer systems, a prerequisite to
developing a semi-structure interview guide, a polymer system design review was carried
out. The documentation for eight polymer systems, each made by a different
manufacturer, was reviewed and the main components and basic function of each was
examined. The potential challenges with each system component were initially identified
through information provided by CFE. A simplified system schematic was created to
delineate the main features of the system (Figure 42). The schematic allowed for easier
engagement of the operators during the semi-structured interviews.
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Figure 42. Combined dry and liquid polymer system schematic (adapted from schematic provided by CFE, 2012)
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5.4.3 Data Collection and Analysis: Iteration 1
5.4.3.1 Site Visits and Semi-Structured Interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with operators at 29 separate locations in
Ontario (Figure 43). Questions pertaining to the main components of the polymer system
were explored to understand the strengths and weaknesses of each. Problems with various
components of the system were identified and potential solutions were discussed. Time
was also allocated for the operators to provide general feedback on issues of concern to
them and to share any ideas for system improvement.

Figure 43. Sites of water and wastewater treatment plants visited for interviews (Google,
2012)

Forty-one systems were analyzed at the 29 Ontario locations. The systems analyzed were
not only those manufactured by CFE but of nine other manufacturers as well. In addition,
two dry polymer systems and five liquid polymer systems from unidentifiable
manufacturers were encountered during the site visits (Table 6).
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Table 6. Polymer systems seen during interviews

Manufacturer #1
Manufacturer #2
Manufacturer #3 (CFE)
Manufacturer #4
Manufacturer #5
Manufacturer #6
Manufacturer #7
Manufacturer #8
Manufacturer #9
Manufacturer #10
Unidentifiable
Total

Dry Liquid
9
8
6
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
22
19

5.4.3.2 Analysis of System Improvement Ideas
The identified problems and solutions from the initial interviews were categorized and
evaluated for implementation in CFE’s polymer system through the following steps:
1. The identified system problems were evaluated for whether they were site
specific or applied to the general design of a polymer system.
2. The issues that applied to the general system design were evaluated for whether
they were already addressed in CFE’s design or not; some problems that
pertained to systems made by other manufacturers were already resolved in
CFE’s system design.
3. The solution ideas that were not yet implemented in CFE’s design were further
evaluated according to the impact they would have on the system’s functioning.
The following criteria were used:


Low Impact - System modification would address a minor problem
pertaining to system functioning



Medium Impact - System modification would address a significant
problem, but not one that is of a constant nature



High Impact - System modification would improve the regular
functioning of the equipment in a significant way
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5.4.4 Data Collection and Analysis: Iteration 2
A second iteration of data collection was carried out to follow up on one of the highimpact ideas from the first round of semi-structured interviews. The idea consisted of
preheating water to increase the effectiveness of polymer activation. Only 5 sites among
the 29 visited used preheated activation water. None of the manufacturers provided this
feature in their standard offerings, however. For this reason its development warranted
further investigation.
5.4.4.1

Site Visits and Semi-Structured Interviews

In order to characterize the benefit of preheating activation water more data had to be
gathered. Operators from the five plants with preheated activation water capabilities were
interviewed again. Only four of these sites, however, turned out to have operational
systems. During these site visits, short interviews were carried out and the following
questions were explored:


What is the approximate temperature of the incoming water to your plant in
the winter?



What is the approximate temperature of the activation water after heating?



What effect on polymer activation have you observed from preheating water?



How is the polymer consumption affected by preheating water?



Do you have data on the correlation between polymer use and water
temperature?



What source of heat is used to preheat activation water at your plant?



What type of heat transfer device is used to heat the activation water?



How is the activation water temperature controlled?

5.4.4.2 Analysis of Preheated Activation Water Data
Each site lent insight into possible sources of heat to preheat the activation water. Only
one of the sites had thorough enough data, however, to determine the correlation between
polymer use and water temperature. The following factors were calculated as part of the
analysis of this data:
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A monthly cost savings analysis was done to quantify the potential savings from
reduced polymer use.



An energy cost analysis was carried out to determine the cost of the energy used
to heat the water. Since gas heating or the use of waste heat from a nearby source
would be cheaper than electricity, the cost based on electricity prices was
calculated as a highest-cost scenario.



The cost of the equipment and installation of the preheating device



The net savings between polymer reduction and electricity costs were then
determined.

5.4.5 Design Meeting
Following the analysis of the data a meeting was held with the design team at CFE to
investigate how a heating option could be integrated in their system design. The data
from the second round of interviews was presented to the team and a plan was created for
further development of the polymer system design.

5.5 Results
5.5.1 Polymer System Design Review
From the initial polymer system design review, a summary of the system’s main
components, their basic function and potential challenges was developed (Table 7). The
information from this design review informed the generation of interview questions. The
interview guide is provided in Table C1 in Appendix C.
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Table 7. Polymer system design review summary
Component
Function
Option
Large bag Hoist
Store and supply Vacuum Hopper Filler
Bulk Polymer
polymer to the Manual Loading
Handling
system
Large tote
Small bucket
Feed polymer
Screw Feeder
from the bulk
storage
Multi-screw Feeder
Polymer Feed delivery point
Air Transport
to the wetting
or mixing
component.
Pumping
Wetting
System

Mixing

Automation,
Controls and
Monitoring

Initial wetting
of polymer

Mix polymer to
achieve full
maturation

Control and
monitor
polymer makeup

Wetting cone and eductor
Mixing chamber w/ baffles
Mixing chamber w/ baffles
Impeller

Dry Liq.






Potential Challenges
Dusting, Spillage, Hopper Plugging
Dusting, Spillage, Hopper Plugging
Dusting, Spillage, Hopper Plugging
Hardening of polymer
Hardening of polymer

Causes
Difficulty handling, Humidity
Difficulty handling, Humidity
Difficulty handling, Humidity
Exposure to air
Exposure to air



Clogging, Leakage

Humidity, Bad end-cap seal



Clogging, Leakage

Humidity, Bad end-cap seal



Clumping

Humidity




Pump and filter clogging
Fisheye formation



Fisheye formation

Inadequate maintenance,
wrong pump type
Inadequate water
quality/pressure
Inadequate water
quality/pressure






Inadequate mixing, polymer
shearing

Fully automated with
interlocks for safety



 Bad batches, malfunctioning

Semi-automated



 Bad batches malfunctioning

Manual system





Incorrect mixing intensity
Inadequate interlock
mechanisms and warning
features
Inadequate interlock
mechanisms and warning
features
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Component

Function

Option

Tanks and
Storage

Store polymer
solution

Stacked tanks, cylindrical,
rectangular, steel, plastic



Ensure proper
polymer to
water ratio
Further dilute
polymer
mixture and
carry it to
injection point

Preset by manufacturer



 Bad batches, Poor effectiveness

Adjustable





Diaphragm pump



 Pump clogging

Peristaltic pump





Progressive cavity pump
Screw feeder end cap,
entrance to wetting cone,
wetting cone (or activation
chamber), mixing tank
bottom and walls, level
sensor, post-mixing pumps,
polymer feed lines to
injection point
Liquid storage tank bottom
and walls, liquid suction
point from tank, liquid
polymer level sensors,
liquid polymer filter, liquid
polymer pumps, activation
chamber, polymer feed
lines to injection point



 Pump clogging

Calibration

Secondary
Dilution

Maintenance

Ensure proper
functioning of
equipment and
prevent
breakdown

Dry



Liq.

Potential Challenges
Malfunctioning level sensors, Dead
 zones, Difficult to access for
cleaning

Causes
Level sensor design, Tank
Design
Improper polymer/water
ratio



Polymer build-up and clogging of
parts, malfunctioning

Inadequate maintenance



Polymer build-up and clogging of
parts, malfunctioning

Inadequate maintenance
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5.5.2 Site Visits and Semi-Structured Interviews Iteration 1
A condensed summary and evaluation of the identified problems and solutions collected
during operator interviews is presented in Table 8. The table also indicates which
solutions were implemented immediately. The others were recommended to CFE for
future implementation. A summary brochure of the interview findings (Figure C1 in
Appendix C) was created and sent to all of the operators who took part in interviews as a
way of sharing the knowledge gained during the process
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Table 8. Summary and evaluation of ideas gathered during operator interviews

Problem

Wetting
Overflow of wetting cone or activation
chamber occurs when plugging causes water
back up

Site Specific

Addressed
in CFE
Design

Impact

Solution

Immediate
Implementation

No

No

Medium

Include a proximity
switch at top of
wetting
cone/activation
chamber

No

When effluent water is used, inadequate
water quality causes problems with polymer
activation.

No

No

Medium

CFE’s service
guarantee will be
modified to state that
problems caused by
inadequate water
quality are not
covered

Yes

Cold water leads to poor polymer activation
and increased use of polymer. It also leads to
more maintenance problems as polymer
dissolvability is low and is more likely to
build up on surfaces that it comes into contact
with.

No

No

High

Integrate a water
heater into system
design. Waste heat
from nearby
processes can be
used in some cases.

No

Chlorine residual in the water used for
polymer mixing might degrade polymer.

No

No

Low
(degradation
would likely
be minimal)
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Problem

Polymer Feed
Diaphragm pumps with check valves are
prone to stick when used with liquid polymer,
especially when preventative maintenance is
not carried out in the concentrated liquid
storage tanks and filters.
Maintenance
Humidity causes clumping and clogging
problems in the summer months

Lack of regular maintenance causes build up
of polymer and clogging of parts.
Components that need regular maintenance
include for Dry system: screw feeder end cap,
entrance to wetting cone, wetting cone (or
activation chamber), mixing tank bottom and
walls, level sensor, post-mixing pumps,
polymer feed lines to injection point. For
Liquid system: liquid storage tank bottom and
walls, liquid suction point from tank, liquid
polymer level sensors, liquid polymer filter,
liquid polymer pumps, activation chamber,
polymer feed lines to injection point
When polymer is spilt it lands on the floor
where operators walk, creating a slipping
hazard.

Site Specific

No

Yes
(depends on
site
humidity)
No

Addressed
in CFE
Design

Impact

Solution

High

A regular, automated
system flush with
polymer solvent or
hot water would help
reduce the buildup
of polymer on
system surfaces and
help address the
maintenance needs
of the system

Immediate
Implementation

Yes
(Peristaltic
pumps
already used
by CFE)

No

No

Yes(depends
on site
arrangement)
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Problem

Addressed
in CFE
Design

Impact

Solution

No

No

Medium

Include pressure
transducer level
sensors in standard
offering of product

Yes

Lack of flow measurement causes the make
up of bad batches when flow is too high or
low

No

No

Medium

Include flow meter
in standard offering
of product

Yes

Lack of pressure switch causes the make up
of bad batches when water pressure is too low

No

No

Medium

Include a minimum
pressure switch in
standard offering of
product

Yes

Controls and Monitoring
Some tank level monitoring devices are prone
to sticking due to polymer build-up and result
in inaccurate readings. .

Tanks
Pumps for liquid polymer loose prime when
tanks are not bottom drained

Site Specific

Immediate
Implementation

Yes
(depends on
polymer
arrangement)
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Problem

Post System
Cold carry water used to carry activated
polymer to the injection point can exacerbate
clogging of the feed lines
Absence of multiple access points (cleanouts)
to feed lines between polymer system and
injection point makes cleaning out of build-up
difficult
Operators are unaware when feed lines get
clogged due to polymer build up because of
lack of sensor

Absence of a strainer before the final pumps
and feed lines to the injection point causes
clogging and wear of the pumps, and build-up
and clogging of the feed-lines

Site Specific

Addressed
in CFE
Design

Impact

Solution

No

Medium

Integrate a water
heater into system
design

No

Yes(depends
on feed line
length and
arrangement)
Yes
(depends on
feed line
length and
arrangement)
No
No

Medium

Include a strainer
before the final
pump to the feed line

No

No

Immediate
Implementation
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5.5.3 Role of the Foundational CDs in Iteration 1
Having open boundaries is a foundational characteristic of a CAS (see Chapter 3). Open
boundaries allow for the flow of resources into a system when a gradient exists. A
gradient is a difference in magnitude or quantity of a resource across space where flow
occurs from a location of high concentration to one of a lower concentration (Oxford,
2012). Resources will flow into an open system when a resource exists in high
concentration outside of the system and in a low concentration inside the system. If
knowledge exists outside an organization then by having open boundaries the
organization is able to gather that knowledge and use it. Such knowledge can be used to
foster innovation. The results of this first round of interviews demonstrate the benefit of
an open boundary approach to innovation. The approach allowed access to new
knowledge and information grounded in the rich experience of the end-users. By
interviewing a broad range of polymer system end-users CFE was able to better
understand the common problems and shortcomings faced when running the system.
Better understanding how the system operates in its real-world setting provided insight
into ways of improving it. The knowledge gained through the open approach led to
innovative ideas that helped make the polymer system more effective. Some of the simple
ideas were implemented immediately. Others required further development.

Feedback is a foundational dynamic that contributes to continuous learning in a CAS (see
Chapter 3). Through continuous learning a system is able to innovate. By approaching
innovation through a pattern of feedback, CFE was able to take the results of the first
round of interviews and build on them to further develop the polymer system. Learning
continued in this way and CFE was able to develop one of the high impact system
improvement ideas.

All of the improvement ideas that were implemented immediately were medium impact
ideas because they did not need further development. Two of the system improvement
ideas from the first iteration of data collection were evaluated as “high” impact (see Table
8). These ideas needed further development before they could be implemented. Of these
two ideas, the preheated activation water one was pursued further. This idea was likely to
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produce greater cost savings, which would be of more significance to clients. Also, since
CFE only had limited resources to direct towards innovation, only one of the high impact
ideas could be pursued. The second idea was recommended to CFE for future
development.

5.5.4 Site Visits and Semi-Structured Interviews Iteration 2
In the second round of site visits data specific to preheated activation water were
collected (Table 9). These data allowed the benefit of preheated activation water to be
evaluated.
Table 9. Data from the second round of site visits regarding preheated activation water
Site 11 Site 14 Question
Site 1 - WWTP
Site 5 - WTP
WWTP
WWTP
What is the approximate 12-15 C (plant
3C
4-5 C
3C
temperature of the
effluent water
incoming water to your
used)
plant in the winter?
What is the approximate
12-15 C
15-20 C
21 C
13 C
temperature of the
activation water raised to
after heating?
What effect on polymer
Unknown
Positive
Positive
Positive
activation have you seen
from preheating water?
How is the polymer
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Significant
consumption affected by
Reduction
preheating water?
Do you have data on the No
No
No
Yes
correlation between
polymer use and water
temperature?
What source of heat is
Treatment plant
Natural gas
Cogeneration Natural gas
used to preheat
effluent water is
powered hot
, biogas and
powered boiler
activation water at your
heated by the
water tank
natural gas
plant?
treatment process
powered
and reused for
boiler
polymer
activation
What type of heat
During treatment Hot water from
Closed hot
Heat exchanger
transfer device is used to process
tank mixed with water loop
heat the activation water?
cold city line
used to heat
water to get
activation
required
water tank
temperature
How is the activation
Uncontrolled
Mixing valve
Preset
Uncontrolled
water temperature
controlled?
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With the exception of Site 14, the operators at the sites that were revisited did not know
the extent of reduction in polymer use attributed to preheated activation water. Sites 1, 5
and 11 have been using preheated activation water for as long as the operators had
worked there. As a result there was no data indicating the change in polymer usage. Site
5, 11 and 14 reported that they knew the heated water had a positive effect on the
polymer activation process because whenever the heating system was down they
observed a negative impact on the quality of water or wastewater being treated. The
operator at Site 14 had recently installed a heat exchanger and as a result was able to
record the change in water temperature, polymer usage and cost.
5.5.4.1 Site 14 Heated Activation Water Results
The water used at Site 14 (wastewater treatment plant (WWTP)) comes directly from the
city water treatment plant (WTP) line. The operator measured that the water temperature
is increased by about 2°C when transferred through underground pipes between the WTP
and the WWTP. After accounting for this increase, data from the city WTP indicated that
the water that reached the WWTP was below the minimum level required for effective
polymer activation for six months in 2011 (Figure 44).
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Figure 44. Site 14 water temperature in 2011
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Since the operator recognized the need for preheating activation water in the winter
months, a preheater was installed. The operator reported that when he asked the plant’s
commissioning engineer about a heating option during the installation of the system he
was told it would not be useful. Notwithstanding this, the operator took the initiative to
install a heat exchanger to preheat the incoming water to the polymer system. The heat
exchanger uses glycol diverted from a nearby boiler whose main function is to heat the
plant (Figure 45).

Cold Glycol
Hot Glycol (diverted
from heating system)

Cold Water
Warm Water
Figure 45. Heat exchanger configuration (adapted from Baode, 2013)

The heat exchanger raises the water temperature by 10°C on average in the winter
months. The resultant water temperature is close to or above 15°C (Figure 46).
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Figure 46. Site 14 polymer activation water temperatures after heating in the winter months

Records of the polymer usage at Site 14 indicated a significant drop in the amount of
polymer used to dewater the sludge after the preheater was installed. A long-term average
for the winter months, calculated by the operator, indicated that usage decreased from 80
kg of polymer per dry tonne of sludge processed to approximately 40 kg of polymer per
dry tonne of sludge. At the same time, the incoming sludge solids concentration remained
relatively consistent, indicating that the treatment process continued to function
effectively. The operator provided data from various weeks before and after the heat
exchanger was installed. Although not thorough, the data indicates a significant drop in
polymer usage after the heat exchanger was installed (Figure 47).
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Figure 47. Site 14 polymer usage and incoming sludge solids concentration

5.5.4.2 Cost-Benefit Analysis of Heated Activation Water Innovation
Through an analysis of the data gathered from Site 14 the polymer and cost savings from
preheated activation water during winter months were quantified (Table 10, Samples
Calculations in Appendix C).
Table 10: Polymer and cost savings from preheated activation water at Site 14 (data
provided by Site 14 operator)

Average Polymer Usage Before Heat Exchanger
Average Polymer Usage After Heat Exchanger
Cost of Polymer
Average Mass of Sludge Processed Each Month
Polymer Saved Each Month
Polymer Cost Savings Each Month

80
40
4
29
1100
4400

kg/dry tonne
kg/dry tonne
$/kg
dry tonne/month
kg Polymer/month
$/month

Next, the added cost of preheating the activation water was calculated. Based on the
polymer-water concentration used at the plant the amount of water used to activate the
polymer was determined to be 150 LWater/kgPolymer (See Appendix C for Sample
Calculations). Although the source of heat is a gas boiler, the equivalent cost to heat the
water using electricity was calculated to show the highest-cost scenario (Table 11,
Sample Calculations in Appendix C).
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Table 11: Cost of energy to heat water

Average Temperature Increase
from Heat Exchanger
Heat Capacity of Water
Polymer Concentration
Water-Polymer Ratio
Polymer Used
Monthly Water Required
Heat Required
Electricity Equivalent
Energy transfer efficiency
Cost of Electricity (Ontario
Energy Board, 2013)
Cost of Heating Activation
Water

10
4.186
0.70
150
1200
180000
7600000
2200
50

°C
J/g*K
%
L/kg Polymer
kg/month
L/month
kJ
kWh
%

0.09 $/kWh
396 $/month

The cost of the heat exchanger used was $800. The total cost for installation and
inspection of the heat exchanger was $3200. The capital cost of installing the heat
exchanger can be recovered quickly since the net savings achieved due to polymer
reduction is approximately $4000 per month after accounting for the cost of electricity.

5.5.5 Role of the foundational CDs in Iteration 2
The second iteration of the innovation process further demonstrated the benefit of having
open boundaries. It allowed for the development of an idea that could not have been
tested effectively using a closed approach. The testing of polymer activation in a realworld scenario is more effective than lab testing on sample water or wastewater. The
mixing of polymer is itself a significant challenge that cannot be mimicked effectively
without a real polymer mixing system. Gathering information from a treatment plant
where the concept had already been implemented in a real-world scenario provided the
initial confidence required to carry the idea forward.

As a result of the feedback approach used in this case study, innovation was pursued in
an iterative pattern of action, results and reflection. According to this pattern, the results
of one action inform the subsequent action to help a system approach a desired goal. As
such, the second iteration in this innovation cycle built on the learning that resulted from
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the first one. In this case study, the second iteration of action built on the first one. In the
first iteration the preheated activation water idea was acquired from the operators and in
the second it was further developed. This helped CFE get closer to the stage of
implementing the design innovation within their own system.

5.5.6 Further Development of Preheating System
Once the benefit of the preheated water idea was assessed through the second iteration of
the innovation cycle, CFE needed to determine how to integrate the idea into the standard
offering of their system. In the design meeting held with CFE’s polymer team a plan for
further development of the system was created and a number of outstanding questions
were identified.

Heating the incoming water quickly enough was the primary design challenge. The
energy requirement for a 10°C increase in the activation water temperature was
calculated for CFE’s systems (Table 12, Sample Calculations in Appendix C).
Table 12. Heating requirements for CFE’s polymer systems

System

Water Flow
(L/hr)

System #1
System #2
System #3
System #4

1000
4200
11500
18500

Heating Requirement
for a 10°C heat rise
(kW)
12
49
134
216

Due to the heating demand for the large polymer systems it was determined that it would
be most practical to begin by including a heating device in the small polymer systems
sold by CFE (System #1 & #2). The small polymer systems make up the majority of
systems sold by CFE. Heating incoming water on smaller systems can be done through
the use of a tankless water heater. A single tankless water heater can provide up to 52 kW
and they can be used in series if required (Imperial, 2013). Other heating devices may
need to be considered for the larger systems.

Further development of this innovation idea will continue to be carried out using an open
boundary approach. CFE decided that a client of a small polymer system would be
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engaged to test the concept. A pilot system will be set up in a client’s WTP or WWTP
from which more extensive and robust data can be collected. This action would be
mutually beneficial since the client would receive a heating device with their polymer
system free of charge in return for allowing CFE to monitor it. This is a further example
of how outside resources can be leveraged in a partnership established through open
boundaries. This next stage will be the third iteration in the innovation process, which
will take CFE to the point of full implementation.

5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 End-user Engagement through Semi-Structured Interviews
Semi-structured interviews proved to be an effective means of engaging end-users and
gathering knowledge to improve CFE’s polymer feed equipment. This method allowed
for a thorough analysis of each polymer system in a short period of time. The interview
guide provided structure that ensured the major components of the system were
discussed. The open-ended nature of some of the questions allowed operators to raise
concerns and share new ideas that were not explicitly part of the interview questions. The
interview guide also had sufficient questions that applied to the different type of systems
encountered; whether they were liquid systems, dry systems, fully automated or
completely manual.

The approach used allowed for many sites to be visited in a short period of time. As the
results indicated, 41 systems were evaluated at 29 sites. This provided significant breadth
in the sample size. Among these sites were very large treatment plants with fully
automated polymer systems, to very small systems that were operated manually. The
diversity of systems encountered allowed for a broad range of insight into common
problems with the system as well as ideas for improvement.

Many of the operators that participated in this case study indicated that they greatly
valued the open approach used because it allowed them to share their perspectives on the
equipment. Many of them expressed enthusiasm to participate in the study because they
had experienced many difficulties with their system and had valuable suggestions to
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share. They expressed that other suppliers did not solicit insight from them in such a way.
The operator at Site 14 explained that when he suggested the use of a heater for better
polymer activation he was told it was not worth investigating. The interviews provided a
space for operators to share their insight and contribute meaningfully to the improvement
of the technology.

Involving the end-users in the product improvement process created a mutually beneficial
relationship between them and CFE. The end-users shared experience and insight on the
system that benefitted CFE. CFE compiled and shared the interview results back with the
interviewees through a concise brochure (Figure C1, Appendix C) so that they could use
the information to improve their own systems. This exchange also made CFE better
known in the market and helped strengthen their reputation as a responsive, clientfocused company.

5.6.2 The Role of the CAS Framework in Polymer System Innovation
As discussed in Chapter 3, the CAS framework for Innovation should be applied flexibly
taking into the account the specific circumstances of the scenario to which it is applied.
For this reason, the approach used in this case study focused on only two foundational
CDs of a CAS, namely open boundaries and feedback. These features helped CFE gather
knowledge and information from clients and to do so in a way that fostered ongoing
learning. The role that each of these two foundational CDs played in fostering innovation
is summarized below. Although not a focus in this case study, the foundational dynamic
of cyclical development is closely linked to feedback, as shown in the CAS framework
(Chapter 3). For this reason, the role of cyclical development in fostering further
innovation in CFE is discussed below.
5.6.2.1 Open boundaries
In this case study a knowledge gradient existed between users of the polymer system and
CFE. The end-users had more experience regarding the practical operation of the polymer
system than CFE’s employees. Through open boundaries CFE was able to benefit from
this experience. The approach used in this case study provided an open channel for the
flow of knowledge into the organization, which CFE was able to use to make innovative
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improvements to their polymer system. These innovations enabled CFE to adapt its
system design to better meet the needs of the market and increase their fitness, which is a
measure of the degree to which a CAS can survive in a given environment (Heylighen,
2001). With a more effective polymer system CFE is likely to attract and retain more
customers, which would support their survival as an organization.
5.6.2.2 Feedback
A balancing feedback loop (Hogarth, 1981 as cited in Sterman, 1994) approach was used
in this case study to strengthen the innovation process around the polymer feed system
(Figure 48). The iterative pattern of action, results and reflection led to continuous
learning that was used to improve the polymer system. Through the learning from the
first iteration of data collection, minor changes were made to the system. Through review
of the initial results it became apparent that further action was needed to further develop
the system. The second iteration led to further learning that clarified the benefit of the
preheated activation water. This provided CFE with the needed confidence to begin
integrating the innovation into their system. The innovative improvements to the system
increased CFE’s fitness by giving it a product that would better meet the needs of the
market.

Figure 48. CFE's learning feedback pattern
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5.6.2.3 Lateral relationship between cyclical development and feedback dynamics
As the CAS framework shows (Chapter 3), the foundational dynamics of feedback and
cyclical development are closely linked. The learning that occurs through feedback
contributes to the Reorganization phase of the adaptive cycle in a CAS and can lead to
change in higher-level structures of a CAS (Figure 49). During Reorganization a CAS
goes through a period of learning, experimentation and innovation (Holling, 2001).

Figure 49. Learning feedback loop with a nested adaptive cycle (adapted from Holling, 2001
and Sterman, 1994)

In this case study, CFE carried out Release, where resources are freed up for use in new
ways (Holling, 2001), by directing resources that would have been used elsewhere
towards the improvement of the polymer system. This enabled CFE to focus on learning
about their polymer system and how it could be improved (Reorganization). During
Reorganization, CFE carried out a feedback process that led to learning and innovation.
This illustrates the connection between the learning feedback loop and the adaptive cycle
(Figure 49).

According to the nested cycles of adaptation, the change that occurs at a low level in the
structure of a CAS can also gradually influence higher levels (Holling, 2001). For CFE to
incorporate the innovations that occurred in the polymer system, changes will have to
take place in the organizational processes used to build and sell the equipment. For
example, the marketing and sales processes will have to change to convey the benefit of
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the preheated activation water feature to clients. This is a high-level change that will
result from innovation at a low level within CFE’s structure.

Another higher-level change would be the inclusion of the open approach to innovation
used in this case study in CFE’s regular operations. CFE could modify their
organizational processes to ensure that follow-up with clients is carried out regularly after
a system is commissioned. The information gathered during follow-up can be used for
product improvement. This would help CFE make improvements to the other types of
systems it sells. Alternatively, periodic client visits such as those carried out in this case
study can be undertaken to incorporate end-user’s perspectives into the ongoing
development of the products offered by CFE.

5.6.3 Innovation within CFE
As the previous section demonstrated, the approaches inspired by the CAS framework
contributed to innovation within CFE. The polymer system improvements were
technological innovations. These innovations can be considered as “incremental” since
they led to changes in the existing approach used for polymer preparation. Changing a
fundamental aspects of the water and wastewater industry would be a sign of radical
innovation (Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997).
Incorporating the approach used in this case study into CFE’s regular operation would
lead to organizational innovation. CFE would be using a new organizational process to
carry out product improvements. Furthermore, this illustrates how organizational
innovation can contribute to stronger technological innovation, a relationship highlighted
by Arundel et al. (2006). Establishing an open approach to knowledge acquisition within
CFE’s processes would help them continually refine their products to better meet the
needs of the market.

5.7 Challenges and Limitations of Case Study
There were a number of challenges and limitations experienced during this case study.
The data available in the second round of interviews was less extensive than originally
anticipated. Although fives sites with preheated activation water were visited only one
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had sufficient data to draw significant conclusions. The data that was available from Site
14 was sufficient, however, in providing proof of concept.

Due to the lack of data from the sites that used preheated water, no comparison of the
effect of preheated water on dry and liquid polymer systems could be conducted. Site 14
used liquid polymer thus the degree of benefit of using preheated activation water with
dry polymer is not known. Also, there was insufficient data to determine the benefit of
heating water beyond a 10°C rise since the data from Site 14 were for a heat exchanger
that provided only a 10°C increase. More thorough evaluation is needed to determine the
effect of preheated water on both dry and liquid polymer and to determine the correlation
between polymer use and water at various temperatures.

Lastly, as mentioned above, the extent to which the end-users were engaged in the
innovation process was limited to semi-structured interviews in this case study. Engaging
operators further may have led to a stronger innovation process and to a stronger
partnership. This would have required more complex arrangements, however, that the
resources and time of both the researcher and the operators did not permit.

5.8 Conclusions
The process analysis carried out in Chapter 4 highlighted the need for CFE to increase
communication with clients. CFE acted on this recommendation with the specific aim of
improving its polymer technology, a need already identified through client reports. As
described in Chapter 3 the framework was developed in parallel to the case studies. As
such, the framework and this case study informed each other in a reciprocal way. The
framework informed the approach to the innovation process used in the case study, which
reinforced the theory on open boundaries and feedback that was part of the framework.
This case study helped to illustrate how the framework could be applied flexibly to meet
the innovation needs and the stage of development of the organization. Not all of the
foundational CDs need to be developed simultaneously and to the same degree.
Depending on the particular needs of the organization, the framework can be used to
develop appropriate strategies to foster innovation. The characteristic of open boundaries,
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fostered by connecting with end-users through semi-structured interviews, contributed to
innovation by creating a channel for useful knowledge to reach CFE. The iterative
approach, modeled after a balancing feedback loop, produced learning that informed the
development of the polymer system. Initial findings were further developed through this
approach to achieve a greater degree of innovation than what may have been achieved
through a linear approach. A linear approach, without multiple iterations of the learning
feedback loop, may have provided more limited results. Additionally, the dynamic of
nested adaptive cycles outlined in the CAS framework showed how the innovations from
this case study could result in higher-level organizational change. CFE can incorporate
the open approach to product improvement (an organizational innovation) into their
regular functioning (higher-level change). This would be an organizational innovation
that would allow CFE to foster greater technological innovation.

It is expected that the results of this case study will increase the performance of the
polymer technology and as a result, CFE’s performance as a company. By offering a
more effective product CFE will be better able to meet the needs of the market and as a
result their business could grow. It is recommend that CFE further use the innovation
approach from this case study to increase the performance of other products and services
it provides. This will enable them to achieve continued prosperity.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Key Literature Findings
An important link between innovation and adaptation was found through a review of the
literature. Innovation is considered to be an important means of survival in an
environment that is changing at an increasingly rapid pace (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010).
Innovation can enable an organization to adapt as it responses to rapid change
(Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997). Thus innovation is central to the process of
adaptation in a dynamic system and ensures its survivability. This concept laid the
foundation for the rest of the work carried out in this thesis.

Researchers have recognized that an organic organizational structure is more conducive
to innovation than a mechanical one (Burns & Stalker, 1961; Hull & Hage, 1982; Morgan
& London, 1998). As such, organizations have been recognized as complex systems
(Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997; Sherif, 2006) that can become more adaptive by adopting
certain organic characteristics. The literature on organic organizational structures
identifies openness (Chesbrough, 2006), diversity, flexibility in structure and
decentralized decision making (Aiken & Hage, 1971) as key characteristics. Some of the
recent approaches to innovation that seek to integrate these characteristics include open
innovation, grassroots innovation, communities of learning, learning alliances and userled design.

Despite the recognized need to shift towards a more organic structure, many
organizations continue to struggle to move past a mechanistic approach to their
operations (Dooley, 1997) and thus continue to have difficulty becoming more innovative
(Bessant, 2003; Remero, 2012). Complex adaptive systems (CAS) theory has been
identified as a means of helping organizations to make this transition (Dooley, 1997).
CAS theory has been used to inform the design management process (Chiva-Gomez,
2004) and to help organizations foster and sustain innovation (Brown & Eisenhardt,
1997; Carlisle & McMillan, 2006; Harkema, 2003). It offers a new lens to help
organizations reconceptualize their approach to innovation.
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Better understanding innovation and adaptation are important to the field of engineering.
Innovation is a fundamental component of engineering design (Vincenti, 1990 as cited in
Chiva-Gomez, 2004; Salter & Gann, 2003). Engineers have always been concerned with
improving how systems work and developing new, more effective ways of designing and
operating systems (Robbins, 2007). Consequently, the concept of adaptation has become
a topic of increasing concern to engineers. Engineers are interested in optimizing a
system's performance (Ottino, 2004). The ability to adapt can help a system maintain
optimal performance in a dynamic environment. Understanding what makes complex
systems more adaptive can help engineers approach the development of such systems in
more sustainable ways (Sanders, 2008).

This study aimed to build on and integrate the work that has been done with regards to
better understanding innovation and adaptation through CAS theory. A framework was
developed based on CAS theory that describes the characteristics and dynamics of a CAS
and the relationship between them. This framework is being proposed for use by
organizations as a means of assessing their own operations and devising strategies for
innovation in light of CAS theory. The framework should be applied flexibly depending
on the needs of the context. It does not provide a specific methodology for innovation, as
the contemporary approaches to innovation discussed earlier do, but rather highlights the
underlying characteristics that enable adaptation and innovation.

6.2 Key Case Study Findings
The CAS framework for innovation was tested through application to a chemical feed
equipment supplier (CFE), which was considered an engineering organization. Two case
studies were carried out with this organization. In the first, hierarchical process mapping
was used as an analysis tool to assess the organization’s processes in light of the
proposed framework. Areas where the foundational characteristics and dynamics (CDs)
of a CAS could be strengthened were identified. A second case study was carried out
where the framework was further applied to foster innovation in the development of one
of CFE’s products. The following sections outline the findings from these two case
studies.
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In the first case study, the framework proved valuable in assessing the functioning of
CFE as a CAS. The organization was analyzed to determine the presence of the
foundational CDs of a CAS within CFE’s processes. Hierarchical process mapping
proved to be an effective analysis tool to assess some of the indicators (outlined in
Chapter 3) of the foundational CDs, namely those related to open boundaries and
diversity. Some areas where the pattern of cyclical development could be strengthened
were identified as well. The hierarchical process map was not, however, as effective in
evaluating distributed control. Although the map showed where decisions were made, it
did not describe how or by whom these decisions were made. It was also difficult to
assess the foundational dynamics of cyclical development and feedback through the use
of the process map alone. It was only when the organization engaged in a process of
decision-making and action through the development and implementation of strategies
for improvement that these foundational CDs could be more fully assessed. The results of
the hierarchical process map and the implementation of the strategies for improvement
revealed areas where each of the foundational CDs could be developed to help CFE
increase its capacity for innovation and adaptation.
The second case study focused on addressing the need to strengthen knowledge and
information flow from clients into the organization. This was done with the aim of
promoting innovation in CFE’s polymer system. This case study showed that the CAS
framework could be applied flexibly, based on the needs of the particular scenario. In this
case study, two of the foundational CDs were of particular relevance, the first was open
boundaries. CFE desired to improve their polymer system by tapping into the knowledge
and insight of the polymer system end-users. Semi-structured interviews were used to do
this. Secondly, a learning feedback loop was used to ensure learning from the case study
evolved in an iterative manner.

The following insights into the effectiveness of the framework and the approach used to
foster open boundaries were gained from this case study:


A specific mechanism or action is required to foster open boundaries between an
organization and its surroundings. In this case study, semi-structured interviews
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served as an effective means of fostering open boundaries. The interviews
allowed CFE to gather a broad range of knowledge and information from
equipment end-users


The knowledge and information gained from end-users contributed to
technological innovation in a way that would not have been possible if CFE had
pursued innovation in a closed manner. This highlighted the importance of open
boundaries.



There needs to be a clear incentive for an external partner to engage in sharing
information and knowledge. In this case study end-users were motivated by the
idea that their insight would lead to improvements in the industry and that the
knowledge gained from the study would be shared back with them.



The feedback pattern used to pursue innovation allowed for learning to develop
from one iteration to the next, thus fostering greater innovation. This pattern also
helped CFE reach closer to the stage of implementation, although full
implementation was not achieved during this case study



Overall, fostering the foundational CDs in the second case study contributed to
innovation. The polymer system was improved in such a way as to better serve
the needs of the market.

Further to the insights regarding the framework, the tools, and the approaches used, the
following general insights were gained from this study:


Fostering innovation and becoming more adaptive as an organization would
benefit from commitment to long-term action. Effective innovation is difficult to
foster through sporadic, short-term efforts.



Organizations must overcome the inertia that results from old ways of operating.
Conscious effort and a clear vision are required to overcome old patterns.



Innovation takes many forms, which are interrelated in the operation of an
organization. This study provided insights into how fostering organizational
innovation can increase capacity for technological innovation. Thus a holistic
approach to organizational improvement that takes into account the many forms
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of innovation can benefit the overall development of an organization as an
adaptive system.

6.3 Recommendations
The following are recommendations for further development of the framework, the
approaches used to apply the framework and of CFE:


Causal loop diagramming was investigated as a tool to accompany the CAS
framework for Innovation (see Appendix A). Causal loop diagramming can be
used to understand the interconnected feedback processes that affect a particular
variable of concern. It can, thus, be useful in developing effective innovation
strategies specific to the complexities of an undertaking. This tool should be used
by CFE to guide subsequent innovation efforts. It should also be tested in further
case studies with other organizations.



Since, in the first case study, the hierarchical process map did not allow for a
thorough assessment of all of the foundational CDs, it was determined that an
additional assessment method would be beneficial in future case studies. One
proposed method is to conduct a semi-structured interview with the organization’s
employees to explore the indicators of the foundational CDs



CFE should integrate the open, iterative approach to innovation from Chapter 5
into their regular operations. This would assist them to develop and improve their
other products and services.



Since only some of the polymer system innovations were implemented during this
case study, CFE should carry through with implementing the remaining
innovations that were identified in Chapter 5.



CFE should track the indicators of organizational performance identified in
Chapter 4 as a means of identifying the effects of process improvements and
innovation on their functioning.



CFE should further pursue the development of the foundational CDs within their
processes. In this way CFE will be able to further test the framework and
continually improve their ability to operate as an adaptive, sustainable
organization.
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6.4 Final Remarks
CAS theory offers a new paradigm with which to understand the complexity of the world
(Heylighen, 2001; Sanders, 2008). The science of complexity has made clearer the
essential role that the interaction between parts plays in the operation of a system. This
view moves beyond the mechanical, reductionist paradigm that has dominated science.
Through the interaction of parts, emergent properties arise, such as the ability to adapt.
By looking at the process of adaptation in light of CAS theory this thesis only touches on
a small aspect of complexity science. There are many more foundational ideas that have
led to the advent of this field than what is presented here. There are also many more
applications for the ideas that complexity science presents.

As was mentioned earlier, the new paradigm of complexity emerged from the study of
complex physical and biological systems (Holland, 2008). It is in such systems that the
concepts of innovation and adaptation are so gracefully integrated into one process of
ongoing development. It is the author’s hope that the work carried out in this thesis
helped illustrate the underlying connection between these two concepts and the role they
play in the survival of a CAS.

The framework developed in this thesis is not intended to be a solution to the challenges
organizations face with innovation and adaptation. Rather, it aims to provide a starting
point to explore ways of operating as a complex adaptive system. This will require
continued learning and ongoing investigation. In the words of Wheatley (1999, p.8),
when searching for new ways of functioning in an increasing complex world, “it is more
rewarding to explore than to reach conclusions…”
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Appendix A: Causal Loop Diagramming
Causal Loop Diagramming Tool
Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs) are powerful tools for the analysis of complex
systems. Static, narrow or reductionist mental models are often used to depict
complex systems (Sterman, 2001). CLDs help depict the circular or feedback
relationships that exist between variables in a system. Understand these
connections can be helpful in regulating a system and developing innovative
solutions to system problems. In these diagrams, elements of the system are
connected by arrows that together form causal chains (see Figure A1). A positive
link (+) indicates the parallel behavior of variables: in the case of an increase in the
causal variable, the variable that is affected also increases, while a decrease in the
causal variable implies a decrease in the affected one. A negative link (-) indicates an
inverse linkage between variables.
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Figure A 1. Example of a Causal Loop Diagram (Sterman, 2000, p.181 as adapted by Halbe,
2012, included with permission)

A central concept in CLDs is the elaboration of feedback loops. Two different types
of feedback loops exist that can be detected in CLDs: the self-correcting 'balancing
loop' and the self-amplifying 'reinforcing loop'. The balancing loop indicates a goalseeking behavior, which means that the state of the system converges to an
equilibrium defined by a goal variable. In contrast, reinforcing structures amplify
changes. The polarity of loops can be identified by changing one variable and tracing
the effect around the loop. Figure A2 describes the steps involved in building a
Causal Loop Diagram.
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Figure A 2. Building a Causal Loop Diagram (Vennix, 1996 as cited in Halbe, 2012,
included with permission)
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Appendix B: Hierarchical Process Mapping Results
Identified Areas for Improvement within CFE’s Processes
Table B 1: Identified Areas for Improvement within CFE’s Processes

Department
1 Sales
2 Sales
3 Sales
4 Sales

5 Sales
6 Sales
7 Sales
8 Sales

9 Sales
10 Sales
11 Sales
12 Sales
13 Sales

14 Sales
15 Sales
16 Sales
17 Sales

Identified areas for improvement
There are grey areas between groups so ball gets dropped at this
connection points
ISO process exists within company but not all follow it
When someone doesn't know how to do something, it often gets passed off
instead of them learning how to do it for future
Authority levels aren't clear - people who shouldn't make decisions do
without realizing the impact on other employees or departments
CSD is the contact point for a lot of customers so they receive many calls.
Others in company also go to CSD with questions not related to their role.
Inside Sales "takes care of things", it has become part of the culture.
Information between groups is not communicated well
Accounting department and Sales team have not cooperated on method to
pay commission to distributors.
Phone calls leave room for miscommunication as there is no record. Emails
can clear as they leave details in writing.
Copying people on emails can cause inaction/confusion as everyone thinks
someone else will take care of item, it also shows distrust. Email etiquette
training may help with this.
Calls to reception may not be directed as effectiely as they coud be, often
sent to CSD. This should be looked at and discussed with receptionist.
Sometimes RFQs from CSD are incomplete or have errors. Suggested that
customs systems should go through outside sales.
Growth has outpaced Human Resources
Employees are often overloaded so excess works generally has to be taken
by supervisor
Proactive calling of customers can help build stronger relationships.
Currently this is identified as something that is lacking, perhaps due to high
workload.
No clear process on when a distributor should be paid their comission on
jobs. There is no one who makes a clear decision that others follow.
No clear process on how to enter new market, structure is made up as we
go. There is a lack of reflection in order to improve process.
Sales target now $20 million, but old organizational process still being used
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18 Sales
19 Sales
20 Sales

21 Sales
22 Sales
23 Sales

24 Finance

25 Finance

26 Finance
27 Finance

28 Finance

29 Finance
30 Finance

31 Finance

Credit/RGA process takes a long time, product sits in back and paperwork
moves slowly. Suggestion that accounting could do credit forms to speed
things up.
There is a lot of fear in the company surrounding forms (e.g., request to
ship form required with supervisor signature for any shipment).
Returns are held sometimes during a quarter to "prevent" loss of sales
figures, but then they all hit in last quarter
Customers should be educated on standard systems and their capabilities.
Offering to meet any need of the client through custom systems becomes
taxing for all.
Engagement in ones job is really the key, without engagement any well
made plan won't be implmented
Distributor should be the ideal customer but they spend a lot of time asking
easy questions
75% of invoices have errors because revisions take place in Engineering and
are not always communicated clearly to sales. A suggested improvement is
to have engineering audit invoices or enter them themselves. This leads to
significant delays in payment.
PO often missing or doesn't match invoice. Making correction requires
investigation which is very time consuming. Suggestion that invoice should
not be paid until vendor gets PO from internal contact, this will ensure POs
are there in future.
A lot of problems exist with the hand over process of project
binders/information between departments. Information is only as good as
what is being received. A lot of problems with invoices come from incorrect
entries in SAP from the order in CSD.
Hard to find time between HR Coordinator and HR Manager to work on
long-term HR initiatives
No clear turnaround process for invoice corrections. Invoices get sent to
Sales or Purchasing for corrections and sometimes sit for days. Docushare
can be used to send the invoices electronically with an attached timeline to
remind receiver to provide correction.
Many FOB errors occur due to oversight or carelessness by employees.
Suggestion to have consequence (delayed pay) when this occurs, to
discourage carelesss actions with FOB.
Bank reconciliation is done manually and could perhaps be expedited with
some sort of software
When an invoice is sent to a customer and it is incorrect or has an issue, the
issue isn't noticed until Accounts Receivable collection (45-90 days after
invoice was sent out). Additional time then needed to resolve issue before
collecting money from customer.
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32 Finance
33 Finance
34 Engineering
35 Engineering

36 Engineering
37 Engineering

38 Engineering
39 Engineering
40 Engineering
41 Engineering
42 Engineering

43 Engineering
44 Engineering

45 Engineering
46 Engineering
47 Engineering
48 Engineering
49 Engineering
50 Applications

From the time a system is shipped to the time that CFE gets paid can be
more than a year. This impacts financial statements on earnings.
The credit return process has been identified as very long and inefficient by
many groups
Unclear who is responsible for testing, should Engineering be involved here
or just Technical?
Unclear who should take ownerhip of QA/QC process (Engineering or
Production?)
Unclear if Production Package is clear enough for Production to be able to
carry out a project without going back to Engineering. Who can take more
ownership of Production Package?
Uncertainty around who should take ownership of shipping arrangement.
Kickoff meeting done too casually and can lead to miscommunication and
issues later on. These meetings can be more formal and involve key people
better (Technical and Operations)
Turnover package needs to improve in order for Engineering and
Operations to be able to complete job smoothly
Testing reports need to be passed between Engineering, Technical and
Operations better to reduce the need to "chase down" documents
Human resources should be reconsidered to meet workload.
Detailed review of requirements is rarely done with enough depth due to
time limitations but it could help avoid many problems later on
>100 documents required on large jobs. One document coordinator is
responsible for gathering them. Currently only one other person (Eng
Manager) can do this if DC is not around.
Some don’t think that all documentation that is included with system is
needed, excessive time required on documentation
External Fabricators have many questions due to unclear standard, this
takes up a lot of the Electrical Designers' time. Suggested that a standard be
developed to give them more clarity on requirements. Suggestion that If
external fabricators don't perform well then should not be hired back.
No check in place to ensure ISO requirements are met
Some people wear many hats as they try to solve problems in other
departments and then they become swamped.
Production binder is very big even for projects that aren't large, what is the
crucial information required in the production binder?
Diversity of Projects makes defining concrete process for Engineering unit
difficult
Lack of clarity of who should contact customer. Suggestion that
Applications deal with technical issues and Sales with non-technical ones.
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52 Applications

53 Applications

54 Applications
55 Applications
56 Applications

57 Applications

58 Applications

59 Applications
60 Applications
61 Applications
62 Applications
63 Applications

64 Applications

No sense of clarity of when Applications is done with project and when
engineering should take over. Even when Engineering gets Turnover
package, sense of urgency often lacking (i.e., it goes to the bottom of
Engineering's priority list).
Communication with Sales drops during quoting process as sales moves on
to next customer.
Applications often doesn't have contact to be able to clarify matters and
takes time to get info through Sales. This results in waiting for information
to determine if project is worth quoting or to clarify scope to actually be
able to prepare the quote.
Discrepancy in definition of what is "worth quoting" between Sales and
Applications. Lower quality RFQs come in near end of month to try and
meet targets but this isn't always effective.
Delivery of RFQ to Applications is delayed even though job is confirmed,
which leads to rushed jobs.
Sometimes RFQs from CSD are incomplete or have errors. Suggested that
customs systems should go through outside sales.
Discrepancy in definition of what is "worth quoting" between Sales and
Applications. Lower quality RFQs come in near end of month to try and
meet targets but this isn't always effective.
Tracking of supporting documents internally is not efficient. Difficult to
compile documents when required. Docushare could be used more here to
track documents undergoing revisions. Some feel they should improve the
basic handling of documents before using docushare.
Applications feels understaffed.
In the Past:
5 people = $4million Sales
Currently:
3 people (plus Mgr) = $10million Sales
Excessive workload brings fear that mistakes will be made and significant
company losses will result.
When workload high, prices are estimated when vendors do not provide
quote in time. This can cause complications later on.
Clarifications/Revisions with customer take up a lot of time and may require
going back to beginning of whole quoting process.
Development of new standard systems hindered by custom system
workload
Inability to track custom part frequency means opportunity for
development of standard system is missed.
Suggestion: Use SAP to determine if same custom parts are being created
frequently to create new Std Systems
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70 Applications
71 Applications
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74 Technical
75 Technical
76 Technical

77 Technical

78 Technical

79 Operations
80 Operations

81 Operations
82 Operations

Uncertain who should be calling turnover meeting. No standard process for
the holding of these meetings.
No process to understand workload between Sales and Applications, even
when Applications is overloaded, Sales is bringing in more jobs.
Need clear and consistent process of how commercial risk should be
assessed effectively.
Applications has little to no influence on whether something is quoted.
Suggestion to involve Applications earlier on in process
Populating budget sheets from past projects is tedious and could be
improved through SAP.
Management/Outside Sales has developed expectations which may reduce
efficiency and quality of quoting process. (e.g., must quote situations and
mandatory quote turnaround in 2 days for certain types of projects)
CFE is doing more custom projects than before using the same processes as
used with simpler jobs in the past.
CFE wants continuous improvement. Biggest roadblock to this is workload
Discrepancy in clarity of Techical department's role. Tech Dept believes they
support the building/testing/repair process, other departments believe it is
technicals job to always perform certain tasks.
Obtaining information from internal sources to help customer inquiries
sometimes difficult for tech department. Other departments do not utilize
docushare even though it would greatly benefit others.
Other departments rely heavily on Tech department but they are not
always available to help (i.e., busy off-site for repairs/service calls)
Tech Dept sometimes asked to fix non-RGA items. Suggestion to avoid
repairs until RGA is issued.
Limited attendance by CFE staff in trainings. Some staff then ask questions
about things previously covered in the training sessions that they did not
attend.
In-house repairs create a lot more work for Tech dept as it requires getting
parts from stock then refilling stock. This not necessarily reported in
Incident Reporting System
Lack of Project Management. It is often unclear who receives information,
who is responsible for reviewing it, who is the main contact and who
coordinates
Lack of clarity around responsibility for coordination of outsourced builds.
Generally Production Supervisor has to take care of this.
Lack of understanding around long term benefit of Incident reporting
system and how to use it. It takes longer initiatly to file one but it leads to a
long term solution.
Tech dept not included until asked to assist with testing thus there is a lack
of understanding on project
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Short lead time for purchasing requests often leads to delays
Engineering makes purchasing requests for parts that vendors cannot
provide. This results in additional followup that must be done between
Purchasing, Engineering, and Vendors.
Detailed review of Production Binder lacking in Engineering
Copy-paste errors on drawings from past projects cause confusion and slow
the build process.
Different drawings contain same revision number cause confusion and slow
the build process.
Testing requirements unclear or change without proper communication
with Production Supervisor. Preliminary design review meetings need to be
conducted to fix this and other upfront issues.
Information flow to Builders not as effective as to others in Operations due
to use/access to email/computers
Transfer of documents or information needs to be complete and accurate.
Information on Sales Order gets transferred to delivery note and invoice. If
wrong pump is quoted, designed, built, and shipped, then unnecessary
Credit Return process begins.
Shipping issues occur (with project binder, delivery note, shipping
instructions/address). Shipping must go back to CSD to resolve issues.
Outsourced build details not communicated effectively to Production.
Engineering negotiates the scope of the build with fabricators but does not
communicate this well with Production resulting in extra clarification by
Prodution Supervisor with fabricators.
Inconsistency in terms of what engineering department determines as
requiring CSA and what doesn't.
Inconsistency in terms of what engineering department determines as
requiring CSA and what doesn't.
Too many projects are "rushed". This results in on-the-spot fixes or
shortcuts to meet shipping dates to customer.
Builders bogged down with resolving problems rather than focusing on
building systems, this also leaves them with little time to report problems
Preliminary Design Review Meetings with multiple departments (Sales,
Production, Engineering, Applications, Tech) are not conducted frequently
enough.
No checking process in place for shipping process like in other areas
throughout Operations/Production process.
Need to establish process to create processes to fix reocurring problems
"Pre-Lay Down" meetings within Production are not conducted frequently
enough.
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No clear process exsists for products/systems requiring CSA (What requires
CSA? How to communicate this and to who?). Custom CSA also causes
issues for Production.
"Lessons learned" meetings should be done more often to learn from
mistakes
Need to use Incident Reporting Systems more effectively to make sure that
issues are recorded in digital form (i.e., cannot be ignored).
Concern exists that custom projects keep increasing but processes haven't
changed much
New employees in other departments repeat old problems despite these
problems having been raised with Supervisors of these departments.
IT not informed of issues until there is a crisis
There has only been 1 IT employee for 12 years, workload has increased
significantly
Can any kind of follow up be done?
Needs follow up/clarification in corresponding map
No procedure in place for Trade Show planning
Disconnect between owner priorities and product developers priorities
Travel budget set without input from Special Projects Coordinator, who
organizes most of the travel throughout the year
Other departments believe it the job of the Tech Dept to build systems for
custom electronic component testing and to help production build/test
systems.
Issue with pump distributor in the US with sending leaking pumps which
require Technical Department to fix them.
Need clear and consistent process of how technical risk should be assessed
effectively.
Custom systems invoice generation relies on manager approval, results in
invoice delays
When PO revisions occur in Engineering the price can change significantly
but the customer may not accept change, limits profit

Hierarchical Process Map
The complete Hierarchical Process Map developed in the first case study can be seen in
the attached PDF file.
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Appendix C: Polymer System End-user Interviews and Data
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Semi-Structured Interview Guide
Table C 1: Semi Structured Interview Guide

Open Ended Questions
1. What aspect of the dry (liquid) polymer system do you
think is designed best?

Specific Questions
System Details

System Manufacturer
Polymer Supplier
Polymer Type

2. What do you find most annoying about operating the
system?

3. How did the start up of the system go after it was first
installed?

4. How well do you find the bulk handling system
functions? (Concentrated liquid storage)

5. How well does the powder feed system (polymer
injector for liquid system) work?

Polymer Use

Start-up

Polymer Pump
Operator Names
Was the start up of the system smooth? Did the system work
as expected?
If any, what training was provided by the manufacturer on
operating the equipment?

Bulk handling and
Dust Control
(EHS)/Concentrated What bulk delivery method is used? (Hoist, vacuum, manual
Liquid Storage
loading)
Are the polymer bags easy to untie and unload?
Are there dust problems? Is there spillage?
Are there EHS concerns? Slippage? Have there been injuries?
Is there ever plugging of the hopper?
Is any liquid polymer used? How is it handled?
Is the liquid polymer filtered?
Screw
Feeder/Liquid
Is there an interlock to prevent water from flowing when
Polymer Injector
polymer is out?
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Does the screw feeder ever clog or plug?
Is there a means of preventing ambient air humidity from
getting into the screw? Is humidity a problem?
How often does the feeder need to be opened for
maintenance? Can one person do it?
Does the liquid injector ever clog?
6. Can you describe the effectiveness of the wetting
system? (Activation chamber for liquid)

Wetting
System/Activation
Chamber

7. How well do you think the polymer gets mixed?

Mixer

8. How effective do you think the mixing tank and storage
tank are for the process?

Mixing and Storage
Tanks

Has the equipment ever experienced fish-eye formation?
Is there high shear that is reducing polymer effectiveness?
Is the solution batch quality consistent?
What effects on batch quality and polymer effectiveness have
you seen from temperature variation?
What effects on batch quality and polymer effectiveness have
you seen from water quality variation?
What effects on batch quality and polymer effectivesness have
you seen from pressure variation?
Is there a pressure gauge and pressure regulator for the
incoming water?
Is there a need for a booster pump?
Is there significant flow variation? Is there a flow meter?
How does mixing occur?

What is the geometry of the tank? Is this geometry effective?
How are the tanks configured?
What is the retention time in the tanks? Is the polymer aged
adequately?
What are the tanks made out of?
What is the drain mechanism between tanks and out of the
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holding tank?
Are there visual level indicators?
Are there level switches?
Is there a back up to the level switches in case they
malfunction? (ex: timer)
Do the control level indicators ever get stuck? Do they work
accurately? Is there fouling?
9. What type of controls do you have for the system, are
they easy to use and are they enough?

Automation and
Controls

Secondary Dilution
11. Can you describe the maintenance of the system that is
required?

Maintenance

10. How do you find the system calibration process? How
regularly does calibration get done?

Calibration

Is the system automated?
Is there a central control for the whole system?
Is there an HMI?
Is the HMI easy to use?
Does the HMI provide enough information to diagnose
problems?
What type of interlocks are there?
What type of alarms are there?
What initial concentration is mixed?
What is the dilution concentration?
What type of system maintenance is required? Is it onerous?
Can one person do it alone?
Does the maintenance get done regularly?
Does the required maintenance meet the operators
expectations? Is it manageable or is it too much?
Is the calibration process simple? Does it get done regularly?
Is the system re-calibrated when a new polymer batch arrives
or the polymer type is changed?
Does the control system allow for accurate calibration of the
system?
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12. Have any modifications been made to the equipment to
make it work better and more efficiently? What are they?

Modifications
made

13. Is there anything else that you would like to add? Or, Do
you think that there are other issues/points that I may have
missed?

Unique
Details/Issues
Quantitative Data

What type of modifications have been made to make the
system run better?

Sludge Volume (L/min)
Sludge Concentration
Polymer Volume (L/min)
Polymer Concentration
Polymer/Sludge (L/L)
Run time (hr/day)
Polymer used Daily (L)
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Figure C 1. Summary brochure of interview findings
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Cost-Benefit Analysis of Heated Activation Water Samples Calculations
Table 10 Sample Calculations
(

)

(Rounded down to be conservative)

Volume of Activation Water Used

(Rounded up to be conservative)

Table 11 Sample Calculations
(Rounded up to be
conservative)

̇

(Rounded up to be conservative)
(Rounded
up to be conservative)
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Table 12 Sample Calculations
̇
(Rounded up to be conservative)
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Sales Department – Detailed Process Map
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Sales Department – High Level Process Map
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Does it require
an on-site visit?

No

Technical to
Provide Solution to
Technical Questions
(T4)

Yes

Credit Form
Completed
No
Where is the
error?
Invoice

Finance Request
Credit from Inside
Sales (F&HR2)

Sales Order

Inside Sales
Completes and
Supervisor Signs

Is the Customer at
Fault?

Outside Sales

Yes

Provide Solution and
Paperwork

Restocking Fee and
Paperwork
Sales order/
Invoice
To Finance
(F&HR2)
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Overview

Back to
High Level
Sales
Process

Sale Made/
PO Received
(S2)

Sales Department Map
Finalizing Orders (S4)

Detailed
Sales Process

Is this a Standard
System or Standard
Product?

System

Hide Issue
Descriptions

Standard System
Configuration Sheet
Checked by Engineering

Order Entry Process
in Database

Product
No

Standard System OK?

Yes
Standard System/Product
finalized

Shipping Issue
Resolution (O7)

Order sent to
Production (O4)
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Back to High Level
Applications Map

Overview

Outside Sales
RFQ

Customer
RFQ

Applications Department – Detailed Process Map
CSD
(Not Custom
System)

CSD
RFQ

Outside Sales

Request for Quote

RFQ Screening
Process
(A1)

Design of Standard
System to Meet
Need

Applications
Group Decides
who will take Job
(Geographic
focus, Specialties)

Review by Germany

Applications
Manager

IRT Process

Follow in-house
Design Concept

Provide
Reasoning for
Declining Bid

Inform Outside
Sales of
Customer RFQ

Need for
New Std
System
from
Industrial
Need

No

Create Bill of
Materials
(Budget Sheets)

Create P&ID (often
from template)

No
Worth Quoting?
(Profitable, Meets our
Competency, Good
Customer?)

Yes

Yes

Is price > $325K

Contact Vendors
w/ RFQ
Create Record of
Quote in TDF

Show Issue
Descriptions

It is Standard?

No

System Pricing and
Proposal Generation
(A3)

No

Yes

No

Is price > $150K

Are Prices of
Components
Known?

Add Supporting Documents
(Data Sheets from suppliers,
Tech and Commercial
Exceptions & Deviations, etc.)

Yes
Yes

Vendor Quote
Received?

Customer
Scope
Clarification

No

Populate Budget
Sheet (Price and
Quantity from
P&ID)

Estimate
Component Prices

Quote Review by
Manager
(4 Eye Process)

Generate Proposal
based on Review
and Comments

Yes
Yes
Outside
Sales
Scope
Clarification

Yes

Does the Scope
need Clarifying?

Is it a Project with
Specifications
Given?

No

No

Proposed Design
for Pricing

Yes

Review Vendor
Proposal

Is there a problem
with Scope?

No

Does Clarification
Require Quote
Review?

Yes

No

Customer Proposal
Clarification and
Turnover Package
Preparation
(A4)

Generate
Response

Yes

No

Send to
Applications
Manager

Is Legal
Required?

Define Preliminary
Design

Detailed
Specifications
Review

Look at Past
Projects/
Experiences

Add Notes to
Exceptions &
Deviations

Does Customer
Want to place
Order?

Is Clarification
From Customer
Required?

No

Customer/
Outside Sales

Yes
Yes

Legal/
Lawyer

Detailed Project Specification Review
and
Proposed Design for Pricing
(A2)
Yes

Are Commercial
Terms Complex?

Review
Commercial
Clarifications

Are exceptions
and deviations
required?

No

Are there any
technical issues?

Yes

No

Applications
Manager Generates
Exceptions and
Notes on
Commercial Terms

No

Create
Exceptions &
Deviations
Document

Yes

Consult Engineering
and Internal
Resources about
Specs if needed

No

Review order for
Accuracy and
Correctness

Does PO Scope
Reflect Quote?

Yes
Prepare Turnover Package
(Create “As Sold” Budget,
P&ID, Supplier, Quotes and
PO are all complete)

No

Request
Clarification
Engineering
(Discuss Dates/
Specifications with
Engineering
Manager) (E2)

PO Clarifications/
Changes
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Applications Department – High Level Process Map

Overview

Post-Quote Scope
Change

Need for New Customers CSD/Outside Sales (S2)
RFQ
Std System
RFQ

Customers
Scope Clarification

CSD (S2)
Non-Custom System

Vendors
RFQ

RFQ with No
Given Specs

Outside Sales (S2)
Scope Clarification

Customers
Inform of Bid Decline

Show Issue
Descriptions

Head Office (Germany)
IRT Process
Customer
Proposal Sent

Proposed Design
for Pricing

RFQ Screening
Process
(A1)

Pricing & Proposal Generation
(A3)

RFQ with
Clarified
Scope
Legal/Lawyer
Advice on Commercial Terms
Engineering (?)
Pre-Quote Tech Issues

Detailed Project Specification Review
and
Proposed Design for Pricing
(A2)

Exceptions and Notes
on Commercial Terms

Customer
Proposal/Quote Clarification
Customer
PO≠Scope Clarification

Customer Proposal
Clarification and
Turnover Package Preparation
Engineering (E2)
(A4)
Turnover Pkg Clarification
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Applications
Map

Applications Department Map
RFQ Screening Process (A1)

To Detailed
Applications
Process
Outside Sales
(S2)

Customer

CSD (S2)
Not Custom
System

CSD
(S2)

Outside Sales
Inform of Bid
Decline
Applications
Manager

Hide Issue
Descriptions
PostQuote
Scope
Change
(A4)

Request for Quote
Provide
Reasoning for
Declining Bid

Inform Outside
Sales of
Customer RFQ
Need for
New Std
System
from
Industrial
Need

Design of Standard
System to Meet
Need

RFQ with no
Specs (A3)

No
Applications
Group Decides
who will take Job
(Geographic focus,
Specialties)

Create Record of
Quote in TDF

No

Yes

It is Standard?

Worth Quoting?
(Profitable, Meets our
Competency, Good
Customer?)

Yes

Customer
Scope
Clarification

Outside Sales (S2)
Scope
Clarification

Yes

Does the Scope
need Clarifying?

No

Is it a Project with
Specifications Given?

No

Yes
RFQ with
Given
Specs
(A2)
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Applications
Map

Applications Department Map
Project Specification Review (A2)

To Detailed
Applications
Process

Show Issue
Descriptions

Proposed
Design for
Pricing (A3)

RFQ with
Given
Specs
(A1)

No

No

Is Legal Required?

Send to Applications
Manager

Yes

Yes

Legal/Lawyer
Advice on
Commercial
Terms

Are Commercial
Terms Complex?

Define Preliminary
Design

Review Commercial
Clarifications

Detailed Specifications
Review

Are exceptions and
deviations required?

No

Look at Past Projects/
Experiences

Are there any
technical issues?

Yes
No

Yes

No

Applications Manager
Generates Exceptions
and Notes on
Commercial Terms

Create Exceptions &
Deviations
Document

Consult Engineering
and Internal Resources
about Specs if needed

Exceptions and Notes
on Commercial Terms
(A3)
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Applications
Map

Applications Department Map
System Pricing and Proposal Generation (A3)

To Detailed
Applications
Process

Show Issue
Descriptions

Head Office
IRT Process

RFQ with No
Given Specs (A1)

IRT Process
Follow in-house
Design Concept

Create P&ID
(often from
template)

Create Bill of
Materials
(Budget Sheets)

Yes

Proposed
Design for
Pricing (A2)

Is price > $325K

No

Quote Review by
Manager
(4 Eye Process)

Yes

Contact
Vendors w/
RFQ

No

Is price > $150K

Are Prices of
Components
Known?
Yes

Vendor Quote
Received?

No

Estimate
Component Prices

Populate Budget
Sheet (Price and
Quantity from
P&ID)

No
Add Supporting Documents
(Data Sheets from
suppliers, Tech and
Commercial Exceptions &
Deviations, etc.)

Generate Proposal
based on Review
and Comments

Proposal Sent
To Customer

Yes

Review Vendor
Proposal

Is there a
problem with
Scope?

No

Exceptions
and Notes
on
Commercial
Terms (A2)

Prop Clarif/
Turnover
Pkg (A4)

Yes
Add Notes to
Exceptions &
Deviations
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Applications
Map

To Detailed
Applications
Process

Applications Department Map
Customer Proposal Clarification and Turnover Package Preparation (A4)

Show Issue
Descriptions

PostQuote
Scope
Change
(A1)
Yes

Does Clarification
Require Quote
Review?

No

Generate
Response

Yes

Does Customer
Want to place
Order?

Is Clarification From
Customer Required?

No

Prop Clarif/
Turnover
Pkg (A3)

Customer/
Outside Sales

No
Yes
Review order for
Accuracy and
Correctness

Does PO Scope
Reflect Quote?

No

Request
Clarification

Yes
Prepare Turnover Package
(Create “As Sold” Budget,
P&ID, Supplier, Quotes and PO
are all complete)

Engineering
(Discuss Dates/
Specifications with
Engineering
Manager) (E1)

PO Clarifications/
Changes
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Technical
Map (1)

Technical Department – Detailed Process Map (Page 1 of 2)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Technical Repair Issue/
Service Inquiry Received

New Equipment
Startup/
Commissioning

Customer

New Equipment
Startup/
Commissioning
(T1)

Customer
Requests
Startup/PO
Received?

No

Provide Telephone
Advice if Needed

Service Contract
Related

Telephone
Troubleshooting

“Special Projects”

Production

Direct Request
for Repair

Schedule Service
Schedule/
Develop Contract

Yes

Is Site Local?

Special Projects
(T3)

Existing
Customer

Issue Resolved?

No

Additional Planning
initiated
(hotel, flights)

Yes

Perform Routine
Service at Site

Testing Help
with Custom
Systems (O6)

No

Building Help
with Std
Products (O5)

Supplier Equipment
Issue

Customer
Credit Return
Issue

Fix Problematic
Equipment
(e.g., Leaky pumps,
polymer mixing equip)

RGA Returns
(Repair/Replace
Broken Parts) (O2)

Help with
Alterations for CSA
Approval (O3)

Parts Assessed
Sellable?

Yes

Purchasing/MRP
for Restocking
of Sellable Parts
(O3)

Yes

Site Ready for
Commissioning?

No

Customer able
to Send in?

Yes

Wait for Customer
Confirmation
(equipment arrived,
utility hookups
complete)

Operator
Retraining
Required?

No

Premature
Failure?
Yes

Determine
Parts Needed
for Alteration

Yes

General Repair
Required for “Wear
and Tear”

Production
for CSA
Inspection
(O3)

Replace Part and
Charge Customer
(F&HR 2)

Retrain Operators
Yes

CSD for
Credit Return
Paperwork
(S?)

Part Request to
MRP/Purchasing
and receive Parts
(O1)

Field Technician
Fixes Issue

No

No
Perform
Alterations

Send Field
Technician to Repair
Issue

Existing
Equipment
Repair Issues
(T2)

Bring Equipment in
for Internal Testing

Yes

Begin
Commissioning
(system testing,
operator training)

Able to Fix in
Field?

No

Pre-commissioning
Check
Process
(correspondence
with customer)

Return to Customer/
Issue Resolved

Sometimes

Customer

No
Commissioning
Complete and
Report Filed

Equipment in
Warranty
Period?

Yes

Record Problem on
Claims Page

Replace Part

Statistics Recorded
in Claim System

Claim Received
(weeks, months)

Customer Follow up
initiated
(Case specific)

No

Customer
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Overview

To High
Level
Technical
Map (2)

Technical Department – High Level Process Map (Page 1 of 2)

Customers
Startup/Comm Request

Customer
Repair/Service Issue
Customers
Telephone Troubleshooting

Customers
(Telephone Advice)
Customers
(Pre-Commissioning Check)
Customers
(Off-Site
Startup/Commissioning)
Customers
Commissioned System

New Equipment
Startup/
Commissioning
(T1)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Production
Help with Building
Std Products (O5)
Production
Credit Return Paperwork
Help with Testing
from Receiving (O2)
Custom Systems (O6)

Distributor/Vendor
Equipment Issue

Head Office
Heidelberg Claim Sent/Received
Customers
Repair/Service Issue Resolved
Customer
Post-Repair Follow up
(Case specific)
Customer Charged
Part Replacement
Accounting/Finance (F&HR 2)

Existing
Equipment
Repair/Service
Issues
(T2)

Special Projects
(T3)

Purchasing (O1)
Part Request for
CSA Part Alterations

Purchasing/MRP (O3)
Restocking of Sellable Parts
Sales (S?)
Credit Return Process

Production (O3)
CSA Alteration
Request/Fix
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Technical
Map (2)

Technical Department – Detailed Process Map (Page 2 of 2)
Receive new t
product from Head
Office

Competitor
Equipment
Testing
(T7)
Request to Test Competitor/
Complimentary Equipment

CSD Prepares
Quote (S1)

Customers

New Product Testing
Process

Request for
Equipment
Application Advice

Obtain Information

Additional
Information Needed

Side by Side Testing performed
for CFE and Competitor/
Complimentary Products

No

Engineering

Sales

Applications

Customer
Initiated?

Yes

Determine Part
Numbers Needed

Show CSA
Representative
Product

CSA Approval
Process

Technical
Application
Advice
(T4)
Yes

Approved for
Canadian
Market?

Results Relayed to
Sales Staff (S1)

Results Used for
New Product
Development

Yes

No

Existing Products
Available?

Show Issue
Descriptions

Contact Product
Manager in Head
Office

Provide Additional
advice on products/
systems (e.g.,
applicable?)

Yes

Problems
Identified?
(software and
language issues)

Begin Internal
Testing

No

No
Distributors
Recommend existing
product

Customers
Request for External
Training

Language
Translation Issues
Identified

Equipment Software
Problems (bugs)

Make
Recommendations
for Text Changes

Receive/Install
Software Updates
from Head Office

Distributors

All
Departments

Develop/Coordinate
External Training
Programs

External Training
(T5)

Off-Site Municipality
Operator Training
(Operation/
Maintenance)

Monthly Training
Workshops at Office
(Employees free to
attend)

Distributor Training
(Both Off-Site and in
Office)

Determine
Appropriate Field
Site for Testing

Conduct Field
Testing

Preparing New
Products for
Canadian Market
(T6)

Sales Creates/
Revises Promotional
Material (e.g.,
product brochure)

Yes

Feedback/
Revisions
Required?
New Product Testing
Complete

No

Complete Testing

Send Testing Results
to Sales

Conduct Internal
Training for Staff
(i.e., Sales and
Production)

HR Advertises and
Registers Internal
Staff for Training

Internal Staff
Training Complete
Create General
Outline for New
Product (Specs,
warnings,
capabilities)

Develop New
Product
Documentation and
Training Material

Develop Training
Material for New
Product
(PowerPoint and
Build Demo setup)

HR Updates
Employee Training
Records
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To High
Level
Technical
Map (1)

Overview

Technical Department – High Level Process Map (Page 2 of 2)

CSD (S1)
Needed Parts for Customer

CSA Representative
New Product Approval Process

Engineering
Tech Advice

Head Office
New Product Issue Resolution Process

Sales
Tech Advice
Applications
Tech Advice

Request for
Competitor/Complimentary
Equipment Testing

Head Office
New Product Directive

Customer
Tech Advice

Technical
Application
Advice
(T4)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Competitor
Sales (S1)
Equipment Competitor/Complimentary
Product Testing Results
Testing
Head Office Competitor Product
(T7)
Testing Results

Sales (S1)
New Product Testing Results
Sales (S1)
New Product Promotional Material

Distributors
Tech Advice
All Departments
Request for Training

Customers
Request for Training

Distributors
Request for Training

External Training
(T5)

Preparing New
Products for
Canadian Market
(T6)

Human Resources (F&HR 3)
Employee Training Record Updates

Monthly Training Sessions
(Available to all Depts)
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Technical
Map (1)

Technical Department Map
New Equipment Startup/Commissioning (T1)

To Detailed
Technical
Process (1)

Show Issue
Descriptions

New Equipment
Startup/
Commissioning

Customer

Customer
Requests
Startup/PO
Received?

Provide Telephone
Advice if Needed

No

Yes

Is Site Local?

No

Additional
Planning initiated
(hotel, flights)

Yes
Pre-commissioning Check
Process (correspondence
with customer)

Site Ready for
Commissioning?

No

Wait for Customer
Confirmation
(e.g., equipment arrived,
utility hookups complete)

Yes
Begin
Commissioning
(system testing,
operator training)

Operator
Retraining
Required?

Yes

Retrain
Operators

No
Customer

Commissioning
Complete and
Report Filed
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Technical
Map (1)

To Detailed
Technical
Process (1)

Technical Department Map
Existing Equipment Repair/Service Issues (T2)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Technical Repair Issue/
Service Inquiry Received
Existing
Customer

Service Contract
Related

Direct Request
Telephone
for Repair
Troubleshooting

Schedule Service
Schedule/
Develop Contract

Issue
Resolved?

Perform Routine
Service at Site

No
Able to Fix
in Field?

No
Customer
able to Send
in?

No

Yes

No

Yes
Equipment
in Warranty
Period?
No

Yes
Send Field
Technician to
Repair Issue
Field
Technician
Fixes Issue

Bring Equipment
in for Internal
Testing

Premature
Failure?

Yes

General Repair
Required for
“Wear and
Tear”

Replace Part
and Charge
Customer
(F&HR 2)

Sometimes

Yes

Record Problem
on Claims Page

Replace Part

Statistics
Recorded in
Claim System

Claim Received
(weeks,
months)

Return to
Customer/
Issue Resolved

Customer

Customer Follow
up initiated
(Case specific)
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Technical
Map (1)

Technical Department Map
Special Projects (T3)

To Detailed
Technical
Process (1)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Technical Repair Issue/
Service Inquiry Received

“Special Projects”

Production

Testing Help
with Custom
Systems

Building Help
with Std
Products

Supplier Equipment
Issue

Customer
Credit Return
Issue

Fix Problematic
Equipment
(e.g., Leaky pumps,
polymer mixing equip)

RGA Returns
(Repair/Replace
Broken Parts)

Help with
Alterations for
CSA Approval

Parts Assessed
Sellable?
Determine
Needed Parts
for Alteration

Part Request to
MRP/Purchasing
(O1)

No

Yes

Purchasing/MRP
for Restocking of
Sellable Parts
(O3)
CSD for Credit
Return
Paperwork
(S?)

Perform
Alterations
Production for
CSA Inspection
(O3)
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Back to High
Level
Technical
Map (2)

Technical Department
Applications
DepartmentMap
Map
Technical
Application
(T4) (A3)
System
Pricing and
ProposalAdvice
Generation
External Training (T5)

To Detailed
Technical
Process (2)

Show Issue
Descriptions

CSD Prepares
Quote (S1)

Customers

Engineering

Sales

Applications

Request for
Equipment
Application Advice

Customer
Initiated?

Yes

Determine Part
Numbers Needed

No

Existing
Products
Available?

Distributors

Yes

Provide Additional
advice on products/
systems (e.g.,
applicable?)

All
Departments

Customers

Request for External
Training

No
Distributors
Develop/Coordinate
External Training
Programs

Recommend
existing product

Off-Site
Municipality
Operator Training
(Operation/
Maintenance)

Monthly Training
Workshops at Office
(Employees free to
attend)

Distributor Training
(Both Off-Site and
Office)
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Technical
Map (2)

Technical Department Map
Preparing New Products for Canadian Market (T6)

To Detailed
Technical
Process (2)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Receive new product
from Head Office
Obtain
Information

New Product
Testing Process

Additional
Information
Needed
No

Show CSA
Representative
Product

CSA Approval
Process

Approved for
Canadian
Market?
Yes

Contact
Product
Manager in
Head Office

Problems
Identified?
(software and
language issues)

Yes

Begin Internal
Testing

No

Language
Translation Issues
Identified

Equipment Software
Problems (bugs)

Make
Recommendations
for Text Changes

Receive/Install
Software Updates
from Head Office
Yes

Determine
Appropriate
Field Site for
Testing

Conduct Field
Testing

Sales Creates/Revises
Promotional Material
(e.g., product
brochure) (S1)

Feedback/
Revisions
Required?
Complete
Testing

Send Testing
Results to Sales

No

New Product Testing
Complete
HR Advertises and
Registers Internal
Staff for Training

Create General Outline
for New Product (Specs,
warnings, capabilities)

Develop New
Product
Documentation and
Training Material

Develop Training
Material for New Product
(PowerPoint and Build
Demo setup)

Conduct Internal
Training for Staff (i.e.,
Sales and Production)

Internal Staff
Training Complete

HR Updates
Employee Training
Records (F&HR 3)
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Technical
Map (2)

To Detailed
Technical
Process (2)

Technical Department Map
Competitor Equipment System Testing (T7)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Request to Test Competitor/
Complimentary Equipment

Side by Side Testing performed
for CFE and Competitor/
Complimentary Products

Results Relayed to
Sales Staff (S1)

Results Used for New
Product Development
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Overview

Engineering Department Map – Part 1
Detailed Process

Back to
High Level
Eng Map
(1)

Purchasing Sends
POs to Vendors (O1)

No
Send internal
Documentation List/
Schedule to
customer

Initiation of PO

Turnover Package
Received
(From CSD or
Applications

Sent back to
CSD for SAP
Entry (S?)

Review of
Turnover Package
(Engineering Mgr)

Revisions
needed?

Review
Requirements
(High Level) with
Applications

Yes

Customer
Satisfied?

Engineering
Manager Receives
Back Package

Formal Kickoff
Meeting?

Yes

No

No

Informal
Meeting

Detail Review of
Requirements

Documentation
Coordinator

Part Request t0
Purchasing for
Procurement (O1)

Material
Procurement
Process

Filter/Revise
Documentation List

Review
Documentation
Requirements

Yes

Create Production
Package

Finalize Dwgs/
Documentation/QC
Documents
System
Registration
Needed?

No

Inspection
witnessed by
TSSA

System
Registration
Complete

System Registration
(E3)

Revise
Application

No

Approved by
P.Eng.?

Registration Process
with TSSA or
equivalent

Yes

Obtain Customer
Specific
Documentation List
from RFQ

Engineering Manager/
Project Lead/Doc
Coordinator reviews
Documentation List

Review & Revise
Design (E2)
PO revision
needed? (e.g.,
budget change)

Engineering
Related Issue?

To Engineering
Page 2 (A)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Customer
Approved?

Yes

No

Budget Issues?

No

Mechanical
Designer

Inform Customer
No

Send External
Fabrication Info to
Customer

No

Quality Related
Documents Started
(High Level ITP,
Check Sheets)

Revise/Improve
detail of technical
components
(P&ID, Bill of
materials, etc.)

Send technical
revisions to
customer

Designers Info
entered into SAP
(Proj Lead/Mech/
Elec)

Fabrication
Drawings Started

Need to filter/
revise list?

Electrical
Designer

Finalize Production
Package (E4)

Update Details on
Sales Order

Yes

Move forward
with Design?

Yes

Project Lead
(Acting PM/
Mech Eng)

No

Send
Documentation list
to customer

No
Turnover Package
deemed
Incomplete

External
Fabrication
Required?

Yes

Request/Receive
Info from
Fabricators

Tender Process
Begins

Yes

Create/Revise
Internal
Documentation List/
Schedule of (Dates)

PO Initiation
(E1)

To Engineering Page 2 (B)

Documentation
List Approved?

Yes

Set Schedule of
Dates
(Eng. Manager)

Administrative put
in System
(Tech & Sales
Coordinator)

No

Show Issue
Descriptions

Mech and Elec
Designer Start/
Revise GA Drawings

Selection of
Equipment
(Extract Specific
Requirements)

Confirm
Equipment with
Vendor?

Sent to Customer

Data Sheets Started
(Proj Lead/Elec
Designer/Doc
Coord)

To Engineering
Page 2 (C)

Customer
Approval?

No

Clarify/Revise
Design

Yes

Confirm Equipment
Selection with
Suppliers/Vendors

No
Can Cause Issues
later in Project

No

Yes
Applications Group
for Resolution (A4)
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Overview

Engineering Department Map – Part 1
High Level Sub Process

To High
Level Eng
Map (2)

External Fabrication
Tendering Process

Turnover Package
from
Applications (A4)

External Fabricator
Customer Approval

Part request to Purchasing
for Procurement (O1)
Documentation List to
Customer for Approval

Send Dates to Sales
for SAP Entry (S?)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Production
Package

Registered (if
required) Design

PO Initiation
(E1)

Finalize Production
Package (E4)

Turnover Package Issue
Resolution with Applications (A4)

Registration Process
with TSSA

Customer Approved
Revised Design

Move Forward
with Design

Review Requirements
with Applications (A4)
In kick-off meeting

System Registration
(E3)

TSSA Witnesses
Inspection

Review & Revise
Design (E2)
Quality Related Documents to
Customer for Approval

Send Technical Revisions
to Customer
PO Revised by
Applications (A4)

Confirm equipment
with vendor
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Overview

Back to
High Level
Eng Map
(2)

Engineering Department Map – Part 2
Detailed Process

Communicate with
CSD to Update SAP
(S?)

Production Package
to Operations/
Production (O4)

Show Issue
Descriptions

From Engineering
Page 1 (C)

No

Create/Set Up O&M
Manual – Eng
Admin/Doc Coord.

Issues?

Yes

Review with 3rd
Party Inspector?

Make Arrangements
for Shipping (CSD,
Production,
Shipping)

No

O&M Manuals/Data
Books Compiled/
Revised (O7)

Yes

From Engineering
Page 1 (A)

Testing &
Inspection (E7)

Prod Pkg Reviewed/
Approved by Eng
Manager

Kick-off Meeting
(E5)

Client PreFabrication
Meeting?

External Kickoff
Meeting?

Engineering
Witnesses Testing

Collect/Compile all
Internal/External
Testing Reports

Testing of
Equipment
(Functional Test)

Engineering Doing
Testing
(e.g., Electrical,
PLCs, etc.)

Finalize Shipment
(E8)
Documentation Sent
to Customer for
Approval

Customer
Approved?

Internal Kickoff
Meeting?

No

Yes
Engineering Consults
External Fabricators
for Technical Issues

Review of ITP
Requirements and
Issue Resolution
with Production
(O6)

Project Sent/
Internal Systems
Updated

Yes
No

Purchasing follows
up with Vendors
based on dates in
SAP (O1)

Materials Delivery
Process

Documentation
Coodinator follows
up with Proj Lead/
Designers/Vendors

Conduct/Attend
Meeting

Invoice to
Finance
(F&HR2)

Build Issue
Resolution with
Production (O5)
Informed of Design/
Operation Issue with
Equipment On-Site

Yes

From Engineering
Page 1 (B)

Issue?

Materials
Procurement (E6)

Yes

Delivery Issue?
(90% of time)

Documentation
Requirement
issue?

No

No

Materials Receiving
Process
(Vendors/External
Fabs)

Technical/
Commercial Issue
(10% of time)

Yes

No

Purchasing/
Receiving Follow up
(O2)

Electrical Designer
go to site to resolve
issue

On-site Issue
(E9)

No

No

Product Issues?

Yes

Ask Purchasing to
Order Replacement
Part (O1)

Project Re-enters
Engineering
Department Process

Issue Resolved
from In-House?

Yes

Yes
Yes

Purchasing
Negotiates with
Vendor for Better
Delivery Date (O1)

Issue
Resolved?

No

Engineering tries to
Expedite Vendor

Systems Alteration
Performed (O3)

In Process
Inspection/
Resolution of QC
Issues/CSA
Inspection

Customer Follow up
Is part
replacement
urgent?

No

Yes
Operations for CSA
Inspection (O3)
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Overview

Engineering Department Map – Part 2
High Level Sub Process

To High
Level Eng
Map (1)

Show Issue
Descriptions
Arrange for Shipment
(with CSD, Production, Shipping)
(O7)

Review with 3rd Party
Inspector (if required)

Communicate with Production Package
CSD to Update SAP (S?) to Operations (O4)

O&M Manuals/Data
Books Compiled/
Revised (O7)

Tested System

Testing &
Inspection (E7)

Kick-off Meeting
(E5)
Engineering remains involved
in Material Procurement

Finalize Shipment
(E8)
Docs sent to
Customer for Approval

Documentation Coordinator
follows up with Vendors

Built System

Production
Package

Compile Testing
Reports

Consult External
Fabricators with Tech Issues
Project Sent
to Customer

Build Issue Resolution
with Production (O2)

Purchasing follows
up with Vendors (O1)

Materials
Procurement (E6)

Invoice to
Finance (F&HR2)

Purchasing to follow up
with Product/
Doc. Issue (O2)

Customer informs
of Issue

On-site Issue
(E9)

Purchasing Negotiates
w/ Vendor Better
Delivery Date (O1)
Customer
Follow-up
Request Vendors
to Expedite Order

Materials Received

System Alteration
Performed for CSA (O3)

Purchasing to order
replacement part (01)
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Engineering Department Map
PO Initiation (E1)

Detailed Eng
Map 1

Show Issue
Descriptions

Initiation of PO

Turnover Package
Received
(From CSD or
Applications) (A4)

Review of Turnover
Package
(Engineering Mgr)

Sent back to
CSD for SAP
Entry (S?)

Set Schedule of
Dates
(Eng. Manager)

Administrative put in
System
(Tech & Sales
Coordinator)

Review
Requirements
(High Level) with
Applications (A4)

To Applications
for Resolution (A4)

Turnover Package
deemed Incomplete

Engineering Manager
Receives Back
Package

Yes

No

Formal Kickoff
Meeting?

No

Informal
Meeting

Move forward with
Design?

Move Forward
with Design (E2)

Back to
High Level
Eng Map
(1)
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Back to
High Level
Eng Map
(1)

Engineering Department Map
Review & Revise Design (E2)

Detailed Eng
Map 1

Show Issue
Descriptions

No
Send internal
Documentation
List/Schedule to
customer

Revisions
needed?

No

Documentat
ion List
Approved?

Yes

Create/Revise
Internal
Documentation
List/Schedule of
(Dates)

Yes

Yes
Customer
Satisfied?

Send
Documentation
list to customer

No

Detail Review
of
Requirements
Revise/
Improve detail
of technical
components
(P&ID, Bill of
materials, etc.)
Send technical
revisions to
customer

Documentation
Coordinator

Filter/Revise
Documentation
List

Customer Approved
(E3)

Move Forward with
Design (E1)

Informal
Meeting

Yes

Yes
Project Lead
(Acting PM/
Mech Eng)

No

Need to filter/
revise list?
Electrical
Designer

Mechanical
Designer

Obtain Customer
Specific
Documentation List
from RFQ

Review
Documentation
Requirements

Quality Related
Documents Started
(High Level ITP,
Check Sheets)

Engineering Manager/
Project Lead/Doc
Coordinator reviews
Documentation List

Selection of
Equipment

Inform
Customer

No

Yes
No
Budget
Issues?

Yes

Engineering
Related
Issue?
No

PO revision
needed? (e.g.,
budget change)

Yes
Applications Group
for Resolution (A4)

Confirm
Equipment with
Vendor?
No
Can Cause Issues
later in Project

MD and ED Start/
Revise GA
Drawings

Yes

Sent to
Customer

Customer
Approval?
No

Data Sheets
Started
(PL/ED/DC)

Clarify/
Revise
Design

Confirm
Equipment
Selection with
Suppliers/Vendors
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Back to
High Level
Eng Map
(1)

Engineering Department Map
System Registration (E3)

Detailed Eng
Map 1

Registered (if required) Design
(E4)

No

Hide Issue
Descriptions

System Registration
Needed?

Yes
Yes

System Registration
Complete

Engneering Witnesses Testing (E7)

Revise Application

No

System
Approved
Registration
by P.Eng.?
(E3)

Registration Process with
TSSA or equivalent

Customer Approved
(E2)

Inspection witnessed
by TSSA
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Back to
High Level
Eng Map
(1)

Engineering Department Map
Finalize Production (E4)

Detailed Eng
Map 1

Purchasing Sends POs
to Vendors (O1)

Show Issue
Descriptions

To Material
Procurement (E6)

Yes

Tender Process Begins

Send External
Fabrication Info to
Customer

Request/Receive Info
from Fabricators

External
Fabrication
Required?
No

Update Details on
Sales Order

Designers Info
entered into SAP
(Proj Lead/Mech/Elec)

Material Procurement
Process

Customer
Approved?

No

Yes

Create Production
Package

Finalize Dwgs/
Documentation/QC
Documents
Registered (if required)
Design (E3)

Production Package
(E5)

Create O&M
Manual (E7)

Fabrication Drawings
Started
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Back to
High Level
Eng Map 2

Engineering Department Map
Kickoff Meeting (E5)

Detailed Eng
Map 2

Show Issue
Descriptions

Communicate
with CSD to
Update SAP (S?)

Production Package
(E4)

Prod Pkg Reviewed/
Approved by Eng Manager

Client Pre-Fabrication
Meeting?

External Kickoff
Meeting?

Internal Kickoff
Meeting?

Yes
No

Engineering remains involved in
Material Procurement
(E6)

Conduct/Attend Meeting
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Back to
High Level
Eng Map 2

Engineering Department Map
Material Procurement (E6)

Hide Issue
Descriptions
Built System
(E7)

Detailed Eng
Map 2

Purchasing follows up
with Vendors based
on dates in SAP (O1)

Materials Delivery
Process

Documentation
Coodinator follows up
with Proj Lead/
Designers/Vendors

Engineering remains involved in
Material Procurement (E5)

Build Issue Resolution
with Production (O5)

Yes

Purchasing sends
POs to Vendor (E4)

Issue?

Documentation
Requirement
issue?

No

Yes

Delivery Issue?
(90% of time)

Purchasing/Receiving
Follow up (O2)

No

No

Materials Receiving
Process
(Vendors/External
Fabs)

Technical/Commercial
Issue
(10% of time)

Yes

Purchasing Negotiates
with Vendor for Better
Delivery Date (O1)

No

Issue Resolved?

No

Engineering tries to
Expedite Vendor

Systems Alteration
Performed (O3)

Product Issues?

Yes

Ask Purchasing to
Order Replacement
Part (O1)

Yes

Yes

In Process Inspection/
Resolution of QC
Issues/CSA Inspection

Is part
replacement
urgent?

No

Yes

Operations for CSA
Inspection (O3)
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Engineering Department Map
Testing and Inspection (E7)

Detailed Eng
Map 2

Show Issue
Descriptions

Inspection witnessed by TSSA (E3)

Create/Set Up O&M
Manual – Eng
Admin/Doc Coord.

No

Production Package (E4)

Issues?

Yes

Review with 3rd
Party Inspector?

No

Tested System
(E8)

Yes

Engineering Consults
External Fabricators
for Technical Issues

Engineering
Witnesses Testing

Collect/Compile all
Internal/External
Testing Reports

Testing of
Equipment
(Functional Test)

Engineering Doing
Testing
(e.g., Electrical, PLCs,
etc.)

Review of ITP
Requirements and
Issue Resolution
with Production (O6)

Built System
(E6)

Back to
High Level
Eng Map 2
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Back to
High Level
Eng Map 2

Engineering Department Map
Finalizing Shipment (E8)

Detailed Eng
Map 2

Tested System
(E7)

Make Arrangements
for Shipping (CSD,
Production, Shipping
(O7))

Show Issue
Descriptions

O&M Manuals/Data
Books Compiled/
Revised (07)

Documentation Sent to
Customer for Approval

Customer
Approved?

No

Yes

Project Sent/Internal
Systems Updated

Invoice to
Finance
(F&HR2)
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Back to
High Level
Eng Map 2

Detailed Eng
Map 2

Engineering Department Map
On-site Issue (E9)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Informed of Design/
Operation Issue with
Equipment On-Site

Electrical Designer go to site
to resolve issue

No

Issue Resolved from InHouse?

Project Re-enters
Engineering Department
Process

Yes

Customer Follow up
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Overview

Organizational Process Mapping – Finance/Human Resources

Back to High Level
F&HR Map

Annual Budget

Accounts Receivable

Demand for Training

Notification of Order
Shipment

Clarify
Problem w/
CSD

Is problem
solved?

Invoice Sent to
Customer
(electronic or hard
copy)

Review and
ID problem

No

Pull Project
Binder

Go to
Engineering

Pool Information
(advice from Dep
Heads, anticipated
new hires, new
market opening up/
pursuing, upcoming
capital expenses

Wait for Payment
*Based on Terms of
Invoice*

Create/Revise
Annual Budget
Revise

Are there invoice
issues?

Yes

No

Confirm Submittal of
Additional
Information/
Documentation

Yes

Present to Internal
Management Group

Prepare PowerPoint
Presentation for
Head Office

Monthly Financial
Reporting
Arrival of Cut-off
Date for Reporting
Data Entry of
Information

Journal Entries put
into SAP

Send for Approval/
Sign off

No

Other
Finance and
Human
Resource
Tasks
(F&HR1)
Year-end Reports/
Auditing

Compiling Reports/
Produce Working
Papers

Prepare documents
for Auditors

Manage/Administer
Employee Benefit
Package
(3 year renewal)

Annual Employee
Survey

Review of Organization
Compliance with
Regulations
(e.g., mandated
training, Health and
Safety)

Develop/Implement
HR Policies
Employee
Complaints/
Concerns

Compile Data
pertaining to
request
(Finance/HR Mgr)

Send Report to GM

No

Training Request
Form Received from
Department
Manager

Attendance
Recorded on Sign
Off Sheet and Filed
in HR

Check Budget

Approved by
Finance/HR
Manager or GM

Funds Available?

Set-up
payroll

Train

Update SAP
Org. Chart

Review and Sign off
on Register

SAP Checked for
Errors

Errors Present?
(30-100/week)

No

Yes

Errors Resolved
(Resolved Daily by
HR Coordinator by
calling, emailing or
finding person )

Receive Register
from ADP and
Individual Pay
Statements

Create Job Posting
(Notify Internally
and Externally)

Consult 3rd Party
Recruitment (if
required)

Interviewed
Warranted?

Forward Resumes to
Department
Manager and
Finance/HR
Manager

Receive/Filter
Resumes

Store for 12
Months

Conduct Interview
(HR and Department
Supervisor or
Manager)

Offer Letter Sent
and Acceptance
Received

Create Training Plan
(Standard and
Technical Training)

Reference Check
Passed?

2nd Interview
conducted
(Potentially 3rd
Interview for Mgmt
Positions)

HR Coordinator
Follow up on New
Hire Performance
(90 day Probation)

Human
Resources
(F&HR3)
No

Yes

Develop/Implement
Improvement Plan
with Department
Supervisor/Manager

No

Update Org Chart

Yes

Performance
Issues?

No

Yes

RGA
Paperwork
from
Operations
(O2)

Accounts Payable

Invoices
Arrive

Received by
Receptionist /
Accounts Payable

Expense
Submitted

Received by
Accounting
Assistant

Process the
Invoices / Bills for
Payment
(Discretionary AND
Procurement)

Financial
Reports to
Head Office

Finance
Reporting

Yes
Contact Other
Departments/
Individuals

Yes

No

Investigate
and Resolve

Send Payroll to ADP
No

Approved?

No

Revise

Discrepancies? Yes

Review and
Approve

Annual Appraisals
Annual Appraisals
Initiated

Send Out Appraisal
Form to Department
Managers

All
Departments

Post on SAP and Pay

File

Bank Statement
Reconciliation with
SAP

Receive
RGA
Paperwork

Investigate
Discrepancy?

No

Payroll
New Employee
Arrives

Inform Department
Manager of
Modifications
(e.g., only send 1
employee)

Staff Increase/
Replacement
Needed

Yes

Monthly Training by
Technical
Department

Post it to
General Ledger

Payroll Initiated
Bi-weekly

Produce Report
Put Financial Data
into Commit
(Head Office
Software)

Other Finance/HR Tasks

Financial Analysis
Receive Request
from GM

Head office Training

Employees Attend
Training

Receipt of Payment
Confirmed

Finance (F&HR2)

Waiting on
Documentation?

Contact Customer
by Email/Phone

Year-End
Reports/Auditing

Provide Training
Records to
Department
Managers

Fix Problem

No
Approval/Sign
off from GM?

External Training
(Generally for Sales/
Tech Staff)

Internal Training

Yes

Finance/HR Mgr
Develops Customer
Follow up List

Send Annual Budget
to GM

Recruitment / New Hires

Training
Yes

Receive Financial
Directive from Head
Office

Show Issue
Descriptions

Send to
Finance
Manager

Approved by
Finance
Manger?

Yes

No

Error?

Yes

On Hold

Solve

Contact
from
Vendors

Credit to
Customer

Accounts
Payable

File

Receive
Performance
Appraisal Forms
from Department
Managers

Finance/HR
Manager Sign Off

Update Payroll for
Salary Increases
*New for 2012*

Conduct
Appraisal
Return
signed to
HR

File
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Finance and Human Resource Department Map
High Level Sub Process

Overview

Financial Directive
from Head Office

Demand for
Training (all Dept’s)

Accnts Rec’d Issue
Resolution (Cust, Sales, Eng)

Training record
provided/updated
(All Dept’s)

Finance (F&HR2)

Other
Finance and
Human
Resource
Tasks
(F&HR1)
Financial
Reporting

Resumes to appropriate
departments

External Training
for Tech Department/
Sales

Annual Budget
Approval by GM

Year-end Audit

Show Issue
Descriptions

Improvement plan
For New Hire
3rd party recruitment
(sometimes)

Human
Resources
(F&HR3)

Approval from GM
for External Training

Accnts Payable Discrepancy
Resolution (Cust, Sales, Eng)
Annual Appraisal
Forms

Request for
Payment

Resolve FOB
Issues

Receive RGA
Paperwork (O2)
Payment/
Credit Issued
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Back to
High Level
F&HR Map

Detailed
F&HR Map

Finance and Human Resource Department Map
Other F&HR Tasks (F&HR1)
Annual Budget

Show Issue
Descriptions

Receive Financial Directive
from Head Office
Pool Information (advice
from Dep Heads,
anticipated new hires,
new market opening up/
pursuing, upcoming
capital expenses
Create/Revise
Annual Budget
Revise
Send Annual
Budget to GM

Approval/Sign
off from GM?
Yes
Present to Internal
Management Group
Prepare PowerPoint
Presentation for Head
Office
Monthly Financial
Reporting
Arrival of Cut-off
Date for Reporting
Data Entry of
Information
Journal Entries
put into SAP
Send for
Approval/Sign off
Put Financial Data into
Commit
(Head Office Software)

No

Year-End Reports/
Auditing
Year-end
Reports/
Auditing
Compiling
Reports/Produce
Working Papers
Prepare
documents for
Auditors

Other Finance/HR Tasks
Manage/Administer
Employee Benefit
Package
(3 year renewal)
Review of Organization
Compliance with
Regulations
(e.g., mandated
training, Health and
Safety)

Annual
Employee
Survey
Develop/
Implement HR
Policies
Employee
Complaints/
Concerns

Financial Analysis
Receive Request
from GM
Compile Data
pertaining to
request
(Finance/HR Mgr)
Produce
Report
Send Report to
GM
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Back to
High Level
F&HR Map

Finance and Human Resource Department Map
Finance (F&HR2)

Detailed
F&HR Map

Show Issue
Descriptions

Accounts Receivable

Notification of
Order Shipment
Invoice Sent to
Customer (electronic
or hard copy)
Wait for Payment
*Based on Terms of
Invoice*

Yes

Clarify
Problem w/
CSD

Is problem
solved?

Review and
ID problem

No

Pull Project
Binder

Go to
Engineering

Fix
Problem

Yes

Finance/HR Mgr
Develops Customer
Follow up List
Contact Customer by
Email/Phone

Are there
invoice
issues?

No

Receipt of Payment
Confirmed

Waiting on
Documentati
on?

Yes

Confirm Submittal
of Additional
Information/
Documentation

No
Accounts Payable

Invoices
Arrive
Expense
Submitted

Process the
Invoices / Bills for
Payment
(Discretionary
AND
Procurement)

Received by
Receptionist /
Accounts
Payable
Received by
Accounting
Assistant

Post it to
General Ledger

Payroll
New Employee
Arrives
Payroll Initiated
Bi-weekly
SAP Checked for
Errors
Errors
Present? (30- Yes
100/week)

Set-up
payroll

Train

Review and
Sign off on
Register
Errors Resolved
(Resolved Daily by
HR Coordinator by
calling, emailing or
finding person )

Update SAP
Org. Chart
Receive Register
from ADP and
Individual Pay
Statements

Send Payroll to
ADP

Financial
Reports to
Head Office

Finance
Reporting

Discrepancy
?

Yes

File

Bank Statement
Reconciliation
with SAP

Revise
No

Discrepanc
Yes
ies?

Investigate
and
Resolve

Send to
Finance
Manager

Approved by
Finance
Manger?

Receive RGA
Paperwork

Contact Other
Departments/
Individuals

Review and
Approve

Yes

No
Post on SAP
and Pay

Investigate

Yes

Approved
?

No

Receive RGA
Paperwork
(O2)

Error?

No

Yes

On
Hold

Solve

Contact from
Vendors

Credit to
Customer

Accounts
Payable

File

No
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No

Back to
High Level
F&HR Map

Finance and Human Resource Department Map
Human Resources (F&HR3)

Detailed
F&HR Map

Recruitment / New Hires

Training
Demand for
Training

Internal Training

External Training
(Generally for
Sales/Tech Staff)

Provide Training
Records to
Department
Managers
Employees
Attend Training
Attendance
Recorded on
Sign Off Sheet
and Filed in HR

No

Monthly
Training by
Technical
Department

Head office
Training
Training Request
Form Received
from Department
Manager

Inform
Department
Manager of
Modifications
(e.g., only send
1 employee)

Check Budget

Approved by
Finance/HR
Manager or GM

Funds
Available?
Yes

Hide Issue
Descriptions

No

Staff Increase/
Replacement
Needed

Create Job Posting
(Notify Internally
and Externally)

Consult 3rd Party
Recruitment (if
required)

Interviewed
Warranted?

Forward Resumes
to Department
Manager and
Finance/HR
Manager

Receive/
Filter
Resumes

Yes

Store for 12
Months

Conduct Interview
(HR and Department
Supervisor or
Manager)

Offer Letter Sent
and Acceptance
Received

Create Training Plan
(Standard and
Technical Training)

Reference
Check
Passed?

2nd Interview
conducted
(Potentially 3rd
Interview for Mgmt
Positions)

HR Coordinator
Follow up on New
Hire Performance
(90 day Probation)

No

Yes

Develop/Implement
Improvement Plan
with Department
Supervisor/Manager

Update Org
Chart

Performance
Issues?

No

Yes
Annual Appraisals
Annual Appraisals
Initiated

Send Out Appraisal Form
to Department
Managers

All
Departments

Receive Performance
Appraisal Forms from
Department Managers
Conduct
Appraisal
Finance/HR Manager
Sign Off
Update Payroll for Salary
Increases
*New for 2012*

Return
signed to
HR
File
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Overview

Back to High
Level
Operations
Map (1)

Part Request
from
Engineering (E4)
Stock Part
Request from
CSD (S4)

Eng Dept Doc Coord
Checks Documentation
(E6)

New Order Entered
or Parts Consumed

SAP System
Indicates not
enough Stock

Stock Part
Request from
Technical (T3)
Tools for
Shop (O5)

Operations Department – Detailed Process Map (Page 1 of 2)

To Shipping
(Return to
Vendor)

Create Part
Number

Purchasing to
Receives
Documentation
Line Item

To Receiving
(Vendor
Pickup)
Documents
Correct?

No
Custom Ordered
Stock

Standard
Components

Make to Order
Stock

No

Do we need a
replacement
quickly?

Consult with Eng
Department on
Part Urgency (E6)

Yes

RGA Paperwork
to Finance
(F&HR 2)

Find 3 Vendors,
gets quotes and
lead time

MRP receives
report from SAP

Do we want to
create a part
number?

Choose a
Vendor

RGA Paperwork
Processed by
Purchasing

Materials Receiving
Issue Resolution
(O2)

No

Purchase
Required?

Order Received
from CSD

Create Production
Schedule / Check
Resources

RGA Process
Paperwork
Completed

Parts Assessed
by Technical
Dept (T3)

PO Generated in
Purchasing and
sent to Vendor

Purchase
Requisition
Created

Yes

Receive Production
Binder from
Engineering

Order Received/
Reviewed (O4)

Review Project
Scope/ITP
presented

Part
Quarantined

SAP Delivery
Note
Generated

Standard
System

Standard
Product

Receive
Green Folder
from CSD

Part/Make to
Stock
Production
Order

No

Is part
damaged?

Yes

Clarify with
Vendor

Update
Appropriate
Departments
(Eng, Sales)

Receive Parts/
Documentation

No

Followup
Reporting b/w
MRP & Purchasing

Yes

Is it the
wrong part?

No
Documentation

Review Green
Folder/Job
Folder

Issues?

Clarify/Resolve
Issue with Project
Lead in Engineering
No

Building Help
from Technical
Department (T3)

Part Pick
Issues?

Production Staff
Resolve

Resolve Issues
In Production?

Parts

No
Production
Order

Std Product/ System
Order
from CSD (S4)

No

Yes
No

Review
Production
Binder

Custom System Order
from Engineering (E5)

Yes

Operations
Manager Sign off
(Custom items,
expedited orders)

Approval
Needed?

Yes

Is a
Coordination
meeting
required?

Yes

No

Yes

Purchasing/MRP
Requests (O1)

To Operations/
Eng Admin

Show Issue
Descriptions

Yes

Investigate
with MRP

No

Clarify/Resolve
Issue with CSD

Yes
Missing
Parts?

Pick Parts
from Stock

Production
Supervisor and
Engineering resolve

Does Vendor
response match
request?

Yes
Make to Stock
Production
Order

Produce Production
Package/Binder

Yes

Production
Build and Issue
Resolution(O5)

No

Production
(O5)

Stock used for
Standard
Components or
Systems

No

QC
Required?
Yes

No

Custom
Frames?

Yes

Custom
Components/
Documentation
?

Received Parts
Inspection and Stocking
(O3)

No

No

Yes

QC
Inspection

CSA Report Sent
to Materials
Mgmt Supervisor

No
Parts go to Job
Bins

Simple
Alteration?

CSA
Needed?
Yes

No
Inspection by
CSA
Representative
(weekly basis)

Alteration
Required?

Yes

Parts
Restocked/
Go to Stock

Production Staff
Assigned to System
Build (Elec/Mech/
Both)

Yes

Are the issues
complex?

Standard
Component
Testing

Yes

Issues with
Assembly?

No
(rare)

No

Systems to
Engineering (E6)

Parts
Required?

Yes

Part Request
by Tech or Eng

RGA Sellable
Parts from
Technical (T3)

Testing
Passed?
Yes

Built Inhouse?

Yes

Build System

Standard
Component
Finalized

No
No

Std Produt to
Technical
Department (T3)

Part Issues?

Yes

No

Make
Alteration

Yes

Part Pick
(Std OR Custom
Systems)

Production
Builds
Component

Outsource Build
(For some Custom
Systems)

Build Coordinated
by Production
Supervisor

To Shipping
Pg2

Testing of Assembled
Product/ System
Pg 2
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Overview

To High
Level
Operations
Map (2)

Operations Department – High Level Process Map (Page 1 of 2)

Engineering (E4)
Part Request

Engineering (E6)
Replacement
Part Urgency

CSD (S2)
Purchasing to get
Part Quotes
Technical (T3)
Part Request

Production (O5)
Shop Tool Request
Vendor
RFQ Process for
New Part Numbers
Vendor
PO Clarification

Purchasing/MRP
Requests (O1)

Engineering (E6)
Documentation
Check

Shipping (O7)
Vendor Return

Order Received/
Reviewed (O4)

Parts Assessed by Technical Dept
(T3)
RGA Paperwork to Finance
(F&HR 2)
Replacement
Part Purchase
Requisition

Engineering (E6)
Vendor Clarification Updates
Sales (S2)
Vendor Clarification Updates

Materials Receiving
Issue Resolution
(O2)

Receive Parts/
Documentation

Technical (T3)
CSA Alteration Help
Engineering (E6)
CSA Alteration Help

Received Parts Inspection
and Stocking
(O3)

Production
Binder
Issue
Resolution

Reviewed
Production
Binder

Std
Component
Order for
Pick

Technical (T3)
Request for
Std Product Building Help

MRP (O1)
Investigate Part Pick Issues

Received
Parts for
Inspection

CSA Inspection

CSD (S4)
Std Product/System Order

Engineering (E5)
Custom System Order

Vendors
Parts/Documentation
Received

Receiving (O2)
Vendor Pickup

Show Issue
Descriptions

Production
Build and Issue
Resolution(O5)

Requested Parts in Stock
(Ready for Production Build)

Engineering (E6)
Part/Assembly Issues
(Custom Systems)
CSD (S4)
Part Issues
(Std Systems)
Technical (T3)
Std Product Building Help
Fabricators
(Outsourced Build Coordination)
Assembled Std System/Custom
System for Testing (Pg 2 O6)

Stock Parts for
Std or Custom
Systems

Finalized Std Product for
Shipping (Pg 2 O7)

Technical (T3)
Restocking of RGA
Sellable Parts
Std Component for Stock or
Std/Custom Systems
Purchase Requisition for
Missing Parts
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Show Issue
Descriptions

Clarification /
Coordination with
Engineering Proj
Leads by Prod
Supervisor/QC (E7)
No
Determine Test
Requirements /
Review ITP with
Prod Supervisor/
PM/Eng

ITP Clear?

Yes

Tech Dept
Involved?
(T3)

Yes

Yes

Testing Complete /
Ready for QC Testing

Perform
Standard QC
Testing

No

Yes

No

No

Production
Capable of
Testing?

Functional Test
Needed?

Arrange for OffSite QC Testing

Outsourced
Testing to 3rd
Party

In-house Testing

Shipping and
Documentation
(O7)

Customer
Witness Req’d?

Yes

Yes
QC/PM
Coordinate
Logistics

QC Check
Approved

Testing of Assembled
Product/ System

Assembled
System Testing
(O6)

No
Shipping Issues
Identified?

No

Prepare for Shipping
(i.e., paint,
bubblewrap,
heatshrink, etc.)

Pass Shipping
Binder to
Operations/Engg
Admin

Documentation
Scanned Into
DocuShare

To Shipping
Custom System
Docs Required?

Std System / Custom
System / Std
Product Assembly
Complete

Bill of Lading
(BOL)
Created

To Customer
Ship

File BOL in
DocuShare

Testing Performed
and Signed Off
Results Sent to
Customer

QC Testing
Complete

CSD Resolves
Issues
(Delivery
Note, Ship
Instructions,
etc.) (S4)

No

Project Binders
Emptied and
Put in Green
Folders

Standard
Order

Custom
System

Invoice
Automatically
Generated

No

Operations Mgr
Reviews and Remove
Billing Blocks

Yes
System Finalized
Coordinate with
Eng Doc
Coordinator

Project Filing
Complete

Invoice
Generated
From Pg1
Std Component Finalized
Engineering Dept for
Final Documentation
(e.g,. Final Manuals) (E8)

Finance

Finance/
Accounting
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Engineering (E7)
Clarification/Coordination
of ITP Reqs

Shipping and
Documentation
(O7)

Technical (T3)
Custom System Testing Help
Customer
Witnessing of Testing
Coordination
3rd Party Testing
Coordination

Show Issue
Descriptions

Sales (S4)
Shipping Issues Resolution Process

Customer
Shipped System/Product

Assembled
System Testing
(O6)

Finance and HR (F&HR 2)
Invoice
Engineering (E8)
Outstanding Documentation
Coordination

Assembled Std System/
Custom System for
Testing (From Pg 1) (O5)

Finalized
Custom/Std System
for Shipping

Finalized Std Part for Shipping
(From Pg 1) (O5)
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Back to High
Level
Operations
Map (1)

Operations Department Map
Purchasing/MRP Requests (O1)

To Detailed
Operations
Process (1)
Part Request
from Engineering
(E4)

Show Issue
Descriptions

New Order Entered or
Parts Consumed

Stock Part Request
from Technical (T3)
SAP System
Indicates not
enough Stock

Stock Part Request
from CSD (S4)

Create Part
Number

Tools for Shop
Custom Ordered
Stock

Standard
Components

Make to Order
Stock

Find 3 Vendors,
gets quotes and
lead time

MRP receives
report from SAP

Do we want to
create a part
number?

Choose a
Vendor

Replacement
Part Purchase
Requisition (O2)
Yes
Operations
Manager Sign off
(Custom items,
expedited orders)

No

Yes
Approval
Needed?

No

PO Generated
in Purchasing
and sent to
Vendor

Clarify with
Vendor

Update
Appropriate
Departments
(Eng, Sales)

Receive Parts/
Documentation (O2)

No
No

Purchase
Required?

Yes

Purchase
Requisition
Created

Followup
Reporting b/w
MRP & Purchasing

Does Vendor
response match
request?
Yes

Requested Parts in Stock
(Ready for Production Build) (O5)

Purchase Requisition for
Missing Parts (O5)
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Back to High
Level
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Operations Department Map
Materials Receiving Issue Resolution (O2)

To Detailed
Operations
Process (1)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Eng Dept Doc Coord Checks
Documentation (E6)

To Operations/
Eng Admin
To Shipping
(Return to
Vendor)

Purchasing to
Receives
Documentation
Line Item

To Receiving
(Vendor Pickup)

Documents
Correct?

No
Replacement
Part Purchase
Requisition (O1)

Yes

Do we need a
replacement
quickly?

Consult with Eng
Department on
Part Urgency (E6)

Yes

No
Part
Quarantined

RGA Paperwork to
Finance (F&HR 2)

RGA Paperwork
Processed by
Purchasing

RGA Process
Paperwork
Completed
Parts Assessed
by Technical
Dept (T3)

Receive Parts/
Documentation (O1)

Yes

Yes

Is part
damaged?

Receive Parts/
Documentation

No

Is it the wrong
part?

No
Documentation

Received
Parts for
Inspection
(O3)
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Operations Department Map
Received Parts Inspection and Stocking (O3)

To Detailed
Operations
Process (1)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Received
Parts for
Inspection
(O2)

No

No

No

QC Required?

Custom
Frames?

Yes

Custom
Components/
Documentation?

CSA Needed?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

QC
Inspection

CSA Report Sent to
Materials Mgmt
Supervisor

No
Parts go to Job
Bins

Simple
Alteration?

Yes

Inspection by CSA
Representative
(weekly basis)

Alteration
Required?

Parts
Restocked/Go
to Stock

Stock Parts for Std or
Custom Systems (O5)

Make
Alteration

Yes

No
Technical
Department for
Std Product (T3)

Engineering for
Systems (E6)

Parts
Required?

Yes

Part Request by Tech or
Eng (O1)
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Operations Department Map
Order Received/Reviewed (O4)

To Detailed
Operations
Process
Process(1)

Yes

Is a
Coordination
meeting
required?

Review
Production
Binder

Show Issue
Descriptions

Custom System
Order
from Engineering
(E5)

Std Product/
System Order
from CSD (S4)

Receive Production
Binder from
Engineering

Order Received from
CSD

No

SAP Delivery
Note Generated

Review Project
Scope/ITP
presented

Create Production
Schedule / Check
Resources

Standard
System

Standard
Product

Receive Green
Folder from
CSD

Production
Order for Part

No

Yes

Reviewed
Production
Binder
(O5)

Production
Binder
Issue
Resolution
(O5)

Issues?

Review Green
Folder/Job
Folder

Std
Component
Order for Pick
(O5)

Building Help
from Technical
Department (T3)
To O5
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Level
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Operations Department Map
Production Build and Issue Resolution (O5)

To Detailed
Operations
Process (1)

Production
Binder
Issue
Resolution
(O4)

Reviewed
Production
Binder
(O4)

Show Issue
Descriptions
Std
Component
Order for Pick
(O4)

Clarify/Resolve
Issue with Project
Lead in Engineering

Production Staff
Resolve

Resolve Issues
In Production?

No
Clarify/Resolve
Issue with CSD

Part Pick
Issues?

Yes

Investigate
with MRP

No

Yes
Production
Supervisor and
Engineering resolve

Produce Production
Package/Binder

Pick Parts
from Stock

Requested Parts in Stock
(Ready for Production Build)
(O1)

Missing
Parts?

Purchase Requisition for
Missing Parts (O1)

Production
Builds
Component

Yes

No

Stock Parts for Std
or Custom Systems
(O3)

Building Help
from Technical
Department (T3)

Are the issues
complex?

Standard
Component
Testing

Yes
Part Pick
(Std OR Custom
Systems)

Part Issues?

Yes

Issues with
Assembly?

No
(rare)

No

Yes

No
Production Staff
Assigned to System
Build (Elec/Mech/
Both)

Testing
Passed?

Built Inhouse?

Yes

Standard
Component
Finalized

Build System

Finalized Std Product for
Shipping (Pg 2) (O7)

No
Outsource Build
(For some Custom
Systems)

Build Coordinated
by Production
Supervisor

Assembled Std System/Custom
System for Testing (Pg 2) (O6)

Std Component for Stock or Std/
Custom Systems (O3)
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Operations Department Map
Assembled System Testing (O6)

To Detailed
Operations
Process (2)

Show Issue
Descriptions

ITP Clarification /
Coordination with
Engineering Proj Leads
(E7)
No
Determine Test
Requirements /
Review ITP with Prod
Supervisor/PM/Eng

ITP Clear?

Yes

Functional Test
Needed?

Tech Dept
Involved?

Yes

No

Yes
No

No
Production
Capable of
Testing?

Yes

Testing
Complete /
Ready for QC
Testing

Perform
Standard
QC Testing

Arrange for
Off-Site QC
Testing

Outsourced
Testing to
3rd Party

In-house
Testing

Customer
Witness
Req’d?
Yes

Assembled Std System/
Custom System for
Testing (From Pg 1) (O5)

No

QC/PM
Coordinate
Logistics

QC Check
Approved

QC Testing
Complete

Std System /
Custom System
Assembly
Complete

Testing Performed
and Signed Off
Results Sent to
Customer

Finalized
Custom/Std System
for Shipping (O7)
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Operations Department Map
Shipping and Documentation (O7)

To Detailed
Operations
Process (2)

Show Issue
Descriptions

CSD Resolves Issues
(Delivery Note, Ship
Instructions, etc.)
(S4)

Yes

Finalized Std Part for
Shipping
(From Pg 1) (O5)
Shipping Issues
Identified?
Finalized
Custom/Std System
for Shipping (O6)

No

Prepare for Shipping
(i.e., paint,
bubblewrap,
heatshrink, etc.)

Bill of Lading
(BOL)
Created

Ship

Std Product/
System and
Custom System
sent to Customer

File BOL in
DocuShare

Documentation
Scanned Into
DocuShare

Pass Shipping
Binder to
Operations/
Engg Admin

Standard
Order

Custom
System

Project Binders
Emptied and Put in
Green Folders

Invoice
Automatically
Generated

No

Custom System
Docs Required?
Operations Mgr
Reviews and
Remove Billing
Blocks

Yes
No
Coordinate
with Eng Doc
Coordinator

Project Filing
Complete
Invoice
Generated

Engineering Dept for Final
Documentation
(e.g,. Final Manuals (E8)

Finance/Accounting
(F&HR 2)
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IT Department – Detailed Process Map
From Employees

Ongoing
Maintenance

Planning for IT

IT Helpdesk System

Communication with
departments to
determine needs

No

Provide Training

IT Upgrades

Notification of IT
problem

IT Helpdesk
(IT2)

Yes

Is training
required?

No

Pool Information

Additional
Conversations

Department
manager approval

Interprete needs /
requests

Contact vendors for
pricing

Is project
approved?

Is problem
urgent?

Yes

Yes

No

Is a contract
needed?

Prioritizing Needs

Yes

Develop contract /
ask for funding

Purchasing done
within IT
department

Research equipment
specifications
(licences, etc.)

Other vendor
required?

No

No

IT problem
assigned to
Synergenics

IT problem solved

IT solution to
Affected
Employees

IT problem
assigned to Phil

Yes

Identify impacts and
costs between
groups

Write scope of
project /
specifications

Research

Conversation with
shareholders

Identify solution

Is solution easy
to implement?

IT Upgrades
and
Maintenance
(IT1)

Purchases / Picks up
equipment

Vendors

Enter invoices into
budget worksheet

Send invoices to
Operations

No

Accounts Payable
(F&HR2)

Yes

Implement

IT problem assigned
to other Vendors (if
required)

Inform groups
affected by solution

Purchase Order
drafted and received
by Operations
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High Level Sub Process

Show Issue
Descriptions

IT problem
notification (All Dept’s)

Employee/Dept need

IT solution to
affected employees

Discuss plans
with Shareholder/
get approval

IT Helpdesk
(IT2)

Manager approval
(All Dept’s)

IT Upgrades
and
Maintenance
(IT1)

IT problem
assigned to vendor
(if required)

Contact vendors
for pricing
Invoice to
Operations (O?)

Inform Department(s)
affected by solution
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Level IT Map

To Detailed IT
Process

Organizational Process Mapping – IT Department
IT Upgrades and Maintenance (IT1)

Show Issue
Descriptions

Ongoing
Maintenance
Planning for
IT

Communication
with departments
to determine needs

No

IT Upgrades
Pool
Information

Additional
Conversations

Interprete
needs /
requests
Prioritizing
Needs

Identify
impacts and
costs between
groups

Research

Identify
solution

Department
manager
approval
No
Is a contract
needed?

Is project
approved?
Yes

Develop
Yes contract / ask
for funding

Purchasing
done within IT
department

Research
equipment
specifications
(licences, etc.)

Write scope
of project /
specifications

Purchases /
Picks up
equipment

Conversation
with
shareholders

Enter invoices
into budget
worksheet

Is solution easy to
No
implement?

Send invoices to
Operations

Yes
Implement

Contact
vendors for
pricing

Inform groups
affected by
solution

Purchase Order
drafted and
received by
Operations

Accounts
Payable
(F&HR2)
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Organizational Process Mapping – IT Department
IT Helpdesk (IT2)

Show Issue
Descriptions

From
Employees

IT Helpdesk
System

Provide
Training
Yes

Is training
required?

Notification of
IT problem

Is problem
urgent?

No

IT problem
assigned to
Synergenics

IT problem
solved

No

IT solution to
Affected
Employees

Yes
Other
vendor
required?

No

IT problem
assigned to Phil

Yes
IT problem
assigned to other
Vendors (if
required)
Vendors
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